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Online platforms such as Google, Amazon, and Facebook play an increasingly central role in the economy and society. They operate as digital intermediaries across interconnected sectors and markets subject to network effects. These firms have grown to an unprecedented scale, propelled by data-driven business models. Online platforms have a massive impact on individual users and businesses, and are recasting the relationships between customers, advertisers, workers and employers. This has triggered a public debate on online platforms' economic dominance and patterns of pervasive data collection. This study presents an analytical synthesis of the literature, to assess the effects of online platforms on the economy and society. The report provides evidence of positive impact, and documents a set of important issues not fully addressed by existing European Union regulation and enforcement. The consensus is that there is a need to strengthen the current law enforcement and regulation of the platform economy. This report welcomes the proposed digital markets and digital services acts, and offers a series of policy options for competition and innovation, working conditions and labour markets, consumer and societal risks, and environmental sustainability.
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Executive Summary

Today, all 'big tech' companies are digital platforms. They are among the most valuable firms in the world. The combined market capitalisation of just four companies Alphabet-Google, Amazon, Apple, and Facebook exceeded US$5.7 trillion in December 2020. This amount is greater than the market capitalisation of the entire Euronext stock exchange and a third of the value of the whole Standard & Poor’s 100 index of United States stocks. Amidst a global recession caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, these companies have not only been resilient, but in fact, leading beneficiaries of the widespread moves towards remote work, social distancing, and online shopping. This study aims to provide a thorough overview, based on a state-of-the-art literature review, of these platform companies’ most significant effects on the economy, on workers, and more broadly on society. This report provides evidence of the positive impact of online platforms. It also documents a set of important issues not fully addressed by existing European Union (EU) regulation and enforcement. The consensus is that there is a need to strengthen the current law enforcement and regulation of the platform economy. This report welcomes the proposed Digital Markets and Digital Services acts, and offers a series of policy options for competition and innovation, working conditions and labour markets, consumer and societal risks, and environmental sustainability. These policy options aim to address the issues and mitigate the risks associated with online platforms to ensure that the digital economy operates in a way that sustainably benefits people, businesses, and society.

Characteristics of Digital Platforms

Online platforms play a prominent role in creating digital value that underpins current and future economic growth in the EU. This report uses the terms ‘platforms’, ‘online platforms’ and ‘digital platforms’ interchangeably, to mean digital services that facilitate interactions via the internet between two or more distinct but interdependent sets of users (whether firms or individuals). Examples of such online platforms include online marketplaces, app stores, search engines, social media and platforms for the collaborative economy. Despite the variety of sectors that they operate in and the diversity of activities they facilitate, online platforms share common economic, business, and governance characteristics in creating and capturing value. These include: the generation of economies of scale and scope; network effects, which can lead to winner-take-all monopolistic positions; business models involving cross-subsidisation across platform sides; pervasive data generation, and data capture and usage; and the fact that platforms act as private regulators of their ecosystems which include businesses and individual users, effectively running as private turfs the business relationships, data exchanges, and transactions that they facilitate.

Digital platforms create value by facilitating exchanges/transactions and through fostering innovation. They provide a structure that can take advantage of digital technologies’ low search costs to generate efficient matches between globally connected users. Platforms also increase the efficiency of trade through lower search costs and low reproduction and verification costs. Digital platforms also facilitate innovation by enabling third-party firms such as software developers to build enormous quantities of complementary products or services.

Platforms’ Effects on Consumers, Businesses, Competition, and Innovation

Digital platforms are uniquely positioned to create and capture value in the digital economy. Platform services can bring substantial benefits to consumers while being provided free of charge to users. Yet digital goods generate a large amount of consumer welfare that is currently not captured in gross domestic product (GDP) measures. While GDP is often used as a proxy for well-being, consumer surplus is a better measure of consumer well-being. Research on this issue routinely demonstrates that consumers place a significant financial value on a range of online services, assigning multiple thousands of dollars of value to search engines and digital maps.

Digital platform companies also make large investments in research and development. Amazon, Alphabet (the parent company of Google), Microsoft and Apple all feature in the top 10 companies for
global spending on research. These high levels of investment in research and innovation are likely to
deliver significant benefits for these businesses, their consumers, and society. In addition, innovation
platforms such as Apple’s iOS or Google’s Android provide business opportunities for millions of
application developers who innovate on new applications, facilitating the development of apps that
they can then distribute globally through app stores.

Propelled by their deep reach into our lives, shaping how people work, communicate, shop and
entertain themselves, digital platform companies have reached a place of centrality in the economy.
That centrality to the economy has only deepened during the Covid-19 pandemic. Yet there is also a
wide range of discussion around the ways in which the largest digital platforms have abused their power.
These issues include anti-competitive practices, mass-harvesting of user data, and failure to tackle illegal
or harmful digital content. These issues are further detailed in the report.

Platforms' Effects on Employment and the Social Fabric

In the platform economy, a wide variety of novel jobs have emerged. Following much of the literature,
these different jobs can be categorised into (1) on-demand work and (2) crowdwork. These jobs are
organised via digital platforms, including apps and websites, and all of them focus on short-term work
(hence they are often called the ‘gig economy’). While organised digitally, on-demand work requires
offline labour involving tasks such as cleaning, ride sharing, delivering, caring, maintenance, etc. that
must be physically carried out in geographically specified locations. Crowdworkers use platforms to find
clients who require their services, which are then provided virtually rather than in-person.

The most prominent element of platform work is how it often relies upon and expands a non-standard
employment relation. Much platform work relies on contracts where workers are not defined as
employees, but instead as (depending on the language of particular legal systems) ‘independent
contractors’, ‘self-employed’, ‘contingent workers’, or simply ‘gig workers’. These employment contracts
are flexible, temporary, or otherwise casual and the rights traditionally accorded to employees are
largely or entirely absent.

Proponents of platform work argue that it allows many people who would otherwise struggle to find
jobs to find one. In contrast, critics argue that it allows people to be fired without any recourse or
explanation. The evidence suggests that both are right. For proponents, the ability to work from home,
flexible working time, low barriers to entry, ability to skip unpaid training, and potential for avoiding
social biases are all given as reasons why these platforms enable more people to find wage labour. The
pathway into the labour force has indeed been eased for many, especially groups that traditionally
struggle to find work. The flipside of this ease of hiring is that the non-standard employment relationship
enables platforms to fire workers just as rapidly. The platform economy is truly on-demand for these
workers, subject to consumer demand and management whims, and equally as likely to enable more
work as it is to hastily remove workers.

While there is a wide range of possible incomes in the gig economy, the vast majority of the work is low
waged – with crowdwork typically being paid less than offline work. A handful of workers do manage to
make a significant amount, but the overall distribution is vastly unequal as most struggle to make much.
Despite the low wages, many workers do find the work useful for its flexibility. The work’s flexibility can
help some people accommodate other responsibilities, e.g. caring responsibilities, to work schedules.
Yet in the end, flexibility is more often than not insecurity. The ‘self-employed’ status that workers
supposedly chose is more the result of businesses evading their responsibilities towards workers. This
evasion of responsibilities is most clearly expressed in the shift of responsibility for risks. Whereas the
standard employment contract aimed to balance risks between workers, businesses, and governments,
platform work instead transfers risk almost entirely onto individual workers.

Surveillance and control is another area that has undergone significant changes in platform work.
Instead of concentrating a workforce in a single physical workplace, digital platforms have enabled
decimalised control and coordination of a large and dispersed group of workers, enabling companies
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to both maintain an outsourced group of workers as well as a standardised service. This algorithm management, underpinned by changes in technology, has given rise to a new set of affordances for control.

Another key feature of this work is that it is often difficult to organise workers into collective organisations such as trade unions. Most obviously, these platforms lack workplaces in any traditional sense. Workers are often incentivised and coerced into direct competition with each other – further hindering any sort of collective action. And significant legal hurdles presently exist to any incipient collective organisation. Yet, despite the challenges and in the face of new forms of digital surveillance, workers have been experimenting and learning new ways to organise and effectively voice their interests. So, while in many ways, platform workers have been blocked from traditional means of collectively organising and exerting pressure, they are nonetheless demonstrating significant innovation.

Platforms' Effects on Consumer and Societal Risks

Following their general approach to regulation, many platform companies have sought to evade regulations around public safety. Perhaps the most prominent issue here is the safety of customers that use ride-sharing platforms. There have been numerous reports of sexual assault, physical violence, and even kidnapping by drivers. Another key safety issue is vehicular accidents. On the one hand, more vehicles on the road should lead to more accidents. On the other hand, the ease and (artificial) affordability of ride-hailing may reduce things like drunk driving. The evidence here is mixed, with studies finding that the introduction of a ride-sharing platform leads to the reduction of drunk driving and accidents in some places but not in others. Another issue for consumers is the lack of accountability that is common on many of these platforms. Customers often find it difficult to get assistance when something goes wrong.

In terms of social risks, the focus here is on environmental risks including climate, health, and the more fundamental concern of 'surveillance capitalism'. The first of these is related to the impact brought about by the surge in ride-sharing services. As a result of their popularity, many cities have seen significant surges in the numbers of vehicles on their streets. The end result has been significant increases in vehicle miles travelled overall and in traffic congestion in many cities. Moreover, ride-sharing services are largely linked to reduced use of more environmentally friendly public transport options. Unsurprisingly then, these platforms are linked with significant increases in pollution and carbon emissions.

Digital platforms' ever-increasing collection and analysis of quantified data also create privacy risks that can affect individual users and have implications for society. Concerns around these issues have focused on the consequences for humans of engaging continuously and often unwittingly with organisations (the digital platforms) which appear to offer them 'free' services, whereas users are in fact enrolled into pursuing another goal, the platforms' goals, who aim to manipulate users' behaviours for the benefit of paying third-parties.

In addition, the influence of the digital platforms on the news media has been under increased scrutiny and focus since the 2016 US presidential elections. Much of the focus has been on fake news and foreign governments' interference in elections through such platforms. But the influence of digital platforms on the news and journalism ecosystem goes deeper than the spread of fake news. The rise of digital platforms has severely disrupted the business model of news and disintermediated news production and consumption. The business model disruption has reduced the incentive to produce original reporting, and the platform algorithms have rewarded the production of visceral and emotive content.

As the time of writing this report, another major public health concern has emerged in the form of Covid-19. This global pandemic has impacted nearly every aspect of work, but platform workers have been particularly hard hit due to their precarious position. As a result of their employment status as self-employed, these workers have been excluded from things like sick pay, unemployment benefits, and most government schemes related to coronavirus. While employees have seen extensions to sick leave
and unemployment leave, as well as the widespread adoption of various short-time work schemes, platform workers have largely lacked access to these provisions. This lack of social protections means that workers have often had to choose between working or going into poverty.

The Covid-19 pandemic has also increased the reliance from individuals, businesses, and governments on online platforms. The pandemic also sharpens the focus on the trade-offs that policy-makers face when attempting to balance privacy protections with public health. This risk is increased by the extreme reliance on a small number of digital platforms. Contact-tracing apps, associated with systematic testing, have been touted as a promising solution to limit the spread of the virus. This type of surveillance raises serious concerns as it poses significant risks to privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties. The extent to which tracking can be performed in a way that would respect individual civil liberties is still unclear. This is another example of how various issues (limited competition, privacy, data sharing, civil liberties) interact.

**EU Regulation and Main Regulatory Challenges**

The report presents a summary of EU regulation on platforms and currently identified regulatory challenges. The European Commission has developed a regulatory agenda on online platforms to create a trusting, lawful and innovation-driven online platforms environment in the EU. While most applicable policies and regulations were not designed explicitly for online platforms, in 2019, the EU introduced a new EU regulation, the Platform-to-Business (P2B) Regulation. This P2B Regulation was specifically aimed to promote a better trading environment for online platforms' business users, resolve problems associated with unfair practices between online platforms and their business users, and promote transparency in these business relationships. The European Commission also created an Observatory of the Online Platform Economy in 2018, which monitors the platform economy's evolution to support the Commission's work on online platforms. In December 2020, the European Commission unveiled its proposals for a new Digital Markets Act (DMA) and a new Digital Services Act (DSA) as part of its new legislative initiative, the digital services acts 'regulatory package'.

In terms of the regulatory challenges concerning platforms' effects on consumers, businesses, competition, and innovation, the report highlights four in particular: the limits of traditional antitrust analysis and tools; the violation of privacy and competition by the accumulation of data; the platforms' systemic avoidance of sectoral regulations; and the difficulties in tackling illegal and harmful content online.

On the issue of platforms' impact on labour markets, while there are various directives in matters around non-standard employment, until recently, there was little in the way of regulation directly oriented towards platform work. The European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy (2016) aims to set out principles for the digital economy and platform work. It is significant for several reasons. First, it sets out an EU definition of a 'worker'. Second, this communication argues that sectoral regulations should apply to platforms that are service providers and not mere intermediaries. The Directive on Transparent and Predictable Working Conditions is an updating of the 1991 Written Statement Directive, intending to increase the transparency around working conditions for those in non-standard contracts. It does so by mandating several new provisions for non-standard work. More recently, there is the Council Recommendation on Access to Social Protection for Workers and the Self-Employed. This proposal stems from the principles of the European Pillar of Social Rights and explicitly aims to tackle the issue of non-standard workers having difficulties accessing social protection.

The regulatory challenges that arise from platform employment include the miscategorisation of platform employees; the disproportionate power of platforms over workers; and the low wages facing many platform workers.
Policy Options

The consensus of the reports and studies conducted in recent years is that there is a need to strengthen the current law enforcement and regulation of the platform economy. This report recommends, in the first place, an enforceable code of conduct for gatekeeper platforms. It is important to prevent harm, rather than relying exclusively on the current enforcement approach that focuses only on punishing harm after it has occurred. Platform firms with a high degree of market power should not abuse the power they derive from their monopolistic or dominant position to compete and should be prevented from using exclusionary practices, foreclosing markets or exploiting customers to the degree that they would not achieve under competitive positions.

This report agrees with the concerns expressed in the majority of reports that competitive issues associated with digital platform firms' behaviours are so wide-ranging and self-reinforcing that existing legislative powers are not sufficient to address them.

The report welcomes the proposals in the European Commission's proposed Digital Markets Act and the Digital Services Act, which take policy and regulation in the right direction in Europe. It broadly supports the DMA, the new ex-ante regulatory framework that aims to ensure that online platform ecosystems controlled by large online platforms benefitting from significant network effects remain fair and contestable, particularly in situations where such platforms act as 'gatekeepers'. It also broadly supports the DSA that aims to modernise and create an EU-wide uniform framework on the handling of illegal or potentially harmful content online, the liability of online intermediaries for third-party content, the protection of users' fundamental rights online and bridging the information asymmetries between the online intermediaries and their users.

Where the report differs from the DMA and the DSA proposals is in calling for (1) a stronger merger control regime for gatekeeper platforms; (2) that each gatekeeper platform should have its own tailored enforceable Code of Conduct; (3) greater scope for national authorities to intervene where there are country-specific issues; (4) a new users' right to reasonable inferences to curtail the generation of 'high-risk inferences', i.e., those that are privacy-invasive, reputation-damaging, and have low verifiability. In addition, one of the central issues raised in the DSA is the treatment of illegal content discussed in Section 6.1. The report does not offer alternative policy options on this topic, as the Commission's DSA proposals in this area appear broadly appropriate.

More specifically, in line with the proposed DMA, it is recommended that the European Parliament legislate to introduce a new regulatory ex-ante regime for platforms comprising both pro-competitive interventions and the development of an enforceable code of conduct for gatekeeper platforms. However, in contrast to the European Commission's approach, this report proposes that each 'gatekeeper' platform should have its own tailored enforceable code of conduct, in line with the United Kingdom Competition and Market Authority recommendations.1

It is also recommended that policies are put in place to ensure freedom of competition. Therefore, the report welcomes the DMA's proposals for ensuring openness, neutrality, interoperability, and on-platform competition. In terms of openness, platforms should not impose undue restrictions on users' ability to use other platforms or service providers that compete with the platform. For neutrality, platforms should not mislead users or unduly influence competitive processes or outcomes by employing means to self-preference their own services or products over competitors' services or products. The report recommends regulations to impose interoperability of systems and greater personal data mobility to increase competition and consumer choice.

Regarding merger control, the report finds that the DMA proposal does not go far enough to address merger control for gatekeeper platforms, given that it only asks for merger notification. It recommends strengthening the current competition framework that assesses mergers. It proposes that the

---

1 UK Competition and Market Authority, 'Market Study Final report on Online Platforms and Digital Advertising', 23.
competition authorities should assess whether, on balance, a merger is expected to be beneficial or harmful, accounting for the scale of the impacts and their likelihood. The criteria to assess impact should go far beyond just impacts on prices and instead include aspects such as data monopolies, privacy risks, and impacts on innovation. This report concurs with the Vestager report proposal of a new set of questions to assess acquisitions that involve a dominant platform or ecosystem. These questions are: (1) Does the acquirer benefit from barriers to entry linked to network effects or data use? (2) Is the target a potential or actual competitive constraint within the technological/user’s space or ecosystem? (3) Does its elimination increase market power within this space, notably through increased barriers to entry? And, (4) If so, is the merger justified by efficiencies? Given these criteria, especially the barriers to entry linked to data use, the report shares many experts’ concerns over the European Commission’s clearance of Google’s acquisition of Fitbit.

Regarding fairness vis-à-vis consumers, the report is in broad agreement with the DMA and the DSA and recommends strengthening legislation. The report suggests the following rules: non-discrimination, fair terms; controllability of algorithmic decisions, artificial intelligence, and reviews; and access to justice for users. **Non-Discrimination**: Platforms must not discriminate against individual suppliers or users seeking access to the platform. **Fair Terms**: Platforms must trade on fair and reasonable contractual terms, without exploitative pricing or behaviour. **Controllability of Algorithmic Decisions, AI, and Reviews**: Platforms must be transparent and fair about the working of their algorithms, and this needs to be controllable. This provision does not imply that companies have to disclose the algorithm to the regulator, but that case of infringement, liability must still be ascribed directly to the company. **Access to Justice**: Platforms must be answerable to an independent arbitration mechanism. Platforms should bind themselves to an arbitration system for disputes between the platform and users, be they individual consumers or business users.

In addition, users should not be reduced to sources of data or be deliberately manipulated by platform firms to prevent them from making legitimate decisions or making decisions contrary to their interests. In broad agreement with the DSA, the report recommends that platforms should not design interfaces and services that aim to manipulate users into restricting their choices, to mislead them, or to elicit addictive behaviour. Users’ privacy should also be respected. In agreement with the DSA, it is recommended that platforms must offer users a real choice on the use of data, including which data for which application, from which sources, and related to the combination of data. The report extends the DSA proposals in suggesting that this should also extend to inferred data and platforms should offer users the right to reasonable inferences, and to curtail or eliminate the generation of ‘high-risk inferences’, that are privacy-invasive, reputation-damaging, and have low verifiability in the sense of being predictive or opinion-based.

As for enforcement, the report recommends that the regulation of platforms should also institutionalise a robust and adaptive set of enforcement mechanisms. This institutional design should aim to combine the advantages of regulation with its power to hold accountable and enforce and some degree of self-regulation. The report agrees with Marsden and Podszun’s suggestion for the European Commission to establish: (1) a Platform Compliance Unit (PCU) in DG CONNECT, (2) an Early Alert Unit (EAU) in DG COMP, and (3) a Platform Complaint Panel (PCP) in DG COMP.²

- The Platform Compliance Unit (PCU) in DG-CONNECT would be in charge of new and platform-specific regulatory obligations. It would be formed to be competent for the ex-ante regulation of platforms, for monitoring platforms, and for issuing compliance orders as well as forward-looking guidance.
- The Early Alert Unit (EAU) in DG-COMP’s mission would be to investigate cases where platform-led ‘unnatural tipping’ of a market is suspected of developing. The Early Alert Unit would engage with

---

the Platform Compliance Unit to ensure swift compliance in case of evidence of platforms contravening the rules.

- The Platform Complaint Panel (PCP) in DG-COMP would act as an adjudicator to private complaints.

The success of this institutional mechanism of enforcement would rely on the strong interplay of these units and the effective collaboration of DG CONNECT and DG COMP.

Regarding enforcement, there would appear to be an inconsistent approach between the DMA and the DSA in the role afforded to national regulatory bodies. Member States' involvement in the DMA regime looks set to be significantly less than that proposed under the DSA, which provides for direct enforcement at the national level. This could become a significant issue over time, as some Member States, including Germany, have more advanced national regulatory frameworks. These Member States must not be disadvantaged or undermined by these potential discrepancies. Greater scope for national authorities should be granted to intervene in a timely and effective manner where there are country-specific issues, while ensuring complementarity between the supranational and national levels.

At the heart of many discussions around the negative impacts of platform work on working conditions is the way in which the use of non-standard employment relationships (typically, self-employed status) blocks access to many or all of the social protections that come with full-time indefinite employment. To rectify this, the report recommends redefining the category of worker in such a way that it encompasses the new forms of platform work and non-standard work. At a stroke, those currently excluded from standard social protections would be brought back within their ambit. There are a variety of definitions that could be used to carry this out. Regardless of what definition is chosen though, an important aspect is that workers should, by default, be categorised as employees.

There are a number of areas where the nature of platform work means that some elements of traditional employment rights may need to be modified or extended. For example, the characteristics of this work – often infrequent, piecemeal, involving high overhead costs, and spread amongst multiple clients – can make setting a minimum wage more challenging. One significant step towards fixing this would be to prohibit piece wages in on-demand work and replace them with hourly wages. Allowances should be made to reflect the costs that typically go along with platform work. And insofar as platform workers have an app open and are available to work, they should be counted as working.

Given the pervasive nature of workplace surveillance in the platform economy, it is also necessary to establish a series of data rights for (all) workers. A first critical component of data rights is making data collection and algorithmic systems accountable – and to ban them where appropriate. In those cases where data on workers is collected, a second step is to make that data transparent and accessible to those workers. Lastly, there is the issue of ratings and their widespread use amongst platforms. At a minimum, ratings should be portable across platforms. Platform firms should be incentivised to design better rating systems that protect users' privacy and data rights.

This report also recommends giving workers a voice in their work by supporting platform cooperatives' creation and expansion. Whether local, regional, national, or supranational, governments have an important role in supporting these platform cooperatives that promise better working conditions, more secure employment, and local economic growth. In the first place, governments can take important steps in helping cooperatives overcome the challenges of starting up. As a second step, governments can help platform cooperatives to grow and compete. Governments should most importantly take regulatory actions to level the playing field between upstart platform cooperatives and cash-flush global competitors. Lastly, governments can assist platform cooperatives in consolidating their place in the economy. This can mean assistance in connecting various cooperatives together – both across regions.

---

and across industries. More boldly, governments could provide their own publicly owned and democratically accountable versions of platforms.

To respond to the problems of congestion, air pollution, and carbon emissions, in the first place, governments should support the uptake and transformation of existing vehicle stock into electric vehicles. Efforts can be made to incentivise this transformation, whether through subsidies for drivers or regulations on platforms. However, more importantly, there needs to be an ongoing shift away from wasteful vehicles that pollute the air and occupy so much urban space. At a most basic level, rectifying this involves support and investment in infrastructure for biking and walking. New bike and bus lanes, including dedicated spaces, along with redesigned streets, can all make these forms of transportation cheaper, faster, and safer. More ambitiously, significant investment in the expansion of buses, trains, and subways can do much to improve the frequency of these services. All these efforts can, in turn, be combined with limits on the number of ride-hailing vehicles on the road.

Conclusions

The report ends in suggesting that a new mode of regulation for the platform economy is needed, one that will combine ex-ante robust yet flexible regulation, stronger ex-post enforcement, and enrolling the active participation of online platform firms and their ecosystem members. It also calls for supporting fundamental research into platforms' and ecosystems' behaviour. Existing economic theories based on foundational notions of 'markets' and 'firms' (which lead to regulation) may not be sufficient to interpret the behaviour of online platforms correctly. As digitalisation enables the generation of data-driven complementarities across products, services, and sectors, a better unit of analysis than the market might be that of an ecosystem that can cut across markets or sectors. More research is needed on platforms' behaviour in ecosystems over time and on how ecosystems develop, coalesce, compete, and evolve. Further development and cross-fertilisation of economic theory, management theory, and social science theories will be needed.

---

4 Jacobides, Gawer, and Cennamo, 'Towards a Theory of Ecosystems' and 'Distinguishing between Platforms and Ecosystems: Complementarities, Value Creation, and Coordination Mechanisms'.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Objectives and Methodology of this Study

1.1.1. Objectives of the Study

The objectives of the study are the following:

- To offer a definition of digital platforms and to provide a classification of the most salient types of digital platforms
- To investigate how the new models of economy and in particular the platform economy has affected users, businesses, competition, innovation, employment, and the social fabric
- To examine the effects of platforms on working conditions and labour market dynamics; and briefly examine the effects on social values, consumer and societal risks, and environmental sustainability
- To examine briefly how digital platforms are currently regulated under EU law and to map the main regulatory challenges that their operation (and expansion) is raising in the areas covered by the study
- To draft policy options – including a possible EU platform regulation - that could respond to the challenges associated with online platforms’ specific effects: competition, innovation, working conditions and labour market dynamics, and briefly also consumer and societal risks and environmental sustainability

The policy options on competition and innovation are intended to facilitate MEPs’ consideration of the December 2020 Digital Markets Act and Digital Services Act.

1.1.2. Methodology

The methodology used in the review process is that of a narrative (traditional) literature review. The topic of the study (the effects of platforms on the economy and society) is very broad, yet the objectives of the study are precise. This required a combination of expert knowledge from the study’s co-authors who are leading experts on the topic of digital platforms, and of breadth and depth in seeking appropriate sources.

Sources included academic articles, government reports, expert reports written for and by competition authorities or regulatory authorities, academic books, and business press articles. Themes covered by the literature review included platform business models, platforms and innovation, platform ecosystems, the nature and multiple roles of data, abuses of competition law, privacy, platform acquisitions, platforms and employment, platforms and societal risks, and sustainability.

The literature review, analysis, writing, feedback and validation, and final writing stages took place between January 2020 and December 2020. The European Parliament Science and Technology Options Assessment (STOA) representative provided feedback on a first draft in September 2020. Prof. Martin Kenney also provided feedback. On 23 October 2020, a workshop was organised by Prof. Annabelle Gawer on ‘Digital Platforms and Ecosystems: Economic and Social Impact, and the Changing Regulatory Landscape’, which convened seven leading experts in economics and competition law (Prof. Tommaso Valletti, Dr Lina Khan, Prof. Philip Marsden, Dr Cristina Caffarra, Mr Richard Kramer, and Prof. Ariel Ezrachi) who provided insights and feedback on ideas presented in the report. This feedback and input were factored into the final version of the report.

Footnotes are systematically used throughout the review to indicate sources, and a full list of references is included at the end of the report. Attention was paid to cite the most recent relevant literature and write a clear narrative highlighting the main results in an accessible way for a wide audience.
1.2. Definitions and Examples of Digital Platforms

Online platforms play a prominent role in creating digital value that underpins both current and future economic growth in the EU.

1.2.1. What are Online Platforms?

The term 'online platform' has been used to describe a range of services available on the Internet including marketplaces, search engines, social media, creative content outlets, app stores, communications services, payment systems, services comprising the so-called ‘collaborative’ or ‘sharing’ or ‘gig’ economy.

Defining online platforms is an essential step in any analysis of their effects on the economy and society. This definitional step used to be controversial, but significant progress has been made in recent years. In 2016, Vice President of the European Commission Ansip observed, ‘we do not even have a single definition of platforms accepted by everyone. We have hundreds of good definitions [so] when different people are talking about platforms, they have a totally different understanding’. This provocative statement was more valid a few years ago than it is now, as there has been considerable scholarly and regulatory activity on this topic. There is a growing consensus among regulators, scholars, and business practitioners as to what online platforms are.

The consensus from the economic, management, and regulatory literatures on platforms is that online platform firms use information and communication technologies to facilitate interactions between users, collecting and using data about such interactions, while generating and taking advantage of so-called network effects. These network effects exist when some users’ use of the platforms by some users make them more valuable to other users.

This report focuses on organisations that serve at least two different sets of users simultaneously, bringing them together and enabling interactions between them that can benefit the users as well as the platform itself. The various sets of users are called the ‘sides’ of the platform. In some cases, the two-sided or multi-sided nature of these entities is directly related to the benefits that platforms bring and the degree of difficulty of the policy challenges they present. In this report, a requisite condition for qualifying as a ‘platform’ is serving two or more distinct sets of users who interact in at least one direction through the service.

This report uses the terms ‘platforms’, ‘online platforms’ and ‘digital platforms’ interchangeably. But it distinguishes between the platform technology that is used to provide a service and the platform organisation (most often a firm) that operates this technology and that often, in parallel, conducts a platform business model.

Thus, in this report’s definition, adapting the European Commission’s definition, ‘platforms’, ‘online platforms’, or ‘digital platforms’, are organisations (that are most often, but not always, firms) that offer digital services that facilitate interactions via the Internet between two or more distinct but interdependent sets of users (whether organisations or individuals) and that generate and take advantage of network effects. Examples of such online platforms firms offer services that include online marketplaces, app stores, search engines, social media and platforms for the collaborative economy.

---

5 UK House of Lords, European Union Committee, ‘Defining ‘online platforms’’.
6 OECD, ‘An Introduction to Online Platforms and their Role in Digital Transformation’.
7 This definition is similar to the one used by the European Commission, DG-CNECT, ‘Platforms with significant network effects acting as gatekeeper. Impact assessment support study’. We complemented this definition by being explicit about the distinction between a platform technology, a platform business model, and a platform firm. We also complemented this definition by adding that users can be firms or individuals, as in OECD, ‘An introduction to online platforms and their role in the digital transformation’.
Most platforms discussed in this report are platform firms. But this report’s definition, by using the term *organisation*, makes it more general as it can then accommodate government, non-profit and other non-commercial online platforms, as well as commercial ones, provided the word ‘user’ be given a reasonably flexible interpretation. For example, as trusted sources of personal identification and public information, some governments have already built online identity and access management platform technologies and services used by public administrators on one side and citizens seeking access to government applications and information.8,9

Online platform firms do not only take advantage of modern digital infrastructures such as the Internet, the Cloud, and global mobile connectivity. They also take advantage of the behavioural habits of billions of users who, by connecting daily to these platforms through their digital devices to consume digital services, continuously (and often unwittingly) generate data. In turn, this data-as-output becomes a key resource that platform companies leverage to further enhance the digital services they offer, develop new services, and enter new markets.

Platforms can exist in the offline world as well. For example, traditional print newspapers are platforms that serve both advertisers and readers. Other examples of platforms that used to operate entirely offline include stock exchanges. Stock exchanges are platforms on which the users’ interactions flow in two directions. These exchanges serve both stock buyers and stock sellers. They interact through the exchange by signalling the prices at which they are willing to buy and sell. Of course, both newspapers and stock exchanges have evolved into online platforms, too.10 Some firms operate online platforms together with offline platforms, but in our increasingly digital economy, the pervasiveness of digital technologies permeates most economic and social activities.

1.2.2. Examples of Online Platforms in Various Sectors

The term ‘online platform’ is often used to describe a large range of services available on the internet including marketplaces, social media, search engines, app stores, payment services, transportation services, accommodation services, and much more.

Digital platform businesses are not all the same. They operate in multiple sectors and provide different kinds of services. There are several ways to categorise digital platforms. One way is to focus on functional service platforms provide to users. The main functional categories of online platforms include:11

- Ad-supported Internet search (Google, Baidu)
- Social media (e.g., Facebook, WeChat, Twitter, Microsoft LinkedIn)
  - Ad-supported general social media: Facebook, WeChat
  - Ad-supported microblogging: Twitter
  - Ad-supported photo/video sharing: Instagram, Flickr, TikTok, YouTube
- App stores (Apple App Store, Google Play, Amazon Appstore for Android)
- Third-party business-to-businesses (B2Bs) (Alibaba)
- Third-party business-to-consumer (B2Cs) (Amazon Marketplace, MercadoLibre Classifieds, Rakuten, Tmall)
- Ad-supported music streaming (Deezer, Spotify)
- Ad-supported print media (National Geographic, ParisMatch)
- C2Cs (Consumer-to-consumer platforms) (MercadoLibre, Taobao)
- Maps (Baidu Maps, Bing Maps, Google Maps)
- Repositories for scholarly research (SSRN)

---

10 OECD, ibid.
11 OECD, ibid.
STOA | Panel for the Future of Science and Technology

- Labour freelancing/crowdsourcing (Freelancer, Amazon Mechanical Turk, Ikea/TaskRabbit, Upwork)
- Crowdsourcing
  - Competitive (TopCoder)
  - Non-competitive (Google Waze)
- Food delivery (Deliveroo, UberEats)
- Language education (Duolingo)
- Gaming (Amazon Twitch, Huya)
- Fintech, including
  - Currency exchange platforms (CurrencyFair), crowdfunding (Indiegogo, Kickstarter)
  - Mobile payments (AliPay, PayPal, WeChat Pay)
  - Online brokers (Fidelity, RobinHood, SaxoBank)
- Transportation
  - On-demand ride services (Uber, Lyft, Kapten)
  - Long-distance car-pooling (BlablaCar)
- Travel booking
  - Rental cars, air flights and hotels (Booking.com, Expedia, Opodo)
  - Cruises (Vacationstogo.com)
  - Short-term rentals (Airbnb, Atraveo, Homeaway)
- Mobile payments (WeChat Pay, AliPay)
- Dating (Meetic, Tinder, Grindr)

Several platforms such as Google and Amazon operate in multiple sectors. Section 2.1. proposes a broader classification of digital platforms into three major types that address the commonalities across how most of these platform businesses create value.

1.2.3. All 'Big Tech' Companies are Digital Platform Firms

All the so-called 'big tech' companies (Alphabet-Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft) are digital platform firms, and most of the major technology firms are operating platform business models. Digital platform firms are among the most valuable firms in the world. The combined market capitalisation of just four companies, Alphabet-Google, Amazon, Apple, and Facebook exceeded $5.7tn in December 2020, an amount greater than the total market capitalisation of the entire Euronext stock exchange and a third of the value of the whole Standard & Poor's 100 index of US stocks. Besides, platform companies make up between seventy percent of all 'unicorns' – privately held companies with valuations exceeding $1 billion, including Ant Financial, Didi Chuxing, Byte Dance, and Airbnb.\(^{12}\)

Note that the companies referred to as 'big tech' have diversified their operations along various business lines, most but not all of them being characterisable as platform businesses. Facebook ran its entire company as a platform business. Alphabet-Google derived 83% of its revenue from its advertising-based platform business, including YouTube ads and Google advertising that relied on Google Search and Android. But other firms, such as Amazon and Apple, carried out a mixed-mode of business models, combining platform and non-platform businesses. For example, while Amazon Marketplace and Amazon Web Services were platform businesses, Amazon also operated as a traditional online reseller when selling products it had acquired and a conventional service provider of fulfilment and delivery. Similarly, while Apple operated a platform business model relying on iOS and the App Store, it also operated as a traditional original equipment manufacturer and seller of iPhones and iPads. These firms are platform companies, even though some of their business lines are not platform businesses, for two reasons. (1) The majority of their revenue and profit come from activities directly associated with their platform business models; (2) the strong interdependencies between their platform businesses and their non-platform businesses.

\(^{12}\) Evans and Gawer, 'The rise of the platform enterprise'.
The remainder of this section briefly presents the businesses of Alphabet-Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Apple.

Google (Alphabet)

Google was launched in 1998 as a general online search engine.13 Founded by Larry Page and Sergey Brin, the corporation started by serving users web results in response to online queries. Google’s critical innovation was its PageRank algorithm, which ranked the relevance of a webpage by assessing how many other webpages linked to it.14 Contrary to the technology used by rival search engines, PageRank enabled Google to improve the quality of its search results even as the web rapidly grew. While Google had entered a crowded field, by 2000, it had become the world’s largest search engine.15 Later that year, Google launched AdWords, an online advertising service that let businesses purchase keywords advertising to appear on Google’s search results page. This offering would later evolve to become the heart of Google’s business model.16 In 2015 Google underwent a reorganisation, introducing Alphabet as a parent company under which Google would reside as a wholly owned subsidiary.17

As of 2020, Google was ubiquitous across the digital economy, serving as the infrastructure for core products and services online. As the 2020 US Judiciary report indicated, ‘Google has grown and maintained its search engine dominance, such that ‘Googling’ something is now synonymous with online search itself. The company is now also the largest provider of digital advertising, a leading web browser, a dominant mobile operating system, and a major provider of digital mapping, email, cloud computing, and voice assistant services, alongside dozens of other offerings. Nine of Google’s products—Android, Chrome, Gmail, Google Search, Google Drive, Google Maps, Google Photos, Google Play Store, and YouTube—have more than a billion users each.18 Each of these services provides Google with a trove of user data, reinforcing its dominance across markets and driving greater monetization through online ads. In several markets, Google established its position through acquisition, buying up successful technologies that other businesses had developed. In a span of 20 years, Google purchased well over 260 companies—a figure that likely understates the full breadth of Google’s acquisitions, given that many of the firm’s purchases have gone unreported.’19

As of December 2020, Google was one of the world’s largest corporations. Google reported total revenues in 2019 of $160.7 billion—up 45% from 2017—and over $33 billion in net income.20 Although Google had gradually diversified its offerings, it generated the vast majority of its money through digital ads, which accounted for over 83% of Google’s revenues in 2019.21 In particular, search advertising was critical to Google, accounting for approximately 61% of its total sales.22 In 2020, Google reported a drop in ad revenue due to pandemic-related cuts in spending, though the company partly made up for the decline through revenue growth in Google Cloud, Google Play, and YouTube.23 Google enjoyed strong and steady profits, with profit margins greater than 20% for nine out of the last ten

---

13 Google Inc., Registration Statement (Form S-1) 1, 2004.
14 Ibid., 65.
16 Google, ‘Google Launches Self-Service Advertising Program’.
17 Page and Pichai, Google Founders’ Letter.
18 McCracken, ‘How Google Photos joined the billion-user club’.
19 US Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, 175.
20 Alphabet, Annual report (Form 10-K), 3 February 2020.
21 Ibid., 30.
22 Ibid.
23 Alphabet, Quarterly report (Form 10-Q), 30 June 2020; Alphabet Q2 Earnings Call, July 30 July 2020.
years until 2020, close to three times larger than the average for a U.S. firm. \(^{24}\) Figure 1.1 represents the evolution of Alphabet-Google revenue from 2011 to 2019.

![Fig. 1.1: Alphabet Annual Revenue (in million USD) from 2011 to 2019\(^{25}\)](image)

Amazon

Amazon.com, Inc. was founded in 1994 as an online bookseller. \(^{26}\) As of December 2020, it was one of the largest companies in the world. Based in Seattle, Amazon was estimated to be the second-largest private employer in the United States, after Walmart. In 2019, it had over 500,000 employees. \(^{27}\) Pushed by the Covid-19 pandemic, Amazon massively expanded its global workforce, bringing to 1,125,300 employees by December 2020. \(^{28}\) The company operated across a wide range of direct-to-consumer and business-to-business markets, including e-commerce, consumer electronics, television and film production, groceries, cloud services, book publishing, and logistics. Amazon went public in 1997 but did not post its first full-year profit until 2003. \(^{29}\) Amazon’s business strategy has generally focused on long-term growth over short-term profits. \(^{30}\) As of December 2020, Amazon was one of the most valuable companies in the world, with a market capitalisation of $1.57tn, and its CEO, Jeff Bezos, was reported to be the wealthiest person in the world. \(^{31}\)

Amazon reports financial information for three business segments: North America, International, and Amazon Web Services (AWS), Amazon’s cloud services business. \(^{32}\) In the past few years, Amazon continued to report strong and steady growth, as well as increasing profits. For 2019, Amazon reported total revenue of about $280 billion, up 20% from the previous year, and a net income of over

---

\(^{24}\) Alphabet, Quarterly reports (Form 10-K), 2009–2019.

\(^{25}\) Statista, ‘Annual revenue of Alphabet from 2011 to 2019’.

\(^{26}\) Amazon Annual report (Form 10-K), 31 January 2020.

\(^{27}\) Amazon, ‘Amazon.com Announces Second Quarter Results 2.30 July 2020’; Duhigg, ‘Is Amazon Unstoppable?’.

\(^{28}\) Weise, ‘Pushed by Pandemic, Amazon Goes on a Hiring Spree Without Equal’.

\(^{29}\) Amazon.com, Inc., Annual report (Form 10-K), 9 March 2005; Hansell, ‘Amazon reports First Full-Year Profit’.

\(^{30}\) US Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, 249.


\(^{32}\) Amazon Annual report (Form 10-K) 31 January 2020.
$11 billion.\textsuperscript{33} AWS's revenue increased by 37\% in 2019 to $35 billion.\textsuperscript{34} Retail operations continued to be the platform's largest source of revenue, but AWS was a crucial source of its overall profits.\textsuperscript{35} In 2019, Amazon's cloud business contributed over 60\% of Amazon's total operating income, despite accounting for only 12.5\% of its total revenue.\textsuperscript{36} Figure 1.2 represents the evolution of Amazon net revenue from 2004 to 2019.

Fig. 1.2: Amazon Annual Net Revenue (in billion USD) from 2004 to 2019\textsuperscript{37}

Facebook

Facebook was founded in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg, Eduardo Saverin, Chris Hughes, and Dustin Moskowitz.\textsuperscript{38} In 2020, Facebook was the largest social networking platform in the world. Its business operates around five primary product offerings, including (1) Facebook, a social network platform; (2) Instagram, a social network app for photos and videos; (3) Messenger, a cross-platform messaging app for Facebook users; (4) WhatsApp, a cross-platform messaging app; and (5) Oculus, a virtual reality gaming system. Facebook market capitalisation in December 2020 reached $761.6 billion.\textsuperscript{39}

Facebook reported in October 2020 that its platform included 1.82 billion daily active users (DAUs),\textsuperscript{40} 2.74 billion monthly active users (MAUs),\textsuperscript{41} and an average revenue per user (ARPU) of $7.89.\textsuperscript{42} Facebook generated most of its advertising via mobile devices. In 2019, Facebook's businesses collected about $70 billion in revenue—a 27\% increase from the prior year—earning about $24 billion in income from its operations.\textsuperscript{43} Facebook reported in October 2020 that its family of products—including Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, and WhatsApp—includes 2.54 billion 'daily active people'

\begin{itemize}
  \item 33 Ibid., 18.
  \item 34 Ibid., 24.
  \item 35 Ibid., 3; Reiff, 'How Amazon Makes Money'.
  \item 36 Amazon Annual report (Form 10-K) 31 January 2020.
  \item 37 Statista, 'Annual net revenue of Amazon from 2004 to 2019'.
  \item 38 Levy, 'Facebook: The Inside Story', 65-69.
  \item 39 Ycharts, 'Facebook Market Cap'.
  \item 40 Facebook Inc., Quarterly report (Form 10-Q) 29 July 31, 2020, 31.
  \item 41 Ibid., 32.
  \item 42 Ibid., 33.
  \item 43 US Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, 133.
\end{itemize}
(DAP), 3.21 billion 'monthly active people' (MAP), and a 'family average revenue per person' (ARPP) of $6.76. Figure 1.3 represents the evolution of Facebook revenue from 2009 to 2019.

Fig. 1.3: Facebook Annual Revenue (in million USD) from 2009 to 2019

Apple

Apple, headquartered in Cupertino, California, was incorporated in 1977. Apple was an early pioneer in designing and marketing mass-produced personal computers. As of 2020, Apple 'designs, manufacturers, and markets smartphones, personal computers, tablets, wearables, and accessories, and sells a variety of related services.' Apple's hardware products include the iPhone, iPad, Mac, Apple TV, and AirPods; its Services business segment includes the App Store, iCloud, AppleCare, Apple Arcade, Apple Music, Apple TV+, and other services and software applications. Apple tightly integrates its services and software applications with its products to ensure consumers' seamless experience.

Apple reports financial information for two business categories: Products and Services. For fiscal year 2019, Apple reported total revenue of approximately $260 billion, down 2% from 2018, but up nearly 13.5% from 2017. Apple's total margins were 37.8%, with profits of $98.3 billion. As of September 2020, Apple is the most valuable public company in the world, and in August 2020 became the first publicly traded U.S. firm to be valued at $2 trillion. Apple's stock rose by 60% in the first 8 months of 2020.

In 2020, Apple was the leading smartphone vendor in the U.S., accounting for approximately 45% of the domestic market, with more than 100 million iPhone users worldwide. Apple's iOS was also one of two dominant mobile operating systems—the other operating system being Alphabet-Google's Android. iOS runs on more than half of U.S. smartphones and tablets. Globally, Apple accounts for less

---

44 Facebook Inc., Quarterly report (Form 10-Q) 29, July 31, 2020, 37.
45 Statista, 'Facebook's annual revenue from 2009 to 2019'.
46 Apple Annual report (Form 10-K) 28 September 2019.
47 Richardson and Terrell, 'Apple Computer'.
49 Ibid., 1–2.
50 US Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, 332.
51 Ibid., 333.
than 20% of the smartphone market, and roughly 25% of smartphones and tablets run on iOS worldwide.\textsuperscript{52} In 2018, Apple sold its 2 billionth iOS device, and is projected to sell its 2 billionth iPhone by 2021.\textsuperscript{53} Apple also owns and operates the App Store for iOS devices. Launched in 2008, Apple highlights that the App Store allows app developers to reach consumers in 155 countries, and that more than 27 million app developers have published millions of apps in the App Store. Apple credits the App Store with creating 1.5 million jobs in the United States, and more than $120 billion in worldwide revenue for app developers.\textsuperscript{54} According to Apple, the App Store ecosystem, including direct sales of apps, sales of goods and services inside of apps, and in-app advertising facilitated more than $138 billion in economic activity in the U.S. in 2019.\textsuperscript{55} Figure 1.4 represents the evolution of Apple revenue from 2004 to 2020.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{apple-revenue.png}
\caption{Apple Annual Revenue (in billion USD) from 2004 to 2020\textsuperscript{56}}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{52} Ibid., 334.
\textsuperscript{53} Owen, ‘How Apple has hit 2 billion iOS devices sold, and when it will hit 2 billion iPhones’.
\textsuperscript{54} US Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, 334.
\textsuperscript{55} Ibid., 334.
\textsuperscript{56} Statista, ‘Global revenue of Apple from 2004 to 2020’.
2. Characteristics of Digital Platforms

2.1. How Do Digital Platforms Create Value?

The mechanisms through which digital platforms create value are the following: First, digital transaction platforms facilitate matching. They provide a structure that can take advantage of low search costs afforded by digital technologies to globally connected Internet users to create efficient matches. Often platforms serve as intermediaries between buyers and sellers. Their success is closely tied to the success of a range of businesses that use platforms to reach customers. Platforms allow firms, especially smaller businesses, to extend their operations beyond their home state, catering for consumers across the entire Single Market.

Digital platforms also facilitate innovation. Innovation platforms enable third-party firms such as software developers to build very large quantities of complementary products or services. For example, they facilitate the development of millions of applications that enhance the functionality of foundational products like Microsoft Windows or Google's Android.

Platforms also increase the efficiency of trade. They do this through lower search costs as well as low reproduction and verification costs. For example, software platforms enable application providers to quickly serve many customers, with the only requirement that the application serves some particular customer need, reproduce at zero cost, and rely on the platform and the other applications to serve other needs.

Types of Online Platforms

Cusumano, Gawer and Yoffie (2019) propose a simple typology of platforms that focus on how they create value, distinguishing two broad types and a combined hybrid type (See Fig. 2.1):

- **Transaction platforms:** they facilitate transactions between many individuals and organisations that otherwise would have difficulty finding or transacting with each other and that capture and transmit data, including personal data, over the internet (e.g., Tmall, Google Search, Amazon Marketplace, MercadoLibre). These organisations reduce search and other transaction costs for billions of users, customers, and providers.

- **Innovation platforms:** they serve as a technological building block on top of which innovators can develop complementary products or services (e.g., iOS, Google Android, Linux).

- **Hybrid platforms:** they combine characteristics of innovation platforms and transaction platforms. Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Apple, Facebook are all hybrid platforms.

---

57 Evans and Schmalensee, 'Matchmakers: The New Economics of Multi-Sided Platforms'.
58 European Commission, 'How Do Online Platforms Shape our Lives and Businesses'.
60 Goldfarb, Tucker, 'Digital Economics'.
61 Hagiu, 'Software Platforms'.
2.2. Common Characteristics of Online Platforms

Despite the variety of sectors that they operate in and the diversity of activities they facilitate, online platform firms share common economic, business, and governance characteristics: economies of scale and scope; network effects; business models involving cross-subsidisation; data generation, capture and usage; and the fact that platforms act as private regulators of their ecosystem.

2.2.1. Digitisation Drives the Emergence of Platforms and Ecosystems

Organisational forms emerge to take advantage of the specific technological and economic opportunities of the day. The ongoing digital revolution is significant in its scope and ramifications as the industrial revolution was around 150 years ago. It gives rise to new organisational forms that are uniquely positioned to create and capture value in the digital economy: platforms and their associated ecosystems.

Over 150 ago, the industrial revolution brought about the rise of the modern corporation. Alfred Chandler’s (1990) explains in Scale and Scope: The Dynamics of Industrial Capitalism how the modern corporation was born and evolved to take advantage of production techniques made available by the Industrial Revolution. With its multi-divisional managerial hierarchies, the industrial firm created value. It generated a competitive advantage by harnessing the new technological infrastructures, such as electricity and railroads, to operate efficient production processes. Firms obtained, controlled, and
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Fig. 2.1: Basic Platform Types
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coordinated resources to create products through increasingly integrated and automated manufacturing systems.

If the Industrial Revolution enabled massive economies of scale and scope, the digital revolution dramatically lowered the costs of rapid scaling on a global basis. The emergence of personal computers, the Internet, mobile devices, and Cloud servers allowed digital platforms to form and grow, sometimes exponentially. Digital technologies enable individuals to connect with other individuals and organisations with minimal friction. In addition, companies no longer need to do all their own innovation or own all the assets they provide to consumers. Resources that reside outside the scope of the firm can be exploited and monitored remotely.

2.2.2. Economies of Scale and Scope

Online platforms use digital technologies and pervasive connectivity to create value by dramatically reducing costs in search, exchange, and data-driven innovation.63 As such, digital platform markets are characterised by strong economies of scale, where the high up-front investment and fixed costs of creating services are coupled with low or near-zero marginal costs of additional users. For example, digital technologies' zero-marginal cost economics allowed Facebook to expand exponentially from a few million users to 2.4 billion in slightly over a decade. Such a growth pace would be impossible before the Internet linked consumers, innovators, and markets globally and instantly.

As digital platform firms' user bases get larger, their average costs get significantly reduced. This creates strong user benefits in terms of efficiency and low costs. This, however, is not conducive to competition.64 The global nature of digital platform markets is significant. As geographical barriers are much less relevant to digital markets, economies of scale support concentration on a global rather than national or regional scale.65

By operating simultaneously across adjacent markets, digital platforms can reduce their costs and increase the quality of their services. These economies of scope can be achieved by sharing and merging consumer data and sharing branding, supplier relationship, or technical expertise. These economies of scope are one reason why the same small number of large digital platform companies have successfully built ecosystems across several adjacent markets.66

2.2.3. Network Effects Fuel Platform Growth

One important difference between the economics of traditional manufacturing in the physical world and the economics of the digital world is that the latter creates opportunities for companies to achieve demand-side scale and scope economies from positive feedback loops called network effects.67, 68,69 A network effect exists when the value a user obtains from using a product or service grows as more users adopt the product or service. Pervasive connectivity over the internet facilitates the emergence of network effects, as most humans, organisations, and an increasing number of machines are connected through this underlying network of networks.

Positive direct network effects exist when the utility that users on one side of the platform derive depends on the number of other users on that same side. Examples include social media and instant
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messaging platforms. Positive indirect network effects exist when users on one side of the platform benefit when there are more users on another side of the platform. All platforms have positive indirect network effects. For example, an increase in the number of Uber drivers is valuable for Uber riders (shorter wait times), and as more riders sign up with Uber, drivers have access to a larger market. Developers creating apps for a mobile operating system represents a different type of network effect. The larger the number of iPhone users, the more attractive it is for developers to create apps for the AppStore (a larger market). iPhone users, in turn, benefit from an increased number of available apps (more things to do with their phones).

Network effects lead to rapid growth. Under certain conditions, they can also lead to customer lock-in and winner-take-all or winner-take-most market outcomes, a point developed further in the report because of its implication on the difficulty to maintain healthy competition in digital platform markets. Under certain conditions, strong network effects can prevent a superior platform from displacing an established incumbent. These conditions include: (1) when it is difficult or expensive for users to 'multi-home' (i.e., for users to use several competing platforms at the same time), and/or (2) when it is difficult for users to switch away from an existing platform, for example, because of lack of data portability or lack of interoperability.

2.2.4. Platform Business Models Involve Subsidisation Across Sides (and Often, Zero Price for Some Consumers)

Platform organisations are not simply the result of digital technologies. They also design and choose business models (so-called platform business models) that are specific and always involve a degree of cross-subsidisation across the platform sides. This feature of platform business models is not solely associated with digital platforms, but also with offline platforms, such as print newspapers or dating bars.

When indirect network effects are present, the volume of demand for a platform's services will depend not only on the level of prices that it sets to each of its sides but also on the structure of those prices across the sides. As demand on one side is interdependent with the volume of users on the other side, the pricing strategy of subsidising one side in order to attract more users on the other side is beneficial to platform firms. This amounts to cross-subsidising one side's users with revenues coming from another side's users.

For example, social media platforms typically offer their services for a zero monetary price to the consumers using the platform. The platform develops a service which it hopes will attract a critical mass of users and then seeks to attract a second side to the platform, advertisers. The users attract those advertisers, and the information the platform has about them, and pay to display ads to those users. Other examples include instant messaging platforms and consumer-to-consumer platforms (where sellers tend to subsidise buyers).

2.2.5. Platforms Thrive on Pervasive, Continuous Data Generation, Capture, and Processing

The ongoing global process of digitalisation supports an economy-wide redesign of value creation, delivery, and capture processes. The pervasive connectivity enabled by digital infrastructures such as the internet and mobile networks allows data to be shared, linking objects, individuals, and organisations who consume as well as generate data. Complementarities between the processes of data generation, connectivity, and aggregation help reduce transaction costs over time, which impacts the architecture of the global value chain.
The evolution of technology has made it possible for companies to collect, store, and use vast amounts of data. The capture and analysis of this data are critical to the business models of most digital platforms.

The transition to always-on connectedness has fundamentally changed the way humans, organisations, and machines, as agents or resources, can be identified, monitored, and controlled. In internet-connected and digitalised contexts, resources can be controlled without formal ownership or employment. In fact, digitalisation allows assets and individuals to be monitored and controlled to the degree that was not previously possible. For example, individual drivers can be connected to the web via mobile devices such as smartphones or sensors embedded within a car or an engine. Drivers' movements can thus be tracked, and their behaviours monitored.

As Hal Varian, chief economist of Alphabet-Google, explains: ‘Because transactions are now computer-mediated, we can observe behaviour that was previously unobservable and write contracts on it.’ This reduction in uncertainty helps reduce the need for ownership of resources, suggesting firms can narrow their scope boundaries if they can digitally connect to remote agents and resources to capture data from them, which they can analyse and exploit.

For example, users of social media platforms do not pay for using the service in that they do not part with money, but they ‘pay’ by giving their attention to the platform and by allowing the platform to collect data about them that assists in selling advertising that is targeted to the users.

Platform firms such as Google and Facebook that rely on advertising-based business models depend on user data capture and treatment. The proportion of their revenue derived from advertising dwarfs revenue from other business lines. The targeted ads that the Google presents to the consumer are derived from the data captured by Google when the consumer inputs a search query combined with other information about the user that is revealed by its online behaviour on or off Google Search. For Facebook, the targeted ads are derived from the user’s behaviour such as which content he/she clicks on, which ad he/she clicks on, how long he/she stays on a particular content, that is, the user’s behaviour on the platform and other online behaviour on other websites.

Digital platforms can obtain data in three main ways. Data can be volunteered by users, observed from user behaviour, or inferred as the result of data analytics. As described in OECD (2019: 66) and in Crémer et al. (2019: 24), these three categories consist of:

- **Data volunteered by users.** This data is actively and intentionally shared by a data subject, such as when a social media user creates a profile, a customer shares an online review, or a buyer enters credit card information. More structured data directly generated by an individual, such as a movie rating, or liking a post or a song also falls into the volunteered data category.

- **Data observed from user behaviour.** Many online activities leave a digital trace. The category of ‘observed data’ refers to behavioural data obtained automatically from a user’s or a machine’s activity. Such ‘observed data’ data is captured by recording users’ online activities. The user’s role is more passive in this category than in the ‘volunteered data’ category, as the data is neither actively nor intentionally shared. For example, individuals’ movement can be traced through their mobile phone. Every click on a page can be recorded and logged by a website, and third-party software monitors how its visitors are behaving. Telematic data records the roads taken by a vehicle and the behaviour or its driver. In manufacturing, the Internet of Things means that every machine produces vast amounts of data on how it operates and the environment within which it functions, based on what its sensors are recording.

- **Data inferred as a result of data analytics.** This data is obtained by transforming in a non-trivial way, using algorithms, the data that was volunteered or observed, while relating it to a specific
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individual or machine. This will result, for example, in the calculation of credit scores based on an individual’s history of paying for online purchases, or in a user’s inferred maximum willingness to pay for specific goods or services.

Data can then be categorised in four different ways, according to various degrees of anonymity, granularity, and context:73

- **Non-anonymous use of individual-level data.** This can be any individual-level data (whether volunteered, observed, or inferred) that is used to provide a service for the individual. For instance, this includes a music app that uses data about the songs that a user has listened to, to make suggestions as to other songs that he or she might like.
- **Anonymous use of individual-level data.** This includes all cases when individual-level data is used anonymously, and when the goal is not to provide a service to the individual whose data is being used, i.e., when data from individuals is used to train machine-learning algorithms. Another case is when the data is used for purposes that are unrelated to the original purposes for which the data has been collected.
- **Aggregated data.** This refers to the more standardised data that has been aggregated in a way that is irreversible. This includes national statistical information, companies’ profit and loss statement, and sales data.
- **Contextual data.** This refers to data that is not derived from individual-level data. This includes satellite data, mapping data, or road network information.

Digital platforms can then exploit this data for a variety of purposes. These purposes include:75

- **To profile their users** (i.e., better understand the demographics and categorise them according to medium-to-finely-grained group or individual characteristics). This includes:
  - Making inferences about individual users’ personal details (such as their gender, their age, their marital status, whether they have children, what their race is, whether they are pregnant, how wealthy they are, where they live, their degree of education)
  - Categorising individual users’ political views
  - Categorising individual users’ religion
  - Categorising how healthy they are and what their medical issues are
  - Assess how much physical exercise they engage in
  - Making inferences about individual users’ creditworthiness
  - Making inferences about individual users’ maximum willingness to pay for specific products or services
- **To amass and combine data into large datasets**, as input to fuel machine-learning algorithms aiming to make predictions. These predictions can be about individual user behaviour (such as, how likely he/she is to react favourably to a specific ad or to remain engaged on the platform because its content triggers an emotional response such as outrage or a pleasurable experience) as well as collective behaviour of categories of users
- **To improve the product or service, and to provide a better user experience**
- **To offer personalised content to users**, including targeted advertising such as for example to make personalised suggestions, e.g., suggesting local events to attend, or local businesses
- **To communicate with their users**
- **To identify illegal products or services for sale**
- **To identify unlawful content** (e.g., child pornography, terrorism recruitment)
- **To make inferences about where assistance is needed most in a natural disaster**
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Notwithstanding the many benefits (which will be discussed in Section 3.1) associated with digital platform firms, critics such as Lanier and Zuboff offer fundamental critiques of the logic of ‘datafication’ of human activities and claim that it profoundly affects, for the worse, humans and society. These concerns, which can be regrouped under the umbrella term of ‘surveillance capitalism’, will be briefly discussed in Section 5.2.

2.2.6. Platforms Act as Private Regulators of their Ecosystems

Most digital platforms act as private regulators of their ecosystems. They establish the rules through which their various users (be they individuals or organisations) interact, decide what behaviours to encourage or discourage on the platform, and choose how to enforce them.

As such, they design the business environment and exercise significant control over members of their platform ecosystem. This rule-setting function is part of what some called ‘platform governance’, which also includes enforcement of such rules. This governance is an essential part of the platform companies do, and it can generate significant value for users of the platform. Good platform governance is a balancing act between creating value for multiple sides of the platforms, when these may have divergent incentives.

For innovation platforms, an important objective of governance is to ensure the quality of complements and clarify who can connect to and innovate on top of the platform. Good ecosystem governance encourages lots of innovation and allows complementors as well as users to benefit in a sustainable manner. Examples of such rule-setting include regulating access to and exclusion from a marketplace; regulating the ways in which sellers can present their offers; which data and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) users and developers can access; setting up grading systems; regulating access to information that is generated on the platform; imposing standards for delivery and return policies; imposing price controls and so-called ‘Most Favoured Nation’ clauses.

Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary (2016) indicate: ‘In the complexity of the governance issues they face, today’s biggest platform businesses resemble nation-states. With more than 1.5 billion users, Facebook oversees a “population” larger than China’s. Google handles 64 percent of the online searches in the U.S. and 90 percent of those in Europe, while Alibaba handles more than 1 trillion yuan (162 billion US dollar) worth of transactions a year and accounts for 70 percent of all commercial shipments in China. Platform businesses at this scale control economic systems that are bigger than all but the biggest national economies.’ A fundamental difference of course between nation-states and platform businesses is that the rules of governance of digital platform ecosystems are set up by the platform firms which are private enterprises and are not subject to democratic governance processes.

The governance of platform ecosystems is not limited to hard rule setting. For platform companies, it also consists in sending credible commitments to ecosystem members so that they continue to be affiliated with the platform. This is especially important when platforms face competition from other platforms.
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When platforms are not dominant, users can choose to abandon the focal platform and migrate toward other platforms if the rules of the focal platform do not suit them. However, when a platform becomes dominant or monopolistic, the role of the platform as a private regulator can become problematic. For example, a dominant platform that allows buyers and sellers to transact and sells directly to buyers can have incentives to abusively apply self-preferencing, i.e., giving preferential treatment to its own products services.

The Competition Policy in a Digital Era report for the European Commission indicates that ‘because of their function as regulators – dominant platforms have a responsibility to ensure that their rules do not impede free, undistorted, and vigorous competition without objective justification. A dominant platform that sets up a marketplace must ensure a level playing field on this marketplace and must not use its rule-setting power to determine the outcome of the competition.’

2.3. Geographical Distribution of the Main Global Platforms

The world’s top digital platform firms are highly concentrated geographically (Fig. 2.2). Among the world’s 70 highest valued digital platforms, most are based in the United States, followed by Asia (especially China). Latin American and African digital platforms are only marginal. In terms of market capitalisation value, digital platform companies from the United States increased their share in the global total from 65 percent to 70 percent.
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3. Platforms’ Effects on Consumers, Businesses, Competition, and Innovation

3.1. Positive Effects of Platforms on Consumers and Businesses

Digital platforms are uniquely positioned to create and capture value in the digital economy. They create value in multiple ways. Platform services that are funded by digital advertising bring substantial benefits to consumers while being provided free of charge. Research published in 2019 demonstrated that consumers place a great financial value on a range of online services, assigning multiple thousands of dollars to search engines and digital maps. Video streaming services such as YouTube, and social media more broadly received lower, but still significant valuations.85

The fact that these services are so important to consumers and valued so highly is precisely why it is critical that competition is effective in these markets. The current COVID-19 pandemic has emphasised the critical importance of digital services for consumers’ well-being and prosperity.

3.1.1. Usage of Online Platforms in Europe

Online platforms are embedded in a global phenomenon of generation and usage of data, whose volume has increased dramatically worldwide. Global Internet Protocol (IP) traffic, a proxy for data flows, grew from about 100 gigabytes (GB) per day in 1992 to more than 45,000 GB per second in 2017. These numbers keep increasing; by 2022 global IP traffic is projected to reach 150,700 GB per second, fuelled by more and more people coming online for the first time and by the expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT).86

As of 2019, one million EU businesses were selling goods and services via online platforms,87 and more than 50% of small and medium enterprises selling through online marketplaces sold cross-border. In 2017, the European Business-to-Consumer (B2C) e-commerce turnover was estimated to reach around €602 billion at a nearly 14% growth rate.88

In 2019, 82% of European SMEs relied on search engines to promote their products and services,89 and 53% of EU enterprises used social media.90 Between 2013 and 2019, the use of social media increased most for marketing purposes (from 22% to 45% of enterprises) and for recruiting employees (from 9% to 28% of enterprises).91 As for consumers: 58% of Europeans used search engines at least once a week. The average European spends one hour and 23 minutes per day on social media as of 2020.92 American spent 22.5 hours per week online as of 2018.93 Facebook, launched in 2004, had 3 billion active users worldwide as of August 2020,94 and the average user spent 50 min per day on Facebook and Instagram, up from zero in 2005.95 WhatsApp, launched in 2009, had 1.5 billion active users worldwide as of
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January 2018. Most Europeans use online platforms in their everyday lives and their professional activities. For example, in 2019, 53% of EU enterprises used at least one type of social media, with more than eight out of ten of these businesses (86%) using social media to build their image and market products.

3.1.2. Measuring the Impact of Platforms on the Economy

Digital goods generate a large amount of consumer welfare that is currently not captured in GDP. Gross domestic product (GDP) measures production and is not meant to measure well-being (or consumer surplus). While GDP is often used as a proxy for well-being, consumer surplus is a better measure of consumer well-being. This is especially important in the digital economy where many digital goods are priced at zero. As a result, the welfare gains from these goods are not reflected in GDP or productivity statistics.

Brynjolfsson et al. (2019) attempted to measure welfare gains from digital goods. They argue that the rapid pace of innovation and adoption of these goods suggests that they may significantly affect the changes in living standards. They construct a new measure (GDP-B) for capturing consumer well-being and propose a way of directly measuring consumer well-being using massive online choice experiments. They find that, for example, the median Facebook user needed a compensation of around $48 to give it up for a month.
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European consumers and SMEs benefit from digital platforms developing innovative products. For example, Google Maps provides free listings for businesses that benefit from consumers searching for local goods and services. YouTube enables artists to reach new audiences and helps small businesses to scale and expand into new markets.

A study commissioned by Google in 2018 estimates that development of the Android app ecosystem supports €11.7 billion in revenue for European developers and that Google Maps is saving Europeans over 1,180 million hours a year. It finds that 72% of the 6000 businesses surveyed for the study agree that it is now far easier for global customers or clients to find their business compared to the time before search engines.

This same 2018 Google-commissioned study estimates that the total consumer surplus (the difference between what a consumer would theoretically be willing to and do pay for a product) of Google’s core products in Europe is worth around €420 billion. For Google Search, the total consumer surplus is estimated to be equivalent to €230 billion. For YouTube, the total consumer surplus is estimated to €136 billion a year. And for Google Maps, the total consumer surplus is estimated to €53 billion a year.

3.1.3. Positive Effects of Platforms on Global Innovation

Digital innovations, including social media and other digital platforms, have either created completely new goods that did not exist before or have replaced and significantly improved previously existing non-digital goods. A new ‘data value chain’ has evolved, comprising firms that support data collection, the production of insights from data, data storage, analysis and modelling.

R&D Investments by Platforms

Digital platform companies make large investments in research and development. Amazon, Alphabet (the parent company of Google), Microsoft and Apple all featured in the top 10 companies for global...
spending on research in 2018, with Facebook not much further behind in 14th place. The total R&D investment of Google, Apple, Alphabet, Facebook, and Microsoft was $71 billion for 2017. Google has consistently spent over 15% of its revenues on R&D since 2016. By contrast, the average percentage of R&D spending in the EU is 3.4%. These high levels of investment in research and innovation are likely to deliver significant benefits for these businesses, their consumers, and society.

Platforms Stimulate Innovation in Complementary Products and Services

Innovation platforms such as Apple's iOS or Google's Android provide business opportunities for millions of application developers who innovate on new applications, facilitating the development of apps that they can then distribute globally through the app stores (respectively, Apple App Store and Google Play Store). The APIs and the Software Developer Kits shared by Apple and Google reduce the costs of development of compatible apps, and the app stores help reduce distribution costs for app developers and increase their access to markets to billions of customers.

For example, as of 2018, there were 20 million registered developers on iOS, and collectively they have made about $100 billion in revenues, with the App Store bringing in 500 million visitors per week. As of 2018, Google Android provided access to over 2 billion monthly active users across 190 countries worldwide.

As of the first quarter of 2020, there were 2.56 million apps on the Google Play store; 1.85 million apps on the Apple App Store; 669,000 apps on the Windows Store; and 489,000 apps on the Amazon store.
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Open Digital Interfaces and Data Sharing Impact Innovation

Digital platform interfaces specify the 2-way exchange of data between the platform firm and the members of each of its sides. Platform firms make strategic decisions about the balancing of the directionality of data exchange. In that way, digital interfaces play a role in platforms' strategic attempts to stimulate third-party innovation. The decisions that platform firms make about their digital interfaces pertain to the extent to which they make them more or less open (which data will be shared or withheld, to and from whom). These unilateral choices have implications for the degree of innovation on complements and the degree of control that the platform exerts on its sides. These boundary decisions require a balancing act between generating third-party complementary innovation and maintaining control over the platform's evolution.111

APIs are uniquely important digital platform interfaces. Generally invisible to end-users, APIs are essential to external software developers aiming to develop applications that can interact with the platform and use its software resources, whether in the form of data or code modules. APIs are usually made accessible to developers thanks to software developers kits (SDKs). SDKs offer resources to developers, including sets of software tools, APIs, developer libraries, documentation, code samples, and guides that facilitate and streamline the app development process.

When digital platform firms open up or 'expose' their APIs, they effectively share with complementors codified technical instructions on how to connect complementary innovations with the platform, increasing complementors' capability to develop platform-compatible innovations, hence extending the functionalities of the platform. Opening up or exposing an API does not necessarily mean for the platform to relinquish control. The same Platforms also use APIs to maintain control over the platform, such as capturing and controlling user data. APIs facilitate a 2-way exchange of data between the platform and the external developers. APIs enable a 2-way exchange of data between the platform and the application's users. In a continuous feedback loop, users of digital services consume and generate data that is then fed back into producers of digital services who process it and use it to either improve existing services or for other purposes.

The design of the digital interface is crucial to solving the recurring tension between stimulating third-party developers' complementary applications while at the same time maintaining platform control.112,113,114 When platform owner exercises too much control over the platform interfaces, it runs the risk of driving out third-party developers, thus choking the platform's capacity to stimulate the generation of third-party complementary innovation. When organisations do not exercise any control over the platform interfaces, on the other hand, the platform becomes too varied and fragmented, hence becoming less useful for both developers and customers; this makes it difficult for the firm to capture value from its innovations.115 When platform firms fail to expunge bad actors, poor quality goods or services, or misleading or fraudulent activity from the platform, users' experience on the platform gets diminished, misled, or manipulated. This can have serious negative consequences, further explored below.
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3.2. Platforms as 'Double-Edged Swords': Negative Effects on Competition and Innovation

Propelled by their deep reach into our lives, digital platform companies such as Google (Alphabet), Amazon, Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft (often referred to as GAFAM) have reached a place of centrality in the economy and are now shaping how people work, communicate, shop and entertain themselves. Big tech digital platforms have also dominated the stock market. This position of centrality, which has been enhanced during the Covid-19 pandemic, has led to market dominance and positions of 'bottlenecks' to the economy. Digital platforms are double-edged swords.116

This section presents evidence of the centrality of the biggest digital platform firms in the economy and offers a discussion of the most discussed ways in which a small set of digital platforms have abused their power. This discussion is not exhaustive, but it aims to provide a synthesis of the main examples of problematic practices which have attracted regulatory attention and legal action. They include anti-competitive practices, mass-harvesting of user data, and failure to tackle illegal or harmful digital content.

Despite increased regulatory scrutiny and legal action against them in the EU and the US, the biggest digital platform firms were reporting record profit in 2020. The stock market expects these to continue. An August 2020 article from the New York Times reported that 'combined, [Apple, Amazon, Google, and Facebook] reported $28.6 billion in quarterly net profit, underscoring how regulatory scrutiny remains more background noise and a distraction for them rather than an imminent threat to their businesses.'117

An increasing portion of businesses depend on digital platforms for their operation, advertising, and commercialisation. This raises the question of whether GAFAM has become 'too big to fail'. The most powerful platform companies have started to look like the big banks before the 2008-2009 financial crisis. Although the big tech platforms are not at immediate risk of operational failure, they are potentially vulnerable to cyber-attacks as well as operational failures. The EU’s increased reliance on a small number of digital platform companies creates a situation of systemic risk.

Another source of systemic risk consists in 'big tech' platforms' asymmetric bargaining power with small businesses and individual users, which, if left unregulated, can lead to breakdowns in the competitive process, consumer protection, citizens' privacy, and the democratic process.

3.2.1. Platforms’ Increased Centrality and Domination in the Pandemic-Stricken Global Economy

The Covid-19 pandemic has driven the economy into a recession, kept people at home in confinement, and dramatically reduced travel. Meanwhile, society’s reliance on digital services has increased. The large digital platform firms, who provide the underlying infrastructure for the exchange of information, goods, and services, have not only resisted the downturn but have thrived, in contrast to most other firms in the economy.

The pandemic has reinforced the advantages held by the biggest digital platform companies.

As consumers have stayed confined at home, and as people continue to conduct our work, commerce, and communications online, digital platform firms are likely to become even more interwoven into the fabric of our economy and our lives. For example, the demand for Amazon’s shopping site surged. At the same time, most businesses, many of them SMEs, are increasingly turning to Amazon cloud computing products (AWS) to keep their services up and running. As of August 2020, Amazon’s sales
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were up 40 percent from 12 months prior, and its profit doubled. Facebook reported that the number of daily users of its services globally in June was 12 percent higher than a year earlier. Facebook’s profit jumped 98 percent. Apple said the shift to working and learning from home had led more people to splurge on Apple’s devices and use its services. Despite the closure of many of its stores, Apple increased sales of all its products in every part of the world and posted $11.25 billion in profit.118

The stocks of Apple, Amazon, Alphabet, Microsoft and Facebook, the five largest publicly traded companies in America, rose 37 percent in the first seven months of 2020, while all the other stocks in the Standard & Poor 500 fell a combined 6 percent, according to Credit Suisse. As of August 2020, those five companies constituted 20 percent of the U.S. stock market’s total worth, a level not seen from a single industry in at least 70 years. Apple’s stock market value reached $2 trillion in August 2020 — double what it was just 20 weeks prior.119

An ever-higher concentration of digital markets has put digital infrastructure under the control of a small number of firms that play a disproportionate role in the digital economy. Once digital markets tip, a small number of platform firms can run the whole market and in a bottleneck position, that of deciding unilaterally whether and to whom to provide access (of suppliers of goods and services) to end-users. This lodges the ‘winner-take-all’ platform firms in a position of enormous power. Their power is strengthened by their ability to capture and combine data.

A recent 2020 study from the RAND Corporation modelled the connections among companies and highlighted the extent to which a large part of the economy depends on the provision of digital platform services to operate.120 It reveals a new kind of systemic risk in the global economy. Its leading example was Amazon, with its e-commerce marketplace used by thousands of retailers and its cloud computing arm, Amazon Web Services, powering so many online businesses. For example, on a typical work-from-home day, an individual might attend videoconferences on Zoom, order takeout food via DoorDash, communicate with colleagues using Slack, and watch a movie on Netflix, said Jonathan Welburn, a lead author on the RAND study. All of them run their businesses on Amazon Web Services. ‘Amazon is a very central digital hub, and it epitomises the direction our economy has taken,’ Mr Welburn said.121

The RAND study suggests that it is not just that systemic risk seems to be present outside the financial network but also that the firms that are systemically important might have changed since the 2008 financial crisis. Specifically, growth in the technology sector has contributed to new forms of systemic risk over the past decade. It claims that ‘no firm epitomises the shift in systemic risk more than Amazon and its increasingly widespread cloud computing service, Amazon Web Services (AWS)’. AWS is an innovation platform in that it is a foundational technology that allows the further development of complementary technologies and services. Amazon’s centrality in traditional production networks was just emerging at the time of the 2008 crisis. Now, its centrality in digital networks underpinning diverse firms and even public institutions provides an example of the potential of systemic risk in the broad economy’122 […] ‘The potential for systemic effects of a sustained shock to Amazons’ AWS service is notable’. The study suggests as policy recommendation that ‘in a manner parallel to the policy debate following the 2008 financial crisis, policymakers might need to begin answering the question of whether other firms, particularly in tech and telecommunications, have become too big and too interconnected and, if so, they might need to identify potential mitigations through exercises analogous to stress tests used for systemically important banks.’123
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3.2.2. Platforms as Gatekeepers, Competition (Antitrust) Violations, and Public Legal Actions

Digital platform markets are prone to tipping, that is, to reach a point where the market will tend towards a single, very dominant player (also known as ‘winner-takes-all’). This tipping can be brought about in principle through natural competitive forces when network effects are strong enough, and multi-homing does not happen naturally. Tipping can also happen ‘unnaturally’. This ‘unnatural tipping’ happens when platforms in tight oligopolies abusively hinder competitors, for example via deliberate obstruction of multi-homing or switching from one platform to another.

In effect, important digital markets have already tipped: internet search has been dominated by Google for over ten years (see Fig. 3.4). Digital advertising is dominated by Google and Facebook’s duopoly, while social medial is dominated by Facebook (see Fig 3.5). Over the last decade, the digital economy has become highly concentrated and prone to monopolization.\(^{124}\)

---


\(^{125}\) Statista, ‘Worldwide desktop market share of leading search engines from January 2010 to October 2020’.
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Fig. 3.4: Worldwide Desktop Market Share of Leading Search Engines from January 2010 to October 2020\(^{125}\)
In a winner-take-all-or-most world, where network effects drive industry concentration around a small number of dominant players, platform companies have many opportunities to exercise market power, extract monopoly or quasi-monopoly rents. They can raise barriers to entry, as an entrant will most likely be unable to overcome the barriers to entry represented by scale economies and data control, as they are difficult to achieve in a quick, cost-effective manner. They also have many opportunities to hurt local or global competitors and harm consumer welfare.

As Marsden and Podszun explain, ‘the first casualty for competition is that only one platform survives and occupies and controls the customer interface. The gateway narrows and becomes a bottleneck. Economic dependency arises and customers and consumers can find their choices limited, or controlled, leading to exclusion and/or exploitation through changing terms of trade. End-consumers may well be blissfully unaware that their choices are even limited or controlled at all. An imbalance of relative power arises which – along with some admitted benefits – also raises risks of reduced choice and innovation. From this, platforms may start to use their quasi-monopolistic position to enter further markets or integrate services into their economic realm. This endangers the structure of adjacent and other markets. Companies like Google, Amazon, Facebook, or Apple started to build started to build ‘digital ecosystems’ around their most successful platforms, trying to keep users ever longer in their economic orbit. Thereby, more data could be collected, and more offers be channelled through the ecosystem with more possibilities to profit from transactions. The ‘datafication’ of all sorts of persons and services in the economy made integration of markets easier. Companies and consumers that are dependent on these growing platforms may see and even value the apparent convenience of such a one-stop shop. With some undoubted benefits, however, again come risks from ceding the ability to bargain or in any way influence the overall offering – and indeed without realizing sufficiently that their data is actually helping to reduce any real influence they ever had even further.’

An important recent report from the US House Judiciary Committee published in September 2020 reported the results of a bipartisan investigation led by the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commerce, and Administrative Law into the state of online competition, and focused on the dominance of
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Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google, and their business practices to determine how their power affects the economy and democracy. Based on extensive collection and analysis of evidence, it founds that despite the important differences across these four firms, their business practices revealed common problems. In particular, it found that ‘First, each platform now serves as a gatekeeper over a key channel of distribution. By controlling access to markets, these giants can pick winners and losers throughout our economy. They not only wield tremendous power, but they also abuse it by charging exorbitant fees, imposing oppressive contract terms, and extracting valuable data from the people and businesses that rely on them. Second, each platform uses its gatekeeper position to maintain its market power. By controlling the infrastructure of the digital age, they have surveilled other businesses to identify potential rivals, and have ultimately bought out, copied, or cut off their competitive threats. And, finally, these firms have abused their role as intermediaries to further entrench and expand their dominance. Whether through self-preferencing, predatory pricing, or exclusionary conduct, the dominant platforms have exploited their power in order to become even more dominant.’

The US Judiciary Committee report further notes ‘numerous businesses described how dominant platforms exploit their gatekeeper power to dictate terms and extract concessions that no one would reasonably consent to in a competitive market. Market participants that spoke with Subcommittee staff indicated that their dependence on these gatekeepers to access users and markets requires concessions and demands that carry significant economic harm, but that are ‘the cost of doing business’ given the lack of options.’ The report also indicates that ‘the online platforms’ dominance carries significant costs. It has diminished consumer choice, eroded innovation and entrepreneurship in the U.S. economy, weakened the vibrancy of the free and diverse press, and undermined Americans’ privacy.’

The UK Competition and Market Authority’s (CMA) market study on online platforms and digital advertising, published in July 2020, assessed how well the markets for search, social media, digital advertising are working, and Google and Facebook’s role within them. It focussed on three high-level issues: (1) to what extent Google and Facebook have market power in search and social media respectively and the sources of this market power; (2) whether consumers have adequate control over the use of their data by online platforms; and (3) whether a lack of transparency, conflicts of interest and the leveraging of market power undermine competition in digital advertising. The CMA report indicates that competition issues matter to consumers because weak competition in search and social media leads to reduced innovation and choice and to consumers giving up more data than they would like. Weak competition in digital advertising increases the prices of goods and services across the economy and undermines the ability of newspapers and others to produce valuable content, to the detriment of the broader society. It claims that ‘although people do not typically have to pay directly for the content that is supported by digital advertising, all consumers stand to experience harm in a variety of forms of competition in these markets is not working well.’ It further argues that ‘competition problems may inhibit innovation and the development of new, valuable services for consumers. It is the threat of being overtaken by rivals that provide the spur to companies to innovate and produce new products that consumers want. If platforms are insulated from this threat – or indeed if they can stop new alternative platforms from growing – consumers will suffer from reduced innovation and choice in the future. Google and Facebook were able to emerge, with limited resources, on the back of a good idea, producing new and innovative services that are highly valued by consumers. However, they are now protected by such strong
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and self-reinforcing incumbency advantages that similar innovation by new entrants is much more difficult. This impact on innovation is likely to be the largest source of consumer harm.135

Many companies reported to the CMA that the power of the online platforms poses an existential threat to their businesses. The CMA report indicates its concerns that, without reform, existing market dynamics will mean that the next great innovation cannot emerge to revolutionise our lives in the way that Google and Facebook have done in the past. While both Google and Facebook grew by offering better products than their rivals, they are however now protected by such strong incumbency advantages – including network effects, economies of scale, consumer decision making and the power of default, lack of transparency, vertical integration and resultant conflicts of interest, and unmatchable access to user data – that potential rivals can no longer compete on equal terms. These factors inhibit entry and expansion by rivals and undermine effective competition.

Of particular importance to the stickiness of platform market power is the so-called ‘power of defaults.’ Default behaviour by consumers has had a profound impact on the shape of competition in both search and social media. Defaults play a very important role in influencing consumers’ use of search engines, and default settings and the way in which choices are presented to consumers have a strong influence on the ability of platforms – particularly social media platforms – to collect data about their users, and the ability of users in turn to control the use of their data. The Stigler report indicates that behavioural economists have revealed users’ prevalent behavioural shortcomings and biases in real-time.136 Framing, nudges, and defaults can direct a consumer to the choice that is most profitable for the platform. Consumers tend to stick with default options. If forced to choose, they opt for the most salient alternative. Highlighting an option in red or putting it in the first position nudges consumers in that direction. Google recognises the power of defaults and pays Apple an estimated 12 billion dollars per year to be the iPhone’s default search engine. It indicates that Google’s extensive default positions across devices and browsers, particularly on almost all mobile devices in the UK, act as a barrier to expansion for other search engines.

Consumers do not tend to replace the default apps on their phones and do not scroll down to see more results. They also tend to agree to settings chosen by the service and take other actions that may look like poor decisions if they choose among options experience competition. Often, the actions needed to generate choice for the consumer seem trivial, such as a download and installation, opening another app, or a few clicks. Consumers make these ‘mistakes’ because of inherent behavioural biases such as discounting the future too much and being too optimistic. The situation is worse when the information needed to counteract bias is hard to obtain. For example, consumers tend not to run the same search on a different search engine to compare the results, so they may never find out the relative quality of the default search engine they use.137 In addition, digital platforms are ‘in a zero-sum race for our attention and using the most pervasive tactics to ensure they win’, and deliberately follow strategies such as offering addictive content at moments when consumers lack self-control increase time spent on the platform and profitable ad sales even as the platform lowers the quality of content. These tactics increase the welfare costs of market power.138

Some platforms operate a take-it-or-leave-it model, where they do not give their users the ability to control their data. This deliberate disabling of user controls is particularly prevalent across most social media platforms, including Facebook and Instagram, whose users cannot turn off personalised advertising while continuing to use the service. Search engines tend to operate differently: Google and Bing allow consumers to opt-out of personalised advertising, and some search engines such as DuckDuckGo do not use personalised advertising.
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Many digital platforms collect a large and varied amount of user data. As indicated in Section 2.2, the amount of data collected often extends far beyond the data users actively provide when using the digital platform’s services. Digital platforms may passively collect data from users, including online browsing behaviour across the internet, IP addresses, device specifications, location, and movement data. Once collected, digital platforms often have broad discretion regarding how user data is used and also disclosed to third parties. The user data collected can enable digital platforms to create more detailed segmented user profiles that are then available for use by advertisers wishing to target advertisements. According to the Australian Consumer and Competition Commission, consumers express concern over their ability to make informed choices, which is affected by the information asymmetry between digital platforms and consumers, and the bargaining power held by digital platforms. \(^\text{139}\) About information asymmetry, the ACCC found that consumers are generally not aware of the extent of data that is collected nor how it is collected, used and shared by digital platforms. The length, complexity and ambiguity of online terms of service and privacy policies all contribute to the lack of consumer awareness. Digital platforms also tend to understate to consumers the extent of their data collection practices while overstating the level of consumer control over their personal user data. Regarding bargaining power held by digital platforms over consumers, many digital platforms use standard-form click-wrap agreements with take-it-or-leave-it terms and bundled consents, limiting the ability of consumers to provide well-informed and freely given consent to digital platforms’ collection, use and disclosure of their valuable data. \(^\text{140}\)

There are also concerns about unequal access to consumer data. The inability of smaller platforms and publishers to access user data creates a significant barrier to entry. Platforms have a crucial ‘gatekeeper’ function in the digital economy, mediating relationships between consumers and businesses in a wide variety of markets. For example, the CMA has found that, by virtue of this position, and their market power, large platforms such as Google and Facebook increasingly appear to be acting in a quasi-regulatory capacity in relation to data protection considerations, setting the rules around data sharing not just within their own ecosystems, but for other market participants. Google’s recent announcement that it was phasing out support for third-party cookies on the Chrome browser, restricting publishers’ ability to offer personalised advertising, is an important example of this. The concern is that such platforms have an incentive to interpret data protection regulation in a way that entrenches their own competitive advantage, including by denying third parties access to data that is necessary for targeting, attribution, verification and fee or price assessment while preserving their right to use this data within their walled gardens.

In the European Union, the European Commission and national competition agencies have attempted to use existing antitrust law to stop competition abuses by digital platforms. A central example is how Alphabet-Google became the primary focus of European competition anti-trust actions. Since 2010, the European Commission has launched three cases against the company, reached a verdict for each of them (see Box 1). In 2019, the German Competition Authority ‘Bundeskartellamt’ took action against Facebook on the combination of user data from different sources without leaving users a choice, finding that the extent to which Facebook collects, merges and uses data in user accounts constitutes an abuse of dominant position. \(^\text{141}\) More recently, in August 2020, the European Commission launched an inquiry into Google’s proposed acquisition of the fitness-tracking company Fitbit, expressing concern that ‘the proposed transaction would further entrench Google’s market position in the online advertising markets by increasing the already vast amount of data that Google could use for personalisation of the ads it serves and displays’. \(^\text{142}\)
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cleared Google’s acquisition of Fitbit by Google, subject to conditions, while the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) rejected Google behavioural undertakings for Fitbit acquisition.

In November 2020, the European Commission informed Amazon of its preliminary view that it has breached EU antitrust rules by distorting competition in online retail markets. [...] The Commission also opened a second formal antitrust investigation into the possible preferential treatment of Amazon’s own retail offers and those of marketplace sellers that use Amazon’s logistics and delivery services. Section 6.1 describes the regulatory challenges posed by the limits of antitrust regulation and enforcement difficulties met by competition authorities.

Box 1: EU Antitrust Lawsuits Against Google

The European Commission conducted three lawsuits against Alphabet-Google. The first lawsuit, commonly referred to as the Google Shopping case, launched in 2010 and considered Google’s behaviour with its search engine. The accused Google of promoting its own ‘vertical search’ results over general content search results. The second lawsuit concentrated on Google’s management of Android. The third lawsuit focused on how the company prevented websites that used its search bar and ads from showing competing ads.

- The first EU antitrust lawsuit against Google was the Google Shopping case. The EU fined Google €2.4bn in June 2017 for favouring Google Shopping over rivals and claimed that it squashed smaller shopping comparison services, such as Ciao, Twenga, Kelkoo and Idealo, by displaying products for sale at the top of Google’s results page. EU competition commissioner, Margrethe Vestager, deemed the company had given itself an ‘illegal advantage by abusing its dominance in general Internet search’ by promoting its own comparison-shopping service in organic search results and demote rival comparison-shopping services. The company changed its Shopping service in September 2017 to address the EU’s findings. It appealed the verdict in February 2020 to the European General Court, Europe second-highest court in Luxembourg, launching a process that may stretch years. Google’s lawyers insist that it is not anti-competitive to develop a winning product. ‘Competition law does not require Google to hold back innovation or compromise its quality to accommodate rivals,’ said Thomas Graf, a partner at law firm Cleary Gottlieb acting on behalf of Google. ‘Otherwise, competition would be restricted, and innovation would be stifled.’

The Google Shopping case is about ‘self-preferencing’. Self-preferencing involves actions by an undertaking which are designed to favour its own products or services over
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those of its competitors. Self-preferencing is not, in general, prohibited by Article 102 TFEU (Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union). Instead, it is subject to an ‘effects’ test. This means that self-preferencing conduct may constitute an abuse of a dominant position depending on its effects on competition and consumers. The question of whether self-preferencing should be prohibited by competition law is not straightforward, and the answer may well vary from case to case. In addition, self-preferencing conduct can overlap with, or contain elements of other types of conduct that might constitute an abuse of a dominant position prohibited by Article 102 TFEU, provided the relevant legal tests are satisfied. This conduct might include: Tying or bundling arrangements; Discriminatory conduct (such as giving preferential terms to some undertakings over others); and/or Refusal to supply goods or services.

- The second lawsuit concerned the management of Android case. The European Commission alleged in 2016 that Google imposed conditions on mobile phone manufacturers and mobile phone operators aimed at protecting Google's search engine monopoly. The Commission complaint stated that Google breached EU antitrust rules in three areas: (1) requiring manufacturers to pre-install Google Search and Google's Chrome browser and requiring them to set Google Search as the default search service on their devices as a condition to license certain Google proprietary apps; (2) preventing manufacturers from selling smart mobile devices running on competing operating systems based on the Android open-source code; and (3) giving financial incentives to manufacturers and mobile network operators on the condition that they exclusively pre-install Google Search on their devices. EU Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager explained: ‘We believe that Google’s behaviour denies consumers a wider choice of mobile apps and services and stands in the way of innovation by other players, in breach of EU antitrust rules’. The fines imposed by the EU to Google regarding this suit amount to €4.34bn. Google-Alphabet appealed this verdict in October 2018.

- The third lawsuit concerned Google advertising. Launched in 2017, it led to a €1.5bn fine in 2019. The EU competition authorities found that between 2006 and 2016 Google had abused its search engine’s dominance to drive traffic to its own shopping ads at the expense of rivals that operated their own shopping-comparison sites that linked to merchants. Google-Alphabet appealed in this verdict in June 2019.

The enforcement of antitrust in Europe has been criticised as having taken too long, and the remedies have been criticised as ineffective, as having not succeeded to ‘move the dial’ of competition, as the stable very large market share of incumbent platforms attest, in that they indicates a failure of allowing new entrants to contest these markets. In addition to the regular enforcement of competition rules, some have called for ex-ante regulation as more effective to curb online platforms’ dominance-seeking behaviour. This point is further developed in Section 6.1.
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3.2.3. High Levels of Mergers and Acquisitions, and Possible ‘Killer’ Acquisitions

Digital platform firms have been very actively engaged in mergers and acquisitions. Throughout 2015-2017, GAFAM acquired 175 companies, from small start-ups to billion-dollar deals. For the period since 2010, there are close to 500 acquisitions by these firms. Figure 3.6 indicates acquisitions by Amazon, Facebook and Google between 2008 and 2018. During that period, Google acquired 168 companies, Facebook 71 companies and Amazon 60 companies.

Recent research suggests that GAFAM acquires firms mostly in their core segments which suggests that they are seeking to reinforce their market positions. They pursue an accumulation of frequent relatively small acquisitions that provide complementary functionalities or services to be integrated into the platform – sometimes cannibalised, sometimes bolted on, but essentially no longer separate efforts.

Argentesi et al (2020) cluster target companies for Amazon, Facebook and Google by their sector of economic activity. In terms of absolute volume of acquisitions, Google has been much more active than Amazon and Facebook overall as well as in each of the clusters (See Figure 3.7). Google’s acquisitions have been more heterogeneous, whereas Amazon and Facebook have focused more on companies that were active in their same area of economic activity (‘Physical goods and services’ for Amazon, and ‘Communication apps and tools’ for Facebook).
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Google, Amazon and Facebook in companies with advanced data-analytics technologies (machine learning, artificial intelligence, analytics, and big data). These technologies are critically important for digital platforms as they rely heavily on making predictions of various sorts to provide their services. Thus, these mergers can be expected to be efficiency-enhancing as they may enable incumbents to improve predictions. Argentesi et al. (2020) suggest that ‘such improvements through external growth – complemented by the increasing collection of big data containing personal information and by pervasive network effects – may help these firms to reinforce their dominant position in their markets and create insurmountable barriers to entry for competitors.’

A growing concern for competition authorities is that the objective of such acquisitions may have been to systematically prevent the target company from ever becoming a competitive threat, cementing a dominant position in the market, thus making the entry of innovative challengers exceptionally difficult. The US Judiciary Committee 2020 report assesses that the dominant platforms’ high volume of acquisitions helped them sustain their significant and durable market power. It says: ‘Together, the firms investigated by the Subcommittee have acquired hundreds of companies just in the last ten years. In some cases, a dominant firm evidently acquired nascent or potential competitors to neutralize a competitive threat or maintain and expand its dominance. In other cases, a dominant firm acquired smaller companies to shut them down or discontinue underlying products entirely—transactions aptly described as ‘killer acquisitions.’

The cases of Facebook/WhatsApp, Facebook/Instagram, and Google/DoubleClick have recently been discussed in post-merger analyses such as the Lear report for the UK Competition and Market Authority. The Lear report suggested that, in retrospect, the competition authorities had neglected some crucial factors in their analysis that had led to the approval of such acquisitions. It argued that in
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Facebook/Instagram and Google/Waze case, the decisions to approve ‘may have represented missed opportunities for the emergence of challengers to the market incumbents but have also likely resulted in efficiencies’. Its authors write: ‘While these ex-post assessments cannot reveal the ‘killer’ or ‘zombie’ nature of these acquisitions, the above patterns suggest another potential anti-competition issue. By acquiring complementary services, incumbents may make it harder for entrants to develop competitive products.’

Another noteworthy feature of the acquisitions is that their targets are often very young firms. Nearly 60% of the targets are four years old or younger. The targets’ median age differs slightly across the three companies: 6.5 years for Amazon, 2.5 for Facebook, and four years for Google. A key issue for the enforcement of merger control is that it is very difficult to assess very young firms’ potential to survive and become serious competitors for the incumbents in a way that stands up in court.

### 3.2.4. Selected Ongoing Antitrust Cases and Investigations by the European Commission

**Google's Proposed Acquisition of Fitbit**

The European Commission launched in August 2020 a formal investigation of the proposed acquisition of Fitbit by Google. A preliminary investigation of the Fitbit deal had raised concerns about how Google would use data collected from Fitbit for its online advertising services, a market where Google is already dominant. The health and fitness data could be used to target ads more narrowly, Margrethe Vestager said in July 2020.

The European Consumer Organisation, a Brussels-based group, pushing for more oversight of the tech industry, welcomed the EU Fitbit investigation. Its director-general said in a statement: ‘This takeover is likely to be a worrying game changer not only for how consumers interact with the online world but also for how their health data is used.’ It is hugely important that the E.U. carries out this in-depth examination because wearable devices like Fitbit’s could in future give companies details of essentially everything consumers do 24/7.

Google defended itself from the interpretation that it was buying Fitbit primarily to gain access to users’ health data. Instead, it claimed that the acquisition is intended to gain a foothold in the market for wearable devices. A senior executive at Google wrote in a blog post in 2020 that ‘This deal is about devices, not data.’ There’s vibrant competition when it comes to smartwatches and fitness trackers, with Apple, Samsung, Garmin, Fossil, Huawei, Xiaomi and many others offering numerous products at a range of prices. We don’t currently make or sell wearable devices like these today. We believe the combination of Google and Fitbit’s hardware efforts will increase competition in the sector, making the next generation of devices better and more affordable. We’ve been clear from the beginning that we will not use Fitbit health and wellness data for Google ads. The company said it would not use Fitbit health and wellness data for advertising services and offered to make a legally binding commitment to the commission to limit its use of the data. The deal raises no flags based on the traditional antitrust analysis, as it looks like a merger of complements and Fitbit is a small player.

Google’s arguments notwithstanding, a number of reports had highlighted issues that would arise from such an acquisition. For example, the Furman report indicated that ‘historically, there has been little scrutiny and no blocking of an acquisition by the major digital platforms … Our recommendations [are to]
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update merger policy [to be more] forward looking. The ACCC report also indicated that ‘mergers frameworks should be updated … [to account for the effects of] the acquisition of potential competitions and economies of scope via control of data sets.’ The European Commission Expert report also indicated that ‘there is a need to revisit the substantive theories of harm to properly assess certain specific cases. This concerns specifically cases where a dominant platform and/or ecosystem benefits from strong positive network effects and data access, which can act as a significant barrier to entry, acquires a target with a currently low turnover but a growing base and a high future market potential.’

Critics of the Google’s proposed acquisition of Fitbit include Cristina Caffarra from Charles River Associates and former EU Chief Competition Economist (DG COMP) Tommaso Valletti, who wrote that ‘we can nevermore rely on promises from dominant digital platforms ‘not to use the data’, as such promises are impossible to monitor or enforced.’ They claim that a digital platform’s promise ‘not to use personal information for advertising purposes’ is a ‘statement that is, at best, empty and, at worse, misleading and obfuscating – because none of the ways in which power can be increased by the [Google-Fitbit] deal relies on any particular piece of individual-specific information, and because it is the collection of data and profiling of individuals that interferes with privacy, not the targeting with this or that advertisement. The power comes from obtaining statistically relevant information collected from, and linking together, incredibly large datasets. Each piece may be irrelevant on its own, but their aggregation is unbeatable. In addition, targeting can be made sharper with this extra bit of critical data. For example, Google could use the Fitbit data to help it learn which ad was most effective, and then target ads more effectively while technically complying with not using ‘personal information for advertising purposes.’’

They add: ‘Google could also do what it did with DoubleClick, which is to say that it will not combine profiles during the review, and then combine profiles some years later without consequences.’ Google has made promises that turned out differently or cannot be monitored, let alone enforced. For example, when it acquired DoubleClick, Google initially kept its database of web-browsing records separate from the names and other personally identifiable information collected from Gmail and its other login accounts; but this was changed in summer 2016 – when Google ‘literally cross(ed) out the lines in its privacy policy that promised to keep the two pots of data separate. In its place, Google substituted new language that says browsing habits ‘may be’ combined with what the company learns from the use Gmail and other tools’. The change was enabled by default for new Google accounts. Existing users were prompted to opt-in to the change.

These authors also refer to the promises that Facebook gave when it acquired Instagram and WhatsApp to keep users’ data of these various services separate, only to go back on its word and integrate them together a few years after the acquisitions happen. ‘Just as Google today promises that ‘Fitbit health and wellness ‘personal’ data will not be used for Google ads’, Facebook at the time swore blind they would not exploit WhatsApp data and would monetise the $21 billion by selling emojis – something they actually never did. They were fined €110 million for having misled the European Commission, but still got to keep, mingle and exploit the data. And critically, they achieved the goal of preventing another competing social network platform from emerging.’

These authors indicate that the concerns about the Google-Fitbit acquisition proposal centres on the fact that Google is, as any ad-funded business, has ‘inevorable incentives to exploit data for advertising purposes. Google is proposing to acquire a unique, exclusive dataset and data collection capabilities and from a new mode of data capture that was not visible to them before (the wearable device that captures
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individuals’ behavioural and biometric data), and that it will have every incentive to exploit this data in ways that can lower consumer quality and experience. Furthermore, the loss of Fitbit as an independent player implies foregoing the opportunity of a potential challenge to Google’s model based around data which is unique and valuable.

The August 2020 European Commission’s press release announcing the investigation into the proposed acquisition of Fitbit by Google indicates that ‘The commitments [submitted by Google in July 2020] consisted in the creation of a data silo, which is a virtual storage of data, where certain data collected through wearable devices would have been kept separate from any other dataset within Google. The data in the silo would have been restricted from usage for Google’s advertising purposes. However, the Commission considers that the data silo commitment proposed by Google is insufficient to clearly dismiss the serious doubts identified at this stage as to the effects of the transaction. Among others, this is because the data silo remedy did not cover all the data that Google would access as a result of the transaction and would be valuable for advertising purposes.’

In December 2020, the European Commission cleared Google's acquisition of Fitbit by Google, subject to conditions. Google promised:

- not to use health, fitness and location data from Fitbit devices for advertising, for users in the European Economic Area
- to store Fitbit data in a ‘silo’, kept separate from any other data used for advertising
- to maintain third-party access to the Fitbit platform
- not to degrade the user experience of third-party smartwatches when paired with an Android phone.

The commitments must be kept for ten years.

Critics of the European Commission’s clearance of the deal expressed concerns that Google has a history of leveraging its dominance to foreclose competitors in adjacent markets, noting that Google has (1) dominant audiences to sell to advertisers (with Google Search and YouTube), (2) dominant data to target online ads, and (3) dominates the ad tech ‘stack’ (as it ‘operates on all sides, learn Willingness-to-Pay, and extract it’. The concern is that while (1) constitutes ‘normal’ market power, (2) and (3) allow discriminatory market power. Google, therefore, has significant (and often discriminatory) market power in five markets (Search, YouTube, Android, Ad Tech, and Data). Concerns exist because data is a ‘general-purpose input’ whose dominance can be leveraged in many markets and because Google’s dominance fosters discriminatory power (particularly concerning health and finance). The concerning theory of harm arises from Google combining of Fitbit’s health and wellness data with their dominant non-health data to be used in life insurance and other markets were health data is likely to be valuable. While proponents of the deal claim it will lead to efficiency gains, critics point out that could be true only in the presence of competition, but that because Google alone has dominant non-health data, it will likely extract the benefits from good risks and leave the bad risk. The problem with the commitments that the European Commission has extracted from Google is, therefore, that there is no commitment related to the use of the combination of Google’s non-health data and Fitbit’s health data in insurance or any other market.

A few days after the European Commission’s clearance of the deal, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), in a contrary decision, rejected Google behavioural undertakings for
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Fitbit acquisition. It rejected an offer from Google to enter into a court-enforceable undertaking limiting the way it would use data gleaned from the wrist-worn fitness tracking devices. ACCC chair Rod Sims indicated that the ACCC would instead continue to investigate the transaction and aimed to make a decision by 25 March 2020. The ACCC was worried about ‘vertical foreclosure, which means that Google may have the incentive, and the ability, to harm competitors if it gets hold of Fitbit by just making it harder for them to interface with Android devices. […] It could have the ability and incentive to discriminate against other players, and so the result of that would be you’d have in wearables an Apple device and an Android device – you get the same duopoly that you’ve got in apps, for example, and you’ve got in mobile.’ ACCC chair Rod Sims claimed that if the US justice department approved the deal and Google would push ahead with its Fitbit takeover without getting the regulator’s approval, the ACCC would consider whether it has legal powers to block the acquisition. If it could not block the deal, the ACCC would consider bringing legal action for breaching competition law. That would be punishable by fines of up to 10% of Google’s estimated Australian turnover of about $4bn a year. Google faced, therefore, a $400m fine over its Fitbit takeover if it would not wait for the Australian ACCC’s approval. A Google spokesman said the company was disappointed by the delay but ‘we will continue to engage with the ACCC to answer their questions.’

Investigation into Amazon’s Possible Anti-Competitive Practices

Following a preliminary fact-finding investigation, the European Commission launched in July 2019 a formal EU’s investigation into Amazon’s practices toward third-party sellers as well as how it uses data to select which retailer to link to using the ‘Buy Box’ on its site.

When providing a marketplace for independent sellers, Amazon continuously collects data about the activity on its platform. The Commission’s found in its preliminary fact-finding investigation that Amazon ‘appeared to use competitively sensitive information – about marketplace sellers, their products and transactions on the marketplace.’

Amazon has been accused of using its position as an operator of a marketplace to benefit itself as a seller within it. In April 2020, The Wall Street Journal reported that Amazon’s employees would use sales data from independent Marketplace sellers to help with the development of Amazon’s own-branded products. This was said to have happened despite the company having rules that forbid it.

As part of its in-depth investigation the Commission is looking into:

1. the standard agreements between Amazon and marketplace sellers, which allow Amazon’s retail business to analyse and use third party seller data. In particular, the Commission is focusing on whether and how the use of accumulated marketplace seller data by Amazon as a retailer affects competition.
2. the role of data in the selection of the winners of the ‘Buy Box’ and the impact of Amazon’s potential use of competitively sensitive marketplace seller information on that selection. The ‘Buy Box’ is displayed prominently on Amazon and allows customers to add items from a specific retailer directly into their shopping carts. Winning the ‘Buy Box’ seems key for marketplace sellers as a vast majority of transactions are done through it.
Amazon argues that it has empowered small sellers on its platform and has delivered results to consumers.

In November 2020, the European Commission informed Amazon of its preliminary view that ‘it has breached EU antitrust rules by distorting competition in online retail markets. [...] The Commission takes issue with Amazon systematically relying on non-public business data of independent sellers who sell on its marketplace, to the benefit of Amazon’s own retail business, which directly competes with those third-party sellers. The Commission also opened a second formal antitrust investigation into the possible preferential treatment of Amazon’s own retail offers and those of marketplace sellers that use Amazon’s logistics and delivery services.’177

Investigation into Apple’s Possible Anti-Competitive Practices

iPhone and iPad users can only download native (non web-based) apps via the App Store. The European Commission opened in June 2020 formal antitrust investigations to assess whether Apple’s rules for app developers on the distribution of apps via the App Store violate EU competition rules. The investigations concern in particular the mandatory use of Apple’s own proprietary in-app purchase system and restrictions on the ability of developers to inform iPhone and iPad users of alternative cheaper purchasing possibilities outside of apps.178

The investigations concern the application of these rules to all apps which compete with Apple’s own apps and services in the European Economic Area (EEA). The investigations follow-up on separate complaints by Spotify and by an e-book/audiobook distributor on the impact of the App Store rules on competition in music streaming and e-books/audiobooks.

As detailed on its website, The Commission will investigate in particular two restrictions imposed by Apple in its agreements with companies that wish to distribute apps to users of Apple devices:

(i) The mandatory use of Apple’s own proprietary in-app purchase system ‘IAP’ for the distribution of paid digital content. Apple charges app developers a 30% commission on all subscription fees through IAP.

(ii) Restrictions on the ability of developers to inform users of alternative purchasing possibilities outside of apps. While Apple allows users to consume content such as music, e-books and audiobooks purchased elsewhere (e.g. on the website of the app developer) also in the app, its rules prevent developers from informing users about such purchasing possibilities, which are usually cheaper.

177 European Commission, ‘Antitrust: Commission sends Statement of Objections to Amazon for the use of non-public independent seller data and opens second investigation into its e-commerce business practices’.

4. Platforms' Effects on Employment and the Social Fabric

4.1. The Creation of New Types of Jobs

In the platform economy, a wide variety of novel jobs have emerged. Following much of the literature, these different jobs can be sorted into two categories: on-demand work and crowdwork. All of them are organised via digital platforms, including apps and websites, and all of them focus on short-term work (hence they are often called the 'gig economy'). Yet there are significant differences between them, which are important for understanding the challenges they pose, the potential for worker organisation, and the possibilities for policy responses.

The first of these is on-demand work that, while organised digitally, involves geographically specific offline labour. These platforms organise and distribute tasks to workers that must physically carry out the work in specified locations: whether cleaning, ride-sharing, delivering, caring, maintenance, or other tasks. The platforms control much of the nature of the work – regulating standards, surveilling workers, and managing who works where and sometimes when. The most prominent of these companies is Uber, but others include TaskRabbit, Care, Lyft, Deliveroo, and many others. In fact, while ridesharing and food delivery often get the most attention, home services (cleaners, plumbers, electricians, and so on) are the biggest area of employment in this category. In Germany, for instance, 2.3% of the working-age population performs taxi or delivery platform work at least weekly, while 3.8% perform platform-based household services. In France, the equivalent figures are 4.0% and 4.4%; and in Italy, they are 5.8% and 8.9% (see Figure 5.1). Lastly, as geographically specific labour, this work is typically more readily subject to national legislation than the more virtual and global labour platforms are.
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The second category of platform work involves crowdworkers – those who use platforms to match with clients who are in need of their services, which are then provided virtually rather than in-person. Due to the generally low barriers to entry for new workers, this type of platform work is the most predominant (see Figure 4.1). Within this category though, there are two quite distinct types of jobs. On the one hand, there are those professionals who use platforms for freelance and gig work. This work often involves workers and employers negotiating contracts for the completion of more lengthy projects (‘macrotasks’ in one formulation). This sort of work is often more highly skilled – involving things like programming, translation, or graphic design. This work is increasingly being taken up by companies (particularly technology companies) both as a way to outsource more work and as a way to replace agency work. In this regard, it can be considered as a flexibilisation of work that had been (and still largely remains) well paid and stable. Yet platform companies involved in organising this work are already preparing for a wave of new platforms that offer the same services for lower pay and fewer
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benefits.\textsuperscript{186} While this work can be geographically agonistic and performed in many places, there is often some geographical concentration of the workers.\textsuperscript{187}

On the other hand, there is a low-wage variant of the crowd work performed by professionals and technical workers. As opposed to the project-based work of the earlier category, this category involves ‘microwork’ where – in a sort of hyper-Taylorism – companies break up tasks into increasingly minute pieces that are then outsourced through platforms to a planetary labour market. Tasks such as data entry, image labelling, content moderation, and copywriting are listed on platforms like Upwork, Freelancer, Amazon Mechanical Turk, and TaskRabbit where workers from around the world can bid to do the tasks.\textsuperscript{188} While the first professionalised crowd work can often provide a decent income as well as employment benefits for workers, the same cannot be said for the low-wage variant. A polarization of work may occur, split between relatively high-wage, high-skill, information-centric set of occupations – ranging from programmers to data scientists, and so on. On the other hand, there is the low-wage, low-skill, service-centric set of occupations – those most commonly associated with the ‘gig economy’.

4.2. Effects on Labour Market Dynamics

4.2.1. The Employment Relationship

The most prominent element of platform work is the way in which it often relies upon and expands a non-standard type of employment relation. The standard work contract is one that was a de facto norm for white men in the Global North after World War II: a full-time, permanent contract, supplemented with collectively agreed rights around wages, working conditions, legal protections, holidays, collective action, parental leave, protection from discrimination and harassment, unemployment insurance, sickness leave, overtime, breaks, pensions, redundancy fees, and other protections. The risks of work – for example, unemployment in a downturn, or the vagaries of sickness – were increasingly socialised.

Many countries legally recognise a binary idea of work: either employed or self-employed. Whereas the employed are given rights and protections in return for their submission to management’s demands, the self-employed are deemed to be working for themselves and therefore not in need of basic rights and protections.\textsuperscript{189} As a result most Member States provide access to social protections only to those defined as employees.\textsuperscript{190} Yet much platform work typically relies on contracts where workers are not defined as employees, but instead as (depending on the language of particular legal systems) ‘independent contractors’, ‘self-employed’, ‘contingent workers’, or simply ‘gig workers’. These employment contracts are flexible, temporary, or otherwise casual and the rights traditionally accorded to employees are largely or entirely absent. The benefits to employers of this model are clear: they can cut labour costs, maximise the flexibility of the workforce, and minimise any responsibilities they might have to their workers.\textsuperscript{191} For example, companies report saving 20-30% on costs by relying on this employment contract.\textsuperscript{192} For workers, as developed below, the benefits are not nearly as obvious.
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4.2.2. Hiring and Firing

Proponents of platform work argue that it allows many people who would otherwise struggle to find jobs to find one, while critics argue that it allows people to be fired without any recourse or explanation. The evidence suggests that both are right.

For proponents, the ability to work from home, flexible working time, low barriers to entry, ability to skip unpaid training, and potential for avoiding social biases are all given as reasons why these platforms enable more people to find wage labour. And the pathway into the labour force has indeed been eased for many, especially groups that traditionally struggle to find work. For on-demand platforms, groups such as migrants, those with caring responsibilities, and those without a degree, are often found to be disproportionately represented. For example, one study finds that young people (< 35) with children represent 27% of those who heavily rely on platform work, while this group only represents 7% in offline work. Another study found that while 5% of those in the offline US labour market were immigrants, this rose to 11% for on-demand platform work. (Notably, the gendered division of labour continues to exist here, with men tending towards stereotypically male work and women more often performing stereotypically female work.) Research has also shown that working for platforms is also correlated with levels of unemployment. There is, however, countervailing evidence which suggests platform work is largely dominated by young men. With crowdworking, the evidence is less clear. An International Labour Organization survey, for instance, found that men tend to be overrepresented, that prime working ages are most common, and that well-educated individuals tend to do this work. At the same time, crowdwork has enabled some disabled people to find work when they otherwise would have been stuck at home, and women in particular cite the flexibility of the work hours as a core reason for working on these platforms.

Yet entry to these jobs is not always as easy as presented. Ride-sharing work, in particular, involves having a vehicle that meets stringent criteria – a situation that leads many to take out significant leases in order to afford entry into the market. And the relative ease with which people can find work in the platform economy can just as easily be seen as a predatory reliance on workers desperate for any job. It is also unclear to what extent the hiring of workers in the platform economy is just a formalisation of work that previously occurred in the informal economy. Cleaners and other domestic workers, for instance, have long existed in the informal economy – but now appear to at least partly be moving into the platform economy. Taxi drivers that once worked for radio cabs may now just be moving to platform-based services. The increase in hiring may therefore be more illusory than usually thought, though more research is needed here.

The flipside of this ease of hiring is that the non-standard employment relationship enables platforms to fire workers just as rapidly. In one particularly egregious example, an Australian Uber Eats driver was
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One key question is whether the gig economy provides supplemental income to its workers or whether it forms their primary source of income. The distinction matters because it reflects how dependent workers may be on a platform – the less dependent, the more say they have. If the work is primarily supplemental, proponents of the gig economy have also argued that it is therefore an important source of income for people who are dependent on other work – and should be largely left unregulated. Looking at survey and other evidence, most research finds that a large majority of platform workers do use it as a supplement to other income, rather than as a primary source of income. As Steven Vallas and Juliet Schor note, ‘In such cases, platform earnings may actually decrease precarity and compensate for poor benefits or low wages in primary jobs or help reduce debt or build savings.’ Yet this raises an additional question of whether platform workers primarily take up these jobs to supplement a sufficient income elsewhere, or whether they are effectively forced into this work in order to rectify low pay and poor work in the rest of the labour market. A variety of evidence suggests the latter: that platform labour flourishes in significant part because of precarity in the rest of the labour market. Uber, for instance, often relies on recruiting from areas of high unemployment and/or dualised labour markets. Platform workers are typically also performing low-paid work elsewhere, with multiple jobs being necessary to make ends meet. Surveys of platform workers have found that many of them – up to 90 percent in one survey – desire more work. And other research finds that platform work is often taken up after a negative income shock with workers relying ‘on labour platform work not
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only when outside income dipped, but also when they were between jobs.\textsuperscript{216} Platform work may perhaps be a useful supplement, but it also indicates a failing system and hardly suggests that platform work is anyone’s ideal choice. It raises questions about why a single job is no longer sufficient for maintaining oneself and/or a household.

4.2.4. Exception or the New Normal?

One important point to make is that while the platform economy is often invoked as innovative and novel by both its critics and supporters, in fact the employment relationship it relies upon is both old and increasingly widespread beyond platforms. Far from this model of the work relationship being an exception, it is instead indicative of broader trends in the labour market.

In the first place, while gig work is often called the future of work by its proponents, it in fact represents a return to a harsh past for workers.\textsuperscript{217} Karl Marx may as well have been talking about Deliveroo and crowdwork, for instance, when he wrote that the ‘piece-wage is the form of wages most in harmony with the capitalist mode of production’.\textsuperscript{218} The sort of precarious work that is becoming prominent today was the standard for most of the history of capitalism. In France, for example, it was not until the 1890s that the idea of permanent contracts began to exist.\textsuperscript{219} Likewise, in the early twentieth century, day labourers were common – particularly in industries like agriculture, dock work, and other low-wage sectors. It was not until after World War II that the standard employment contract began to really take form. Yet, with few exceptions, this standard employment relation has been attacked and whittled down over the past few decades.\textsuperscript{220} Decreases in employment protection, collective representation, and income protection have all combined to reduce the difference between standard and non-standard employment.\textsuperscript{221} By 1996 there were already concerns of a transition to a ‘just-in-time’ age of ‘disposable’ workers.\textsuperscript{222} The gig economy forms but a small part of this much larger trend towards eliminating the standard employment relationship that was dominant in the postwar period. Even Uber’s basic model of an independent contractor simply extends an employment relationship that had become common in the US taxi industry.\textsuperscript{223} As one report notes, ‘the gig-economy should not be regarded as a separate silo of the labour market, since the problem of misclassification extends much beyond its realm.’\textsuperscript{224}

4.3. Effects on Working Conditions

While the gig economy remains numerically small relative to the rest of the labour market, it exerts a significance beyond its size. First, is the question of whether it is pulling down labour standards across the board. There is reason to believe this is the case given the expansion of gig economy style labour contracts across industries.\textsuperscript{225} Second, there is the use of the gig economy as a quasi-laboratory space for businesses. In these unregulated areas, they can experiment with different and more exploitative means of employment and, if successful, these models can then be rolled out to other parts of the
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economy. Particularly significant here is the deployment of novel surveillance techniques on a more vulnerable and less powerful group of workers in the gig economy. These techniques are already spreading elsewhere and becoming increasingly ubiquitous – particularly with the growth of remote work in the wake of Covid-19 as a wave of new services has emerged to track and monitor workers at home. The question of the impact of platform work is therefore significant.

4.3.1. Wages

While there is a wide range of possible incomes in the gig economy, the vast majority of the work is low waged – with crowdwork typically being paid less than offline work. A handful of workers do manage to make a significant amount, but the overall distribution is vastly unequal as most struggle to make much. Moreover, this work is often subject to being irregular, based upon fluctuating consumer demand and employer requests.

There are a variety of reasons for this low pay. In many gig economy platforms, the up-front wages can appear to be quite high and are often designed to draw workers onto the platforms. Yet the offline labour here typically includes numerous expenses – such as vehicles, gas, cleaning products, insurance, tax, and so on – that are not addressed by the wage and which significantly reduces the take home pay of workers. For Uber drivers in America, for instance, it is currently estimated that their average earnings are nearly $15/hour – but half of that (or more) is then taken up by necessary expenses. In some cases, workers even have to pay for the branded company equipment (jackets, bags, and so on). All of this contributes to gig economy workers earning low pay.

On crowdworking platforms, there is the additional factor that the planetary labour market these services tap into has the effect of driving down wages. Workers can typically set their own rates on these platforms but, given the vast number of people competing to get work, those who offer the cheapest services usually win out. It is unsurprising then that this work often pays less than the local minimum wage. These workers also spend long periods of time performing unpaid work (looking for work, taking unpaid qualification tests, vetting clients in online worker forums). Moreover – and this is a problem that extends to the gig economy as well – piece wages on many platforms exacerbate these issues of unpaid labour. Delivery services like Deliveroo, for example, have switched away from hourly rates of pay and towards piece rates with no guaranteed hourly minimum. The end result is that workers are left with no extra pay for timespent waiting at restaurants, traffic congestion, or other additions to their time, and it is not uncommon for workers to make far less than the minimum wage.
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4.3.2. Flexibility

Despite the low wages, many workers do find the work useful for its flexibility. The flexibility of the work can help some people accommodate other responsibilities, e.g., caring responsibilities, to the schedules of work. \(^{237}\) And surveys of workers routinely find that the flexibility of platform work is central to why they are doing it (see Figure 4.2). \(^{238}\) For proponents of platform labour, this is all evidence of the grand myth that everyone can – and should – become entrepreneurial. In this optimistic case, workers can supposedly choose what to do, how, when, where, and for whom. \(^{239}\)

![Fig. 4.2: Motivations of Platform Work (PW), by Categories of Workers](image)

Yet, this flexibility is not all that it is made out to be, with some calling it a ‘fictitious freedom’. \(^{240}\) Low wages, for example, may force people to work long hours to make ends meet. \(^{241}\) Similarly, the peak times of demand for a service can mean that workers have little effective choice over when to work. Uber drivers end up working weekend nights, and cleaners end up working days. With crowdwork, this can mean working at unsociable hours in order to meet clients’ demands in different time zones. \(^{242}\) Workers usually have little to no say over the fees that can be charged for a service, and they have to meet the performative criteria set out by the platform and clients – such as wearing uniforms or carrying out emotional labour. \(^{243}\) The level of flexibility is often overstated by the platforms as well. In one journalist’s experience with Deliveroo, for instance, she had little say over which shifts she could choose to work – and once booked in, she did not have the flexibility to change or cancel them. \(^{244}\)
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the end, flexibility is more often than not insecurity, and the ‘self-employed’ status that is supposedly chosen by workers is in fact more the result of businesses evading their responsibilities to workers.246

4.3.3. Individualisation of Risks

This evasion of responsibilities is most clearly expressed in the shift of responsibility for risks. Whereas the standard employment contract aimed to balance risks between workers, businesses, and governments, platform work instead transfers risk almost entirely onto individual workers. Most notably, this is expressed in the lack of social protections for those deemed to be self-employed. As one study found, on average, 55 percent of self-employed workers in the EU lack unemployment benefits, 38 percent lack sickness pay, and 46 percent of self-employed women lack maternity benefits. In contrast, only 0.1 percent of full-time workers in the EU lack these benefits.247

It is well established that those who work on non-standard contracts already face higher risks of physical and mental health problems. Non-standard working hours, for instance, are associated with much more intense work, driving stress and risks.248 Those who work in non-standard contracts also face significant hurdles after workplace injuries – for years afterwards they face lower employment rates and lowered incomes compared to those on standard contracts who get a workplace injury.249 Yet the characteristics of platform work make it particularly susceptible to causing injury and harm.250 Delivery riders, for instance, face significantly increased risks of injury, particularly as payment via piece rates and competition with other workers increases the intensity of work and the threat of traffic accidents.251 These pressures ‘make safe driving virtually impossible.’252 Cleaners face long-term health risks from the constant use of cleaning products and potential accidents in clients’ homes.253 Many platform workers also face threats, harassment, and even attacks from clients.254 And crowdwork, with its highly repetitive tasks, can cause musculoskeletal problems, isolation, exhaustion, and any number of other physical and mental health problems.255

There is also an individualisation of financial risks for those working in the platform economy. For instance, most platform workers receive little training or chances for development and instead have to develop skills themselves.256 The lack of social protections also means that support like pensions or sick pay make them more financially precarious both in the short-term and in the long-term. With crowdwork, financial risks also come from the high prevalence of non- and under-payments.257 With little recourse to contesting such decisions, crowdworkers must instead factor it in as part of the nature of the work. And in some cases, such as ride-hailing services, drivers can take on significant amounts of
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debt in order to purchase new cars that meet platform criteria. All of the risks of economic calamity land on the workers, with platforms offering little support.

Some platforms have, in the wake of media attention and worker struggles, begun to offer some support in the form of various insurance schemes. Uber, Deliveroo, Lyft, TaskRabbit and some others have started to offer accident insurance, injury insurance, and secondary liability insurance in some instances. Yet access to this support is contingent on meeting strict criteria that block most workers from accessing it, and workers have routinely complained about the difficulties of navigating company systems to receive these supports. In any case, for the vast majority of platforms, this support remains non-existent.

4.3.4. Workers' Surveillance and Control

Surveillance and control is another area that has undergone significant changes in platform work. As with the employment relation, this marks not a break with the past, but instead a continuation of the long history of management using technologies to control labour and maximise value extraction, while workers in turn resist and assert their autonomy and dignity. A core problem for the capitalist has always been how to control the labour process in order to maximise the extraction of value – an employer may purchase the time of a worker, but this does not in itself guarantee that the worker performs the tasks as intensively as possible. In the early 18th century, for instance, capitalists in the Global North often relied upon a putting-out system whereby work was subcontracted to workers who would perform the tasks in their home. Yet this system meant that the capitalists had little control over the process, as workers could carry out the work in their own time and with their own autonomy. As capitalism developed, this work was shifted into factories and offices where the labour process could be monitored, scrutinised, and transformed in increasingly minute ways. With this change, the production process could be sped up, automated, intensified, and divided more efficiently all in an effort to extract more value. The problem for businesses is that the same mechanism which allowed greater control – the centralisation of workers into a single workplace – also allowed workers to create new organisational forms to struggle for their interests. Unions, strikes, and the gradual construction of the standard employment model all resulted from this change. Greater control over the production process came at the expense of greater control over workers as a collective.

However, platform work and the rise of algorithmic management change this trade-off. Now workers can be kept separate from each other while simultaneously being monitored by an app or networked technology. Instead of concentrating a workforce in a single physical workplace, digital platforms have enabled decentralised control and coordination of large and dispersed group of workers, enabling companies to both maintain an outsourced group of workers as well as a standardised service. Moreover, algorithmic management is a ‘partial automation of supervision and labour process coordination through the use of information technology.’ This algorithm management, underpinned by changes in technology, have given rise to a new set of affordances for control. As one recent article notes, first, they are more comprehensive than previous technologies. The ubiquity of
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sensors and the emergence of big data mean that more and more of workers’ lives are now capable of being monitored. Second, they provide near instantaneous feedback – informing workers and managers when deviations have occurred. Third, these new control technologies are more interactive, enabling workers to communicate issues and management to reorganise production processes more rapidly. Lastly, algorithmic technologies are typically opaque due to technical hurdles or even the very black box nature of the devices. As a result, decisions imposed by these technologies can often appear arbitrary and unjustified.

Three functions of algorithmic management are identified in the literature: direction, evaluation, and discipline.268 In Kellogg, Valentine, and Christin’s words,

‘Direction entails the specification of what needs to be performed, in what order and time period, and with what degree of accuracy. Evaluation entails the review of workers to correct mistakes, assess performance, and identify those who are not performing adequately. Discipline entails the punishment and reward of workers so as to elicit cooperation and enforce compliance with the employer’s direction of the labour process.’269

With algorithmic management, these traditional functions are transformed by new digital technologies, with platform work the primary terrain for their initial rollout.

In the first place, direction concerning what needs to be done and how is now performed through algorithmic recommending and algorithmic restricting. The former is a system of prompts and incentives, often derived from machine learning and big data, that tries to shape what workers should be doing despite their status as self-employed.270 For instance, surge pricing on the Uber platform is a way of recommending drivers go to a certain location. Likewise, maps tell drivers how they must carry out the work.271 Algorithmic restricting, by contrast, directs workers towards certain tasks by occluding particular options and information.272 Uber again is a key example of this, as the nature of the platform means drivers have no information about a ride before accepting it.273 More generally, the use of algorithmic systems is often opaque to workers and obscures how decisions are made and how prompts are presented.

Secondly, algorithmic management carries out evaluation through the use of algorithmic recording and algorithmic rating. The former involves the constant surveillance of workers’ actions. In contrast to previous systems of monitoring, this is often real-time, participatory, and far more detailed and ubiquitous.274 While legal barriers have been established to prevent some workplace surveillance, capitalists have sought and found a number of ways around these hurdles.275 Workers are also subject to algorithmic rating as a new means to evaluate their work. This occurs most obviously in the widespread use of customer ratings via apps, but also through the use of management surveillance and real-time ranking of workers.276 Uber presents perhaps the most well-known version of this, with drivers (and now riders) rated for every transaction they perform. Similar systems operate in crowdworking, with clients looking at past ratings as a key insight into the quality of a worker. Yet these
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systems lead to inevitable problems. In crowdworking, ratings create a winner-takes-all market, as the most highly rated get more work, get more ratings, and then continue to get more work. In all settings, ratings systems also perpetuate discrimination. In one call centre, for instance, the automated evaluation system struggles with strong accents and gives those workers a lower rating as a result. And minority ethnic ride-sharing drivers face the risk of consistently receiving lower ratings as a result of failing to meet middle-class white norms.

Lastly, discipline is carried out via algorithmic replacing and algorithmic rewarding. As has been long noted, a key mechanism for disciplining workers is the threat of the sack and a significant reserve army of labour that could potentially take a worker’s place. This mechanism is updated with digital technologies through the use of algorithmic replacing: a digital system which enables workers to be rapidly fired and replaced. The ease of hiring and firing discussed earlier therefore not only has impacts on the labour market, but also in the ability of workers to voice concerns and exert power in the workplace. What were once long and contentious processes of firing workers now becomes the simple revoking of access to an app. A similar rapidity emerges with algorithmic rewarding. If the threat of the sack is the whip, then algorithmic rewarding is the carrot used to discipline workers. Here a variety of digital systems automatically assess and reward workers for performing tasks in the ways demanded by management. At points these systems even involve the gamification of work in an attempt to manufacture consent to the workplace protocols.

4.3.5. Collective Organisation

Another key feature of this work is that it is often difficult to organise workers into collective organisations such as trade unions. Most obviously, these platforms lack workplaces in any traditional sense. Whereas the factory floor once offered ample space and time for workers to chat and come to recognise their common interests, with platforms—even the on-demand offline ones—eschew these sorts of workplaces. In crowdwork particularly, work can be hyper-individualised with workers only ever interacting with a client and never having any communication or knowledge of other workers. Likewise, the modern equivalent of a picket line is more difficult to imagine and build—meaning it becomes easier for other workers and users to ignore any potential strikes.

In addition to the lack of a typical workplace, workers are often incentivised and coerced into direct competition with each other—further hindering any sort of collective action. For instance, payment through piece-wages (e.g., payment per delivery) can spark competition between workers, undermining any incipient collective organisation. The planetary labour markets on crowdwork platforms likewise generate immense competition towards lower and lower wages as well as posing significant barriers to worker collaboration. And even if collective organisation is built, there are a number of actors who try to tear it down. The platforms themselves, most obviously, have used a variety of means to undermine emerging collective organisations. The ease of being deactivated on a
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platform leads many workers to keep their heads down. The surveillance that is made possible through apps and digital platforms enables platforms to be warned of organisation. In India, for example, 'Uber workers who participated in strikes faced ID blocks, incentives being rolled back, and a decrease in the number of rides they were allocated.' Competitors in the industries can also often be opposed to platform workers. The taxi industry is a particularly prominent example here where many taxi drivers are outright opposed to platforms and their workers. Lastly, significant legal hurdles presently exist to any incipient collective organisation. Most notably, as a result of their self-employed status, EU competition law currently prohibits them from forming trade unions as such action is deemed be an illegal price-setting cartel. Efforts to get around such prohibitions have so far largely been unsuccessful with, for example, Deliveroo riders in the UK failing in their legal attempt to get a union recognised.

Yet, despite the challenges and in the face of new forms of digital surveillance, workers have been experimenting and learning new ways to organise and effectively voice their interests. While there may be no central workplace, many platforms do have physical spaces where workers may congregate for various reasons: crowdworkers in co-working spaces, queuing for restaurant orders, taxi drivers waiting at airports, and so on. Workers in these spaces have subsequently gone on to exchange numbers and set up WhatsApp groups in efforts to organise. This is part of a broader effort by which workers are connecting – through organising in virtual networks of their own. In an effort to expand their networks, others have taken innovative approaches. In one instance, couriers for UberEats ordered pizzas to be delivered to them – and when the new UberEats courier arrived, the group would try and convince them to join the union. In another instance, more traditional tactics of printing flyers loaded with information about pay, working conditions, and effective strike action were distributed in an effort to expand and create a national network of Deliveroo riders. Online forums are also commonly used to monitor clients, share resources, pass along advice, and otherwise help their fellow workers. Turkopticon, for instance, was created as a tool for workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk to share experiences of working for various clients. It allows workers to rate and warn others about, for instance, non-payments from employers. And while platforms may not share a workplace, the opaque nature of app-driven management ironically makes it clear to all workers that the platform is opposed to their interests. Whereas an office culture might foster a sense of commitment and even familial bonds amongst workers and managers, the same is impossible with algorithmic management.

Workers have also innovated in the form of tactics and efforts to withdraw their labour. For instance, while strike laws often impose strict conditions on employee action, the category of self-employment is not subject to the same rules. In the case of Deliveroo, this has meant that riders can and have simply not logged into the app en masse. At other times, wildcat strikes have been used to protest pay
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The end result is an effective strike without having to worry about traditionally restrictive strike laws. In crowdwork platforms, workers sometimes resist by taking the work off the platform and thereby avoiding the fees charged by the platform. Upstart unions like the United Voices of the World (UVW) and the Independent Workers’ Union of Great Britain (IWGB) have also undertaken significant organizing efforts in these sectors. As one report notes,

'UVW and IWGB have adapted their tactics for this precarious workforce. They run breakfast stalls where cleaners can drink coffee and meet colleagues when they finish a shift at 7am. Meetings feature not just union business but language classes, childcare, music, food, games and legal clinics. Strike action is colourful and loud, usually with a soundtrack of Latin American music and flares of red smoke. Speeches, casework and community activities are done in both English and Spanish, and members are encouraged to get active and lead campaigns quickly.'

These unions have also relied upon generating social media buzz and media attention, alongside significant strike efforts and funding court cases (with a number of successes including a 2016 decision in the UK that Uber’s drivers were not independent contractors). Other unions, like Unionen in Sweden and IG Metall in Germany have also made efforts to help unionise and organise platform workers. Strikes have spread across the world, everywhere that platform companies have set up shop. And workers have created new tactics as well. For instance, in one area drivers would coordinate the (temporary) shutting off of their apps in order to generate a surge in rider fare prices and increase their wages. Others have used the platform rating systems as ways to enforce collective action, by giving workers who ignored picket lines low ratings. So while in many ways platform workers have been blocked from traditional means of collectively organising and exerting pressure, they are nonetheless demonstrating significant innovation.
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5. Platforms' Effects on Consumer and Societal Risks and Environmental Sustainability

5.1. Effects on Consumer and User Risks

5.1.1. Consumer Safety

Following their general approach to regulation, many platform companies have sought to evade regulations around public safety. Perhaps the most prominent issue here is the safety of customers that use ride-sharing platforms. There have been numerous reports of sexual assault, physical violence, and even kidnapping by drivers. Dozens of women have sought to sue the US-based platform Lyft for not taking sufficient precautions to prevent their sexual assault and then ignoring the complaints afterwards. And in the UK, the regulator Transport for London (TfL) refused a license for Uber twice in large part because Uber had not been reporting some serious crimes by drivers to the police and because loopholes in their platform allowed for drivers to use false identities. To be sure, the evidence is unclear whether platform-based taxis are any less safe than traditional taxis. Yet platform's fear of being seen to have an employment relationship with drivers means they are wilfully blocking off possible options for responding to these issues.

Another key safety issue is vehicular accidents. On the one hand, more vehicles on the road should lead to more accidents. On the other hand, the ease and (artificial) affordability of ride-hailing may reduce things like drunk driving. The evidence here is mixed, with studies finding that the introduction of a ride-sharing platform leads to the reduction of drunk driving and accidents in some places but not in others. It appears that local contexts – spatial organisations of cities, availability of public transportation, and other factors – play a key role in whether ride-sharing causes more accidents or not. The unclear impact, however, means that regulators should be attentive to how these platforms interact with local urban spaces.

5.1.2. Lack of Accountability, Insufficient Redress

Another issue for consumers is the lack of accountability that is common on many of these platforms. Customers often find it difficult to get assistance when something goes wrong. Customers, for instance, have had issues with TaskRabbit workers not properly completing jobs. When the platform was queried about these problems, it replied that they were ‘just a tech platform’ and therefore complaints about the work were effectively not their responsibility. Rectifying this lack of accountability is particularly important as some platforms have been subject to significant scams. After uncovering a vast number of fake accounts on Airbnb (and losing a significant amount of money on one scam herself), one journalist contacted the company but struggled to receive any assistance.
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5.1.3. Privacy Risks

The privacy of consumers on digital platforms is pervasively violated by digital platforms. For example, Facebook’s eagerness to get third-party apps connected to its network has led to mass data leaks, exposing sensitive information from hundreds of millions of people, as in the so-called Cambridge Analytica scandal. Facebook also eventually merged the infrastructures of Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, and Instagram, after having promised years prior that it would not, which raises privacy questions around how users’ data may be shared between services. WhatsApp historically required only a phone number when new users signed up. By contrast, Facebook and Facebook Messenger ask users to provide their true identities. Matching Facebook and Instagram users to their WhatsApp handles could harm those who prefer to keep their use of each app separate. Germany’s competition regulator responded to this announcement by prohibiting Facebook from combining data from different sources (such as WhatsApp or Instagram) with data from Facebook.com without a user’s explicit and voluntary consent.318

Digital platforms also use so-called ‘dark patterns’ which are user interfaces that make it difficult for users to express their actual preferences or that manipulate users into taking actions that do not comport with their preferences or expectations.319 Examples of dark patterns abound in privacy and security. For example, Google Maps repeatedly asks users whether a site that they regularly return to should be labelled ‘home’ or ‘work.’ If the user agrees to label the geolocation, then the pop-up queries will cease. If the user clicks on ‘Not Now’ then there will be more queries a few days later. The result is that the application may be so persistent in asking for users to confirm personal information that they will eventually relent to prevent further nagging, and not because they want to share this information.320

The risks to privacy go beyond just the immediately collected data and extend to an even broader range of inferred pieces of data about individuals. As predictive analytics and machine learning have become more popular, too has their use in turning raw collected data into further data about people. In one of the more infamous examples of these techniques, an angry father confronted the retail store Target demanding to know why they had been sending his teenage daughter coupons for pregnancy-related items. It turns out that Target’s systems had been able to (correctly) infer from the daughter’s online activities that she was pregnant – a fact the father was in the dark about.321 Such examples have only proliferated in the nearly ten years since that story emerged, demonstrating the importance of considering privacy when it comes to inferred data.

5.1.4. Online Harms

There is a growing public concern and awareness of illegal and harmful content relayed by online platforms, which can cause what is regrouped under the umbrella term of ‘online harm.’ This broad category crosses the divide between negative effects on individual users and negative effects on society, as it is used to refer to online content that can have harmful effect on individuals such as online abuse and bullying, sexual predation, or recruitment to terrorist activities, but also on society at large, as they can be used to undermine democratic values and debate (discussed in Section 5.2).

A 2019 UK report on online harm suggests that the impact of harmful content and activity can be particularly damaging for children, and there are growing concerns about the potential impact on their
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mental health and wellbeing. Child sex offenders use the internet to view and share child sexual abuse material, groom children online, and even live stream the sexual abuse of children.\textsuperscript{322}

Other online behaviours or content, even if they may not be illegal, can also cause serious harm. The internet can be used to harass, bully or intimidate, especially people in vulnerable groups or in public life. Young adults or children may be exposed to harmful content that relates, for example, to self-harm or suicide. These experiences can have serious psychological and emotional impact. There are also challenges about addiction to some digital services and excessive screen time.

\section*{5.2. Effects on Societal Risks}

In terms of social risks, this section focuses on environmental risks including climate and health, and the more fundamental concern of so-called ‘surveillance capitalism’ fuelled by an increased ‘datafication’ of human activities.

\subsection*{5.2.1. Environmental Risks}

The first of these is related to the impact brought about by the surge in ride-sharing services. As a result of their popularity, many cities have seen significant surges in the numbers of vehicles on their streets. In New York City, for example, there was a 300 percent increase in the number of taxis on the streets from 2010 to 2019.\textsuperscript{323} Other research finds that for every mile that would have been driven by a personal car or traditional taxi instead has been replaced with 2.6 miles driven by ride-sharing vehicles.\textsuperscript{324} The end result has been significant increases in vehicle miles travelled overall and in traffic congestion in many cities.\textsuperscript{325} Average vehicle speed in numerous cities – such as Paris, London, New York, and San Francisco – has been decreasing since the introduction of Uber to those cities, also suggesting growing congestion problems.\textsuperscript{326}

Moreover, ride-sharing services are largely linked to a reduced use of more environmentally friendly public transport options. One major study found these platforms led to a 6 percent reduction in the use of public transport.\textsuperscript{327} And numerous studies have found that the majority of trips via ride-sharing platforms would have used a more environmentally-friendly option if ride-sharing was not available.\textsuperscript{328} Unsurprisingly then, these platforms are linked with significant increases in pollution and carbon emissions (see Figure 5.1).\textsuperscript{329} On average, ride-hailing cars are more fuel efficient than other cars with drivers more conscientious about the costs of fuel and, in some cities, regulations incentivising the uptake of electric vehicles. But these vehicles are also driven around much more, they are driven slower, and they are often (as much as 45 percent of the time) driven without any passengers.\textsuperscript{330} As a result, some research has found that ride-sharing companies produce 69 percent more pollution than the
trips they displace. Similar findings have emerged from the US state of California, where legislation requires information on the emissions produced by ride-sharing companies. Here, the most recent annual report found that ride-sharing vehicles ended up emitting 50 percent more than normal passenger vehicles. And New York City found emissions from the taxi industry had risen 62 percent between 2013 and 2018. Efforts to combat climate change and the public health risks of air pollution therefore need to take the impact of ride-sharing platforms seriously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Estimated mileage [km/yr]</th>
<th>Number of drivers (year last available data)</th>
<th>Estimated emissions [kt CO2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>48 000</td>
<td>45 000 (2018)</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>58 000</td>
<td>20 000 (2019)</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>31 250</td>
<td>1 800 (2019)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5.1: Estimated CO₂ Emissions from Uber

5.2.2. From Privacy Risks to a 'Surveillance Society'

Digital platforms’ ever-increasing collection and analysis of quantified data creates privacy risks that can affect individual users and have implications for society.

Consider, for example, digital platform’s ever-increasing capture and analysis of health data, in other words, the ‘datafication’ of health, mentioned in the discussion of the Google-Fitbit acquisition case in Section 3.3. A 2020 report from the UK Ada Lovelace Institute recognises the considerable benefits to the ‘datafication of health’, such as: ‘not only can individuals be better informed about their health, advances in data analytics lay the foundations for artificial intelligence solutions in diagnosis or drug discovery, as well as for better precision, personalisation and prevention in medicine.’ But it also claims that ubiquitous data collection expands the boundaries of what can count as health data and from where it can be gathered (See Fig 5.2), and warns of the significant concerns that the ever-increasing collection and analysis of quantified data about health, termed ‘datafication’, can have.

---

This report warns that: 'Datafication raises significant concerns: it makes individuals' health legible to a broad array of actors outside recognised medical and clinical settings, giving those with the appropriate digital tools an increased ability to know about, and engage with, people's health through their data. Datafication also creates increasingly comprehensive and quantified renderings of health, creating the conditions for disempowerment and providing unprecedented opportunities to monitor and influence people.'

These concerns resonate with those expressed by the influential critics Lanier and Zuboff. They offer fundamental critiques of the logic of 'datafication' of human activities and claim that it profoundly affects, for the worse, humans and society. These concerns, which can be regrouped under the umbrella term of 'surveillance capitalism,' have focused on the consequences for humans of engaging continuously and often unwittingly with organisations (the digital platforms) which appear to offer them 'free' services, whereas users are in fact enrolled into pursuing another goal, the platforms' goals, who aim to manipulate users' behaviours for the benefit of paying third-parties. Zuboff contends that these economic mechanisms can threaten core values such as freedom, democracy, and privacy.

Digital platforms whose business models are advertising-based receive specific kinds of criticisms. The criticisms hone on the fact that such platforms capture and monetise user-generated data in ways that can generate huge profits, while end-users are not always aware of the role they play in a system that instrumentalises them and uses them and their behaviours as an input, in a business logic fuelled by strategies of data-extractive businesses. For example, Lanier called advertising-based social media platforms 'behaviour manipulation empires' and 'algorithmic behaviour-modification' systems.
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where 'everyone who is on social media is getting individualised, continuously adjusted stimuli, without a break, so long as they use their smartphones. What might once have been called advertising must now be understood as continuous behaviour modification'. He argues that 'what has become suddenly normal — pervasive surveillance and constant, subtle manipulation — is unethical, cruel, dangerous, and inhumane.' Lanier comments on the 'dopamine hits' that create users’ ‘addiction’ with social media platforms and he assesses that it threatens free will.

### 5.2.3. Fake News, Polarization of Society, and Dangers to Democracy

Hostile actors use online disinformation which can be relayed and amplified by digital platforms to undermine democratic values and principles. Social media platforms use algorithms which can lead to 'echo chambers' or 'filter bubbles', where a user is presented with only one type of content instead of seeing a range of voices and opinions. This can promote disinformation by ensuring that users do not see rebuttals or other sources that may disagree and can also mean that users perceive a story to be far more widely believed than it really is. This can lead to a polarization of society.

The influence of the digital platforms on the news media has been under increased scrutiny and focus since the 2016 US presidential elections. Much of the focus has been on fake news and the interference of foreign governments in elections through such platforms. But the influence of digital platforms on the news and journalism ecosystem goes deeper than the spread of fake news. The business model of news has been severely disrupted by the rise of digital platforms, and news production and consumption have been disintermediated. The business model disruption has reduced the incentive to produce original reporting, and the platform algorithms have rewarded the production of visceral and emotive content.

Concentration in the news media market is a problem for democracy. Digital platforms disintermediate newspapers and monopolise news markets. Digital platforms have weak incentives to prioritise quality content and limit false information. There is a growing gap in investigative journalism, and an increasing dearth of local news, with detrimental effect on local democracy.341

### 5.3. Platforms and Covid-19

#### 5.3.1. Covid-19 and Platform Work

At the time of writing of this report, another major public health concern has emerged in the form of Covid-19. This global pandemic has impacted nearly every aspect of work, but platform workers have been particularly hard hit due to their precarious position. For many, work has dried up as social distancing, business closures, and fear of infection have led to a decrease in the use of services that might bring people face-to-face. One global survey found that half of platform workers had seen their work stop entirely.342 Income for those remaining has largely decreased as well.343 In the UK, for instance, food delivery riders have reported working 12 hour days and earning less than a pound per hour.344 And platforms for domestic cleaners – disproportionately populated by immigrant women – have been particularly hard hit as clients try to avoid being in proximity with cleaners and other home workers.
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helpers.\textsuperscript{345} Some platforms have seen growth though – particularly grocery deliveries in general and food deliveries in places where restaurants remain open.\textsuperscript{346}

However, platform workers – as a result of their employment status as self-employed – have been also excluded from things like sick pay, unemployment benefits, and most government schemes related to coronavirus. While employees have seen extensions to sick leave and unemployment leave, as well as the widespread adoption of various short-time work schemes, platform workers have largely lacked access to these provisions. This lack of social protections means that workers have often had to choose between working or starving. With many schools closed, gig workers have even had to bring their children into work with them.\textsuperscript{347} Yet the work remains incredibly risky to their health – with face-to-face interactions a routine part of much on-demand platform work. And in few places have workers been helped by platforms or by clients. Some restaurants have barred delivery workers from entering – leaving the latter with fewer opportunities to wash their hands. Few platforms have provided personal protective equipment like masks or hand sanitiser. And those workers who rely on cash tips have found it challenging to collect them safely.\textsuperscript{348} Collectively, these conditions lead to public health problems as sick workers continue working – and transmitting diseases – because they are unable to do otherwise. The government efforts at lockdown are negated insofar as people have to continue going outside to work. The lack of social support for these workers therefore has had a direct impact on public health.

5.3.2. Covid-19 and Civil Liberties

This report highlighted earlier how the Covid pandemic increased the reliance from individuals, businesses, and governments on online platforms. The pandemic also sharpens the focus on the trade-offs that policymakers face when attempting to balance privacy protections with public health.\textsuperscript{349} This risk is increased by the extreme reliance on a small number of digital platforms.

Contact-tracing apps, associated with systematic testing, have been touted as a promising solution to limit the spread of the virus. Contact tracing is a longstanding public health technique that works by identifying everyone whom a sick person may have exposed and helping them identify their risks and take appropriate action. But traditional contact tracing techniques —usually carried out through in-person interviews —are labour-intensive, and often slow compared to a fast-moving pathogen like SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19. The proposed systems would instead rely on location or proximity detection by mobile phones to selectively deliver alerts about potential exposures.

This type of surveillance raises serious concerns as it poses significant risks to privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties. How can one be sure that governments will not use the harvested data to pursue other objectives? Scholars such as Jean Tirole are concerned that this could allow authoritarian regimes will not use the data for political surveillance.\textsuperscript{350}

The extent to which tracking can be performed in a way that would respect individual civil liberties is still unclear. Technical proposals include a re-anonymisation of the data, as when such an app would indicate to a user that she has been in contact with a contaminated individual, but would not without disclosing whom, where, or when. As explained above, such re-anonymisation is not fool-proof, and users can be identified despite such efforts.

\textsuperscript{345} van Doorn, Mos, and Bosma, ‘Disrupting ‘Business as Usual’.


\textsuperscript{347} Lee, ‘Gig Economy ‘Tries to Hold on to Workers During Shutdown’.

\textsuperscript{348} Glickman, ‘Time to Deliver Justice to Delivery Workers’.

\textsuperscript{349} Recchio, ‘Contact Tracing Versus Civil Liberties’.

\textsuperscript{350} Lacombe, ‘Tracer pour mieux guérir ? La mise en garde de Jean Tirole’.
A report by the ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union) indicates that if such systems are to work, they must be widely adopted, but this most likely will not happen if they do not enjoy strong trust within the population. As a group of public health experts wrote in a Johns Hopkins report, 'To increase the chances that [contact tracing] efforts will be effective, trusted, and legal, use of technology in the contact tracing space should be conceived of and planned with extensive safeguards to protect private information from the beginning.' Without such safeguards, the authors explain, ‘individuals may be unwilling to participate.

The basic principles that the ACLU report identifies for evaluating a contact tracing system include:

- Not displacing non-technical measures
- Voluntary
- Non-punitive
- Built with public health professionals
- Privacy-preserving
- Non-discriminatory
- Minimal reliance on central authorities
- Data minimisation everywhere
- No data leakage
- Measurable impact
- Have an exit strategy
- Narrowly-tailored to target a specific epidemic
- Auditable and fixable
- Sustainably maintained

The reliance by national governments all over the world on major private digital platforms to develop and deploy such contact tracing apps is underscored by failed attempts by some governments such as the UK to develop their own system without relying exclusively on technology provided by major US platforms. The UK government attempted to develop such a contact tracing app, but it failed to do so. The UK was one of the few countries that had originally chosen to create a contact-tracing app that would be incompatible with the contact-tracing API being developed by Google and Apple. Instead of decentralizing the data across devices, the UK was planning to pool the information it collects in a single database operated by the National Health Service (NHS).

Part of the reason why the UK government failed to develop this app was not simply lack of technical competence, but also because it could not obtain from Google and Apple an important specific authorisation (which would have constituted an exception to their privacy rules): Apple and Google had an existing policy to protect users’ privacy by specifically blocking apps from constantly running Bluetooth scans and sending the data somewhere else—and they were refusing to change the policy for coronavirus apps. Instead, Apple and Google have been creating their own toolkit to help decentralised apps do something similar, without handing over user data to a central authority.

Contact-tracing apps can play a positive role, when combined with other public health measures, to limit the contagion. But they also generate significant risks to civil liberties. Combined with the extreme reliance on a small number of major digital platforms, this constitutes a major risk for civil liberties, civil
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rights, and privacy. This is another example of how various issues (limited competition, privacy, data sharing, civil liberties) interact.
6. EU Regulation and Main Regulatory Challenges

This section presents a summary of EU regulation on platforms and identifies the main regulatory challenges.

6.1. EU Regulations on Platforms' Effects on Users, Businesses, Competition and Innovation, and Main Regulatory Challenges

Successful online platforms benefit from considerable economies of scale once the number of users on each side grows – as does the amount of data these platforms accumulate over time. This frequently leads to a situation where a few platforms become powerful gatekeepers to information and content, as well as to gatekeepers to markets which they often create themselves, thus determining the rules of the game for access to these markets, and the conditions on these markets. This allows a highly efficient matching of supply and demand in markets of unprecedented size, but intermediaries' centralised power also opens a scope for different forms of abuse.

As a result, a significant degree of reflection and activities within policy institutions has arisen, not only in Europe but worldwide, in the UK, the USA and Australia. Policymakers and regulators have been working to consider whether existing regulations and policy are fit-for-purpose in the context of current new challenges associated with the digital economy and digital platforms.

The European Commission has developed a 'regulatory agenda' on online platforms. It aims to create a 'trusting, lawful and innovation-driven online platforms' environment in the EU. In 2016, it identified key areas of interests in its May 2016 Communication on Online Platforms. Its guiding policy principles are: (1) A level playing field for comparable digital services; (2) Ensure responsible behaviour of online platforms to protect core values; (3) Foster trust, transparency and ensure fairness on online platforms; and (4) Keep markets open and non-discriminatory to foster a data-driven economy.

356 We wish to highlight as the essential reports which we have found particularly helpful for our analysis: US Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, 'Investigation on Competition in Digital Markets' or 'the US Judiciary report'; Crémer et al., 'Competition Policy in the Digital Era' or 'the Vestager report'; Furman et al., 'Unlocking Digital Competition'; or 'the Furman Review'; Scott Morton et al., 'Stigler Committee on Digital Platforms: Market Structure and Antitrust Subcommittee' or 'the Stigler report'; Perrot et al., 'Competition Policy and the EU’s strategic interests'; German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, 'A new competition framework for the digital economy'; Marsden and Podszun (2020), 'Restoring Balance to Digital Competition – Sensible Rules, Effective Enforcement'; UK Competition and Market Authority (CMA), 'Market Study on Online Platforms and Digital Advertising: Final report'; UK Select Committee on Communications, House of Lords, 'Regulating in a Digital World'; UK Digital, Culture, Media & Sport Committee, House of Commons, 'Disinformation and ‘Fake News’: Final report'; Austria Consumer and Competition Committee (ACCC), 'Digital Platforms Enquiry: Final report'. There have also been other reports: Benelux, 'Joint memorandum of the Belgian, Dutch and Luxembourg Competition Authorities on Challenges Faced by Competition Authorities in a Digital World'; BRICS, 'BRICS in the digital economy: Competition Policy in Practice' (2019); France. Longuet et al., 'report at the French Senate on digital sovereignty'; Autorité de la Concorance, 'Opinion No. 18-A-03 of 6 March 2018 on Data Processing in the Online Advertising Sector'; Autorité de la Concorance & Bundeskartellamt, 'Competition Law and Data'; Italy (AGCM, AGCOM, AGPDP), 'Big Data Joint Survey'; Japan (FTC), 'report regarding trade practices on digital platforms'; Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy, 'Future-proofing of competition policy in regard to online platforms'; Portugal Autoridade da Concorrência, 'Digital Ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms'; UNCTAD 'Competition Issues in the Digital Economy'. There have also been useful comparative analyses, such as Ennis and Fletcher, 'Developing International Perspectives on Digital Competition Policy.'
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6.1.1. EU Policies and Legislation

The 2019 brochure published by European Commission titled ‘How Do Online Platforms Shape Our Lives and Businesses’ presents a summary of the issues are associated with digital platforms, and briefly indicates the existing EU regulations that address them (See Fig. 6.1). 358

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Issues</th>
<th>Policies and legislation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unfair practices of online platforms vis-à-vis their business users, no redress in case of problems</td>
<td>Regulation on promoting fairness and transparency for business users of online platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination of illegal content online, such as incitement to terrorism, illegal hate speech, child sexual abuse material, infringements of IP rights</td>
<td>Recommendation on measures to effectively tackle illegal content online. New Copyright Directive. Revised Audio Visual Media Services Directive for video-sharing platforms. Proposal for a Regulation on Terrorist content online. Regulation on explosive precursors. Structured dialogues to tackle illegal hate speech online, terrorist content, child sexual abuse material, counterfeit products, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to protect fundamental rights: personal data of EU citizens</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abuse of dominant position</td>
<td>Use of EU competition law, ongoing reflection on competition policy in the digital age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair consumer commercial practices, consumer protection rules ill-suited to digital world</td>
<td>A New Deal for Consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax avoidance</td>
<td>Application of EU competition law, in particular as regards state aids, proposals for a fair taxation of the digital economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misuse of online platforms by malicious actors to spread disinformation, impacting democratic participation</td>
<td>Self-regulatory Code of Practice, coordinating swift interventions with online platforms; Support for independent fact checking and media literacy activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6.1: EU Policies and Legislation Associated with Digital Platforms 359

It indicates that ‘in the past few years, the European Union has successfully addressed many of these challenges. For instance, it has addressed privacy concerns, updated consumer protection rules, adopted several regulatory, co-regulatory and policy measures to address the problems related to illegal content or disinformation, and strengthened fairness and redress in the relations between large platforms their small business users, etc. It has also used its powers under competition law to address instances of abuses of dominant market power.’

The Platform-to-Business (P2B) Regulation

While most applicable policies and regulations were not specifically designed for online platforms, the EU has introduced in 2019 a new EU regulation, the platform-to-business (P2B) regulation, which is specifically aimed to promote a better trading environment for online platforms’ business users, resolve problems associated with unfair practices between online platforms and their business users, and promote transparency in these business relationships. 360 This is the first attempt to provide an encompassing legal framework for the relations between digital platforms and the businesses that operate with them.

358 European Commission, ‘How Do Online Platforms Shape our Lives and Businesses’.
Since 12 July 2019, when the EU Platform-to-Business Regulation became applicable, online platforms’ terms and conditions have to be drafted in plain and intelligible language. They cannot be changed without advance notice of at least 15 days and need to exhaustively spell out any reasons that could lead to a business user’s delisting. Further, they have to list the main parameters that determine the ranking of search results (this also applies to search engines like Google). They also have to include information about any ways in which a platform that sells on its own marketplace might give preferential treatment to its own goods or services. (This also applies to search engines like Google). And they have to be clear about the platform’s data policy – what data it collects, whether and how it shares the data, and with whom.

In addition, the Platform-to-Business Regulation makes it easier for business users to seek redress in case of problems. Platforms have to immediately provide business users with a statement of reasons when they delist (some of) their goods or services. They need to provide an effective and easily accessible complaints handling mechanism (e.g. to challenge delistings). They need to engage in good faith in any mediation attempts. And organisations representing business users have the right to take actions before national EU courts to stop or prohibit non-compliance with this Regulation.

In summary, the rules require online intermediation services and online search engines to follow certain restrictions regarding their behaviour toward the firms in their ecosystems. In particular, the P2B regulation requires a higher degree of transparency from platforms on terms and conditions, ranking parameters, the differentiated treatment of their own services vis-à-vis services offered by third-parties (self-preferencing). The rules focus principally on requiring transparency but do not prohibit certain behaviours. The P2B regulation is to be reviewed in 2022, after a short period of implementation.

Observatory of the Online Platform Economy

The European Commission also created in 2018 an Observatory of the Online Platform Economy, which monitors the evolution of the platform economy to support the Commission’s work on online platforms. It has an independent expert group who seeks to open the debate to identify priority areas for further research, analysis and policy scrutiny. The expert group published in July 2020 three draft reports covering the major aspects of data access, differentiated treatment and methodological ideas relating to the question on how best to measure key aspects of the online platform economy. It also offers a mechanism for users of digital platforms to give feedback and alert the Commission on potential issues encountered in the context of use.

The New Proposals for a Digital Markets Act and a Digital Services Act

On 15 December 2020, the European Commission published its Digital Services Act package, which proposed two new pieces of legislation: the Digital Services Act and the Digital Markets Act. They aim to achieve two main goals: (1) to create a safer digital space in which the fundamental rights of all users of digital services are protected; (2) to establish a level playing field to foster innovation, growth, and competitiveness, both in the European Single Market and globally.

The proposal for the Digital Markets Act (DMA) proposes to regulate the behaviour of core platform services acting as gatekeepers. Gatekeepers are those platforms that serve as an important gateway between business users and their customers and enjoy a significant and durable market position. The DMA regime is intended to complement existing competition rules, aiming to address conduct on an ex-ante rather than ex-post basis, more quickly, and to deal with practices which fall outside the competition rules (or that cannot be effectively addressed by them). The Digital Markets Act imposes several prohibitions and obligations on gatekeepers, such as the prohibition to discriminate in favour
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of own services and obligations to share data that is generated by business users and their customers in their use of the platform.

The proposal for the Digital Services Act (DSA) has a wider scope (applying to all digital services that connect consumers to goods, services, or content) and will, if adopted, introduce new obligations relating to issues such as illegal content, transparency and traceability of business users. The DSA, if adopted, will change the rules for the handling of illegal or potentially harmful content online, the liability of online providers for third-party content, vetting obligations of third party suppliers and the protection of users’ fundamental rights online. This makes the Digital Services Act relevant not only for all digital service providers (social media, online marketplaces, online platforms, etc.) in the EU but also for their business users and customers.

The Digital Services Act (DSA) aims to modernise and create an EU-wide uniform framework on the handling of illegal or potentially harmful content online, the liability of online intermediaries for third-party content, the protection of users’ fundamental rights online and bridging the information asymmetries between the online intermediaries and their users (See Box 2). The DSA is not intended to replace the e-Commerce Directive but will apply in addition to its national implementations (with the exception of provisions excluding the liability of online intermediaries). The new rules will also be complementary to the Platform-to-Business Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 (the P2B Regulation) that became applicable in July 2020 and to the Directives that were adopted as part of the New Deal for Consumers that will enter into force by May 2022 (see Box 2).

Box 2: The European Commission’s Proposal for a Digital Services Act (DSA)363

The main provisions of the DSA proposal include:

- **A modernised liability regime for online intermediaries.** The key principles from the e-Commerce Directive remain generally unchanged, but the DSA adds obligations to address notifications of content considered as illegal. The DSA requires every hosting provider or online platform to put user-friendly notice and takedown mechanisms that allow the notification of illegal content. Online platforms will need to establish internal complaint-handling systems, engage with out-of-court dispute settlement bodies to resolve disputes with their users, give priority to notifications of entities that have been qualified as so-called trusted flaggers by the authorities and suspend repeat infringers.

- **New and far-reaching transparency obligations for online platforms relating to the measures taken to combat illegal information.** If content is removed, an explanation needs to be provided to the person who uploaded that content. Online platforms must also publish detailed reports on their activities relating to the removal and the disabling of illegal content or content contrary to their terms and conditions.

- **An obligation on online intermediaries to include in their terms and conditions information on any restrictions on the use of data provided by the users, with reference to the content moderation mechanisms applied, algorithmic decision-making and human review.** This information must be in clear and unambiguous language and publicly available in an easily accessible format.

- **Strict requirements for online platforms that allow consumers to conduct distance contracts with traders, to ensure that traders can only offer goods and services via their platforms after strict Know Your Customer procedures.** Platforms must keep information about the traders to help track down sellers of illegal goods or services. A platform’s interface should facilitate compliance with a traders’ obligations to inform consumers and provide appropriate product safety information.

363 As summarised in Allen & Overy, ‘The Digital Services Act is here’.
Transparency obligations concerning online advertisements. For each advertisement and to each user, the online platforms must provide, in real time, clear and unambiguous information to users that (i) they are seeing an advertisement, (ii) on whose behalf the ad is displayed, and (iii) provide meaningful information about the main parameters used to determine why a specific user is targeted by this ad.

Steep fines for non-compliance of up to 6% of the annual income or turnover of the provider of intermediary services and periodic penalty payments for continuous infringements of up to 5% of the average daily turnover of the intermediary in the preceding financial year per day.

Online intermediaries without establishment in the EU that provide services in the EU must designate a legal representative in the EU who will be required to cooperate with supervisory authorities, the European Commission and the European Board for Digital Services (a new pan-European group of coordinators that will assist with the harmonisation of the DSA) and can be held liable for noncompliance with the DSA.

In addition to the rules set out above, very large platforms must also comply with the rules set out below. Very large online platforms are those platforms which have more than 45 million active monthly users in the EU, and they will have:

- To analyse any systemic risk stemming from the use of their platforms and put in place effective content moderation mechanisms to address the identified risk, such as illegal content, privacy violations, etc.
- To provide transparency on the main parameters of the decision-making algorithms used to offer content on their platforms (the rankings mechanism) and the options for the user to modify those parameters.
- To provide an option that is not based on profiling. These obligations are clearly inspired by similar obligations in the P2B Regulation and the Omnibus Directive 2019/2161.
- To establish and maintain a public repository, available via application programming interfaces, with detailed information on the online advertisements they served on their platforms in the past year.
- An obligation to designate a dedicated compliance officer responsible for the compliance with obligations under the DSA and undergo an annual independent audit.
- Upon request of the competent authority, very large online platforms must also give access to the data necessary to monitor their compliance with the DSA to the competent authority but also to vetted academic researchers that perform research into the systemic risks.
- In addition, the European Commission will have supervisory and enforcement powers in relation to very large platforms.

The Digital Market Act (DMA) will only be applicable for ‘gatekeeper’ or ‘core platform services’. The European Commission indicates that a provider of core platform services will be designated a gatekeeper where it meets a three-limbed test:

- Limb 1: the core platform services provider has a significant impact on the EU internal market.
- Limb 2: the provider operates a core platform service which serves as an important gateway for business users to reach end-users.
- Limb 3: the provider enjoys an entrenched and durable position in its operations, or it is foreseeable that it will enjoy such a position in the near future.

The European Commission proposes that all businesses which meet the above criteria in relation to any core platform service would have three months, once the DMA comes into force (and/or from the point...
that they start to meet the criteria, if later), to notify the Commission that they meet the thresholds. They are required to provide further notifications if the thresholds are met subsequently in relation to other core platform services. Businesses could (and it is to be expected that many of them would) submit arguments with their notifications that one, some, or all of the limbs are not met in their case. The Commission would then have 60 days to consider the notification and the arguments put forward by the business and to decide whether to designate the business as a ‘gatekeeper’. If so designated, a business would have six months to start complying with the European Commission’s ‘dos and don’ts’. Compliance must continue until the EC removes the gatekeeper designation. The Commission would be required to review designations at least every two years.

Box 3: The European Commission’s Proposal for a Digital Markets Act (DMA) 364

A list of ‘Do’s and Don’ts’ for Gatekeeper Platforms

In its DMA proposal, the European Commission issued a list of ‘Dos and don’ts’ for all gatekeepers. It identified two broad categories of obligation. The first consist of what the European Commission calls ‘self-executing’ obligations. These are framed so that gatekeepers should be able to comply without the need for the European Commission to specify any further details. These include obligations:

- to restrict the platform from combining personal data from different sources
- to increase the ways that business users can sell or promote their products and services outside of the platform and to refrain from stopping business users from raising issues with relevant public authorities in relation to gatekeeper practices
- to allow end users more (and freer) access to products and services via the platform; and
- to provide advertisers and publishers to which a gatekeeper supplies advertising services, upon their request, with information concerning the price paid by the advertiser and publisher, as well as the amount of remuneration paid to the publisher, for the publishing of a given ad and for each of the relevant advertising services provided by the gatekeeper.

The second category of obligations would be ‘susceptible to be further specified’ so that the EC can give further clarity on whether a business’s proposed method of implementing the obligations is sufficient (which the EC can investigate either on its own initiative or at the request of the gatekeeper). These include obligations:

- not to use data acquired by the platform in relation to business users to then compete with those business users, unless the data is publicly available
- to allow end-users to uninstall any pre-installed software applications on its core platform service, to allow installation and effective use of third-party software applications or software application stores (subject to certain carve-outs) and not to technically restrict end users from switching between and subscribing to software applications and services accessed under a gatekeeper’s operating system
- to allow business users and providers of ancillary services access to and interoperability with the same operating system, hardware or software features that are available or used in the provision by the gatekeeper of any ancillary services
- not to treat more favourably in ranking services and products offered by the gatekeeper itself or by any third party belonging to its wider ‘undertaking’ (broadly speaking, its group) compared to similar services or products of third parties and to apply fair and non-discriminatory conditions to such ranking
- to provide advertisers and publishers, upon their request and free of charge, with access to the performance measuring tools of the gatekeeper and the information necessary for

advertisers and publishers to carry out their own independent verification of the ad inventory

- to provide effective portability of data generated through the activity of a business user or end-user; subject to personal data restrictions, to provide business users, or third parties authorised by a business user, free of charge, with effective, high-quality, continuous and real-time access and use of aggregated or non-aggregated data, that is provided for or generated in the context of the use of the relevant core platform services by those business users and the end users engaging with the products or services provided by those business users

- to provide to any third party providers of online search engines, upon their request, with access on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms to ranking, query, click and view data in relation to free and paid search generated by end-users on online search engines of the gatekeeper, subject to the anonymisation of the query, click and view data that constitutes personal data; and

- to apply fair and non-discriminatory general conditions of access for business users to the gatekeeper’s software application store

Gatekeepers must comply with all obligations (while they can apply for suspension of particular obligations, the EC will only grant this exceptionally, and in light of circumstances that lie beyond the control of the firm). The DMA provides for an exception, however, for firms which have been designated as gatekeepers in relation to a particular service only because it is foreseeable that they may enjoy an entrenched and durable position in the near future but do not yet meet the quantitative ‘rebuttable presumption’ thresholds. In this situation, the European Commission may, following a market investigation, decide to impose only some of these requirements.

**Merger Notification – but not a Fully-Fledged Review Process**

Regarding *merger notification*, the DMA proposal requires gatekeepers to *inform* the European Commission of any proposed merger or acquisition involving another provider of core platform services or any other services provided in the digital sector. This is irrespective of whether it triggers a notification requirement under the EU (or national) merger control rules. However, the aim of these provisions is not to enable the European Commission to review that transaction on competition (or other) grounds. Rather, the intention is to inform the Commission as to whether any tweaks to individual gatekeeper designations are required as well as to aid monitoring broader trends in the digital sector.

**Market Investigation Tool**

The DMA proposal also includes a 'market investigation' tool that will allow the European Commission the flexibility to:

- proactively investigate providers of core platform services that do not meet the thresholds that require them to notify a rebuttable presumption of gatekeeper status, in case they nonetheless meet the three 'limbs' of the test

- revise and update the scope of what constitute ‘core platform services’, and

- investigate systematic non-compliance with the gatekeeper ‘dos and don’ts’, including to consider whether the business investigated should be broken up and/or subject to behavioural remedies.

The European Commission indicates that market investigations should be carried out in a 'reasonable' timeframe. The DMA sets out various time limits, which are dependent on the aim of the market investigation. For example, the European Commission should endeavour to
conclude market investigations for designating gatekeepers and systematic non-compliance within 12 months (with a possible six-month extension for non-compliance investigations), but investigations into whether the DMA should address a new ‘core platform service’ or type of practice should be completed within two years.

This tool is much reduced in scope from the European Commission’s initial proposal of June 2020, which suggested that the European Commission might use the market investigation tool to identify structural competition issues across any sector, akin to the UK’s markets regime. The proposed tool was later pared back to only apply to the digital sector, and now has been narrowed further, effectively for use in managing and enforcing the rules described above, rather than as a standalone measure.

In this regard, the DMA is very different from proposals put forward in other jurisdictions, some of which, such as the U.K.’s, envisage a distinct merger control review process applying to certain digital firms. The EC is instead planning to deal with its desire to review potentially anti-competitive deals where the target has no or little turnover (so-called ‘killer acquisitions’), many of which fall in the digital sector, by using its merger referrals system.

**Relationship with Existing Competition Rules and Member States’ Existing Regulation**

The DMA regime is intended to complement existing competition rules, aiming to address conduct on an ex-ante rather than ex-post basis, more quickly, and to deal with practices which fall outside the competition rules (or they cannot effectively address that). Competition enforcement will still have its place, and the DMA explicitly provides that the new regime is without prejudice to the application of EU and national Member State competition rules. Indeed, Executive Vice President and Commissioner Vestager was clear when announcing the proposals that the European Commission would continue its on-going competition cases and that its enforcement action could inform future versions of the DMA. The two mechanisms are, therefore, intended to go hand in hand. The Commission intends that EU Member States will be prevented from adopting gatekeeper regulations at the national level. It does not believe that regulatory initiatives at the local level can ‘fully address’ the competition issues seeking to regulate and wishes to put in place a harmonised EU system that avoids regulatory fragmentation.

However, Member States will still have a role to play. They could legislate for unfair practices more generally and would have a voice in the enforcement of the DMA regime through appointing representatives to a Digital Markets Advisory Committee that would be consulted by the European Commission before taking particular decisions, including on non-compliance and fines. Member States could also request that the Commission open a market investigation into whether a particular provider of core platform services should be designated as a gatekeeper. When three or more of them would make such a request, the Commission would be required to consider within four months whether there are reasonable grounds to do so. This said, the involvement of Member States in the DMA regime looks set to be still significantly less than proposed under the DSA, which provides for direct enforcement at the national level.

### 6.1.2. Regulatory Challenges on Competition and Innovation

There are four main regulatory challenges regarding platforms’ effects on competition and innovation. They reflect the state of regulation as of December 2020. They also aim to inform MEP’s consideration of the Digital Services Act and the Digital Markets Act proposals.
Regulatory Challenge 1: Limits of Traditional Antitrust and Deficits of Enforcement

While abuses of competitive positions can in principle be liable to antitrust action, in reality, there have only been a small number of antitrust actions in Europe and the United States. Notwithstanding the most recent decision in October 2020 of the US Department of Justice to sue Alphabet-Google, there has been a long pattern of underenforcement in the US. A joint response to the U.S. Congress Judiciary Committee on the State of Antitrust Law and Implications for Protecting Competition in Digital Markets signed in April 2020 by prominent economists documented and lamented the ‘judicial retrenchment in antitrust law, particularly as it applied to the conduct of high-tech platforms, by declining to challenge (or in some cases even investigate) nearly all of the large number of platform acquisitions of arguably nascent competitors, and declining to challenge platform conduct that has been the subject of enforcement actions by sophisticated competition agencies abroad. Without regard to the merits of any individual decision, this systematic pattern of enforcement avoidance suggests that until now, the agencies have been too cautious in their enforcement posture toward Internet platforms’.365

In the European Union, there has been more antitrust activity, as described in Section 3.3. The total fines imposed by the European Union on Google amounted as of August 2020 to €8.2bn. But while the fines imposed on Alphabet-Google were unprecedentedly large in absolute terms, critics have argued that the antitrust process has taken too long, that it is unclear whether and when the fines will actually be paid as Google has appealed all of the three verdicts, and that when compared to the actual revenue of Alphabet, they were not large enough to change Google-Alphabet’s behaviour significantly, as they consisted in only a small amount of its revenue, profits, or net cash balance.366

A number of analysts consider that the existing enforcement of antitrust laws has been insufficient.367 For example, it has been noted that it took the European Commission nearly seven years before a decision was born on the self-preferencing of Google’s own price comparison service in search results. Because this decision took too long, it did not help some other suppliers of price comparison websites much.368

In addition to the considerations set out above, authorities point to mergers as a source of concern. One of the questions they are asking is whether the current framework to assess mergers is appropriate and concerns about the lack of enforcement in merger control. Section 3.3 indicated that the volume of acquisitions and mergers by major digital firms has been substantial. However, the overall acquisition strategy is not considered in merger control, as it typically focuses on single transactions. Recent research has advanced an argument that an accumulation of small mergers whose size is small enough to escape regulatory scrutiny can research in so-called ‘stealth consolidation’.369

The subset of acquisitions referred to as ‘killer acquisitions’ or ‘zombie’ acquisitions has recently become a belated cause for concern.370 There seems to be a growing consensus that there has been underenforcement of merger control in the case of large digital platforms acquisitions. For example, the US Judiciary Committee report indicates that: ‘In the overwhelming number of cases, the antitrust agencies did not request additional information and documentary material under their pre-merger review authority in the Clayton Act, to examine whether the proposed acquisition may substantially lessen

365 Baker et al., ‘Joint Response to the House Judiciary Committee on the State of Antitrust Law and Implications for Protecting Competition in Digital Markets’.
366 The Economist, ‘High Fines, Meagre Results: Google’s Android fine is not enough to change its behaviour’.
367 Marsden and Podszun, ‘Restoring Balance to Digital Competition – Sensible Rules, Effective Enforcement’.
368 Marsden, ‘Google Shopping for the Empress’s New Clothes—When a Remedy Isn’t a Remedy (and How to Fix it)’.
369 Wollmann, ‘Stealth Consolidation: Evidence from an amendment to the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act’.
370 ‘Killer’ acquisitions take place when the acquiring company discontinues the target’s product to avoid cannibalising its own product. In a ‘zombie’ acquisition, the acquiring company keeps alive the target’s early-stage product but does not further develop it. These patterns are documented in the pharma industry (Cunningham et al., ‘Killer Acquisitions’), however, evidence for digital markets is still scarce (see Gautier and Lamesch, ‘Mergers in the Digital Economy’).
competition or trend to create a monopoly if allowed to proceed as proposed. For example, of Facebook’s nearly 100 acquisitions, the Federal Trade Commission engaged in an extensive investigation of just one acquisition: Facebook’s purchase of Instagram in 2012.\(^{371}\)

One reason why most all GAFAM acquisitions ‘fly under the radar’ of competition law appears to be because the low revenues of many targets prevent these cases from falling under the jurisdiction of antitrust authorities.\(^{372}\) Because the targets are frequently start-ups still trying to figure out viable paths to monetisation, the vast majority of these transactions do not meet the turnover thresholds that trigger merger control. Low revenue figures per se, however, do not imply that these cases are benign. In the context of digital markets, due to strong network effects, competition is often for the market rather than in the market. Therefore, small market players or potential entrants exert a competitive threat is essential to discipline incumbents’ market behaviour and foster innovation. In addition, acquisitions of such targets could be essential for smaller competitors that want to achieve the scale, diversity, and reach necessary to compete vis-à-vis the incumbents.

Regulatory Challenge 2: Accumulation of Data: Violation of both Privacy and Competition

The collection of rich behavioural, medical, and socio-demographic data is central to the business model of most digital platforms, but the patterns of pervasive and sometimes stealthy collection and use raise privacy and competition concerns.

Beyond Privacy Risks, Inference Risks

While much media and scholarly attention have been given to the collection of data, inferences – in the form of assumptions or predictions about future behaviour – are equally important. They are often privacy-invasive, sometimes counterintuitive and, in any case, cannot be verified at the time of decision-making. While individuals are often unable to predict, understand, or refute inferences made about them, they impact our private lives, reputation, identity, and self-determination. As one recent report notes, ‘It follows that protections designed to provide oversight and control over how data is collected and processed are not enough; rather, individuals require meaningful protection against not only the inputs but the outputs of data processing.’\(^{373}\)

This is particularly important as existing data protection and privacy law – most notably, the GDPR – has focused on data collection but not in inferences’ impacts. At the moment, EU rights around personal data – including knowing, rectifying, deleting, porting, or objecting to – are all interpreted in a limited manner that has typically excluded inferred data.\(^{374}\)

The regulatory challenges here include the fact that there are often justifiable antagonistic relations between the data subjects and assessors. Someone applying for a loan may consider themselves to be a trustworthy borrower, yet financial institutions still have a right to infer whether that is true from the data they have access to. Judging the balance between privacy and the need for assessment can be difficult and highly contextual. There are also points where the accountability of inferences is better handled by existing procedures – such as appeals procedures for many decisions. In such cases, it may be that data protection and privacy laws are the wrong tools.

However, a broader and growing range of corporate uses of inferred data more clearly need regulation yet that is currently situated outside of interpretations of personal data. With the use of big data, algorithms, predictive analytics, models, and machine learning, more and more inferences are being created about individuals. These inferences are in turn used to manipulate, assess, predict, and nudge
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individuals – often without their awareness and nearly always without any oversight or accountability. Moreover, research has repeatedly shown these sorts of systems to be plagued by biases and inaccuracies. 375

Despite the growing significance of these measures, current data protection laws are unfit for this purpose. And as others have noted, a number of policies and directives are also complicating meaningful privacy regulation of inferred data. 376 The Trade Secrets Directive, in particular, may enable companies to avoid scrutiny and accountability over their creation and use of inferred data. In aggregate, inferred data poses particularly difficult challenges to meaningfully regulate.

Privacy is a Competition Issue

Privacy and competition issues are intertwined, and to some extent, inseparable, which creates regulatory challenges as distinct laws regulate them.

The business model of advertising-funded platforms relies on attracting people’s attention, learning about their preferences, influencing their behaviour, and ultimately showing them hyper-targeted ads. Specialist data that adds to the existing set in a previously unmeasured dimension of consumer activity is especially valuable. This has implication on acquisitions as well as on the development of new products.

The accumulation of relevant data has been recognised as potentially problematic for competition concerns. Crémer et al. (2019) explain that ‘having accumulated large amounts of relevant data over a long period of time often provides a strong competitive advantage to incumbents.’ 377 In addition, ‘exclusive access to a large amount of individual-level data even when accessed anonymously (e.g., to be used by machine-learning algorithms) might provide a competitive advantage. A superior algorithm might then attract users who would contribute more and/or fresher data on an ongoing basis, therefore reinforcing the advantage.’ 378 This can create barriers to entry.

Cremer et al. (2019) add: ‘Access to non-anonymous individual data—including e.g., both historical and ongoing observed data—may often be necessary to offer a service to an individual or would greatly increase its quality. In the context of platforms, data might furthermore have a positive feedback loop where control over some of an individual’s data increases the platform’s ability to collect more of it. This can, for instance, happen when data interoperability reciprocity agreements are in place, e.g. all companies interconnecting with the platform need to provide a copy of all the collected data back to the platform allowing the platform to collect data on the user’s activity outside the platform and centralise the data. In the context of ecosystems, private data API between services belonging to the same ecosystem might create a strong advantage for services that belong to the ecosystem, especially when the ecosystem is very large and involves numerous and diverse services.’ 379

Former EU Chief Competition Economist Tommaso Valletti’s 2019 testimony before the US Congress on the role of data for competition in the digital space says that ‘privacy is at the core of the economics of many digital platforms, and competition is shaped around it. The possible degradation of consumer data protection can result from market power, and it will undermine the competitive process as well as lead to the detriment to consumer welfare.’ 380
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The interaction between competition, data protection and privacy, and consumer protection was recognised by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission’s final report on Digital Platforms (See Fig. 6.2).

For example, in a comment on Google’s proposed acquisition of Fitbit, critics of the acquisition Caffarra and Valletti (2020) suggest that Google’s acquisition and new product and service development strategies have been driven by the aim to collect ever more data about different aspects of our lives. They claim: ‘It is not (necessarily) about the amount of data, but about the multi-modality: search, browsing, location, mobile, credit cards, and now health. What is critical to maximising the value of data is the ability to observe statistically significant information across apps and over time. Linking multiple pieces of information about individuals in a way that extracts relevant signals, and fast enough to show the relevant ad as soon as possible, is what enables the information to be mined most effectively to power the business model. Google is the largest such platform, with the ability to ‘see’ what users do along multiple dimensions, link it together and over time, with unrivalled analytics and computing power, and exploit it. This ability to aggregate individual-specific data into statistically meaningful signals (on location, age, gender, etc.) matters for competition. The point here is that data – which can be uniquely exploited and aggregated and mined – needs to be seen as the key driver for deals of this kind (in this case, the Google-Fitbit acquisition).

These authors make the point that privacy issues and competition issues are intertwined, claiming that privacy issues associated with platforms are inherently competition issues. They also claim that pursuing these objectives (privacy, and competition) need not be at odds with each other, as that there are technical solutions that enhance both competition and privacy. They denounce the argument that some online platforms put forth, that allowing data to be shared with other businesses necessarily compromises privacy, as self-serving and inaccurate. They refer to the promising work of Y.-A. de

---
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Montjoye and colleagues on ‘privacy-by-design’, that integrate privacy and data protection safeguards in the heart of big data, by design and by default. ³⁸⁴

Regulatory Challenge 3: Platforms’ Systematic Avoidance of Sectoral Regulation

Apart from competition law, there is no overarching legal framework for regulating platforms, particularly with respect to structural power imbalances. Typically, in European economic law, there are specific rules for many sectors that ensure that the market economy thrives and social goals are achieved.

Digital platforms have often skirted sectoral regulations and traditional tax collection. Some of the strongest critics argue that platforms such as Uber have deliberately flouted regulations and that this systematic law-evading is at the core of their business models. ³⁸⁵

For example, Uber and Airbnb offer equivalent services to taxi and hotel companies but, by characterizing themselves as technology companies that are mainly ‘app providers,’ they escape regulations for safety, insurance, hygiene, and other regulatory requirements that apply to taxis and hotels.

The question appears simple: Is Uber a transportation company? Is Facebook a media company? Is Airbnb a hotel company? Is Amazon a local retailer (subject to sales tax) or a catalogue company? If the answer is yes, then shouldn’t these platform businesses be regulated like other firms in their sectors? At the heart of the issue is whether platform businesses can, or should, be categorized as the same type of company as those they compete against in the traditional economy. The answer has serious implications for operating costs and liability.

The specific dynamics of platforms have not been made the subject of a broad-based and comprehensive regulatory regime as had been done for energy markets, insurance companies or telecommunication. Of course, digital platform firms are subject to numerous rules in the EU – from the e-commerce directive to consumer protection laws, from the General Data Protection Regulation to rules on copyright or hate speech. But one of the regulatory difficulties is that some of the big platforms extend their operation beyond one sector to be of importance in many different branches of the economy. This makes it particularly difficult to set up a framework that is even adequate to sufficiently address their scope of activities.

The European Court of Justice has struggled with the categorisation of platforms in terms of regulation. Thus, even the most basic questions are not entirely clear. For example, in considering a platform like Uber, the Court decided that the undertaking is active in transportation so that the rules on transport regulation are directly applicable to Uber. However, for Airbnb, the Court stated that it is an information society service so that it is not directly subject to the rules for accommodation providers but enjoys the freedoms of the information society. The difference is due to the leeway the two companies leave to the supplier of the services – Uber drivers are more closely monitored by Uber than the hosts of accommodation are by Airbnb. Even if one may agree with the distinction drawn on this case-by-case basis, the different treatment of Uber on the one hand and Airbnb on the other shows that there is not yet a framework for what they have in common – acting as intermediaries on the basis of data. ³⁸⁶

Regulatory Challenge 4: Social Media Platforms’ Tackling of Illegal and Harmful Content Online

Another important unresolved issue that social media platforms face is that they have been directly involved with relaying user-generated incitements to terrorism, illegal hate speech, or child sexual
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abuse material, as well as have relayed content that infringes on Intellectual Property rights and consumer protection online. The European Commission is concerned that the removal of illegal content online is not effective enough, and it has recommended a strong coordinated EU-wide approach. This is a complex issue which poses specific regulatory challenges.

A recent June 2020 study by De Streel et al. at the behest of the European Parliament’s Internal Market and Consumer Protection found that the EU regulatory framework on content moderation is increasingly complex and has been differentiated over the years according to the category of the online platform and the type of content reflecting a risk-based approach. This baseline regulatory regime was complemented in 2018 by the revised Audio-Visual Media Services Directive, which imposes more obligations to one category of online platforms, the Video-Sharing Platforms. They should take appropriate and proportionate measures, preferably through co-regulation, in order to protect the general public from illegal content (terrorist content, child sexual abuse material, racism and xenophobia or other hate speech), and to protect minors from harmful content. Those rules are then strengthened by stricter rules for four types of content for which illegality has been harmonised at the EU level, including the Counter-Terrorism Directive, the Child Sexual Abuse and Exploitation Directive, the Counter-Racism Framework Decision, and the Copyright in Digital Single Market Directive.

Those stricter rules imposed by EU ‘hard-law’ are all complemented by self-regulatory initiatives agreed by the main online platforms, often at the initiative of the European Commission. This means that up until recently (i.e., up until the Digital Service Act proposals), the Commission’s approach was to rely on the voluntary commitment of online platform firms on codes of conduct or codes or practices directly related to content moderation practices. However, the evaluation of those initiatives shows difficulties in measuring the commitments taken and in reporting on their effectiveness.

For example, in order to prevent and counter the spread of illegal hate speech online, in May 2016, the Commission had agreed with Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and YouTube on a ‘Code of Conduct on countering illegal hate speech online’. In the course of 2018, Instagram, Snapchat and Dailymotion joined the Code of Conduct. Jeuxvideo.com joined in January 2019, and TikTok announced their participation to the Code in September 2020, bringing to 8 the number of platform firms who agreed to abide by the Code. It is associated with a regular monitoring exercise set up in collaboration with a network of organisations located in the different EU countries. Using a commonly agreed methodology, these organisations test how the IT companies are implementing the commitments in the Code. Renamed in March 2018 as Recommendation of measures to ‘effectively tackle illegal content online’, this non-binding Code of Conduct recommended clearer ‘notice-and-action’ procedures, more efficient tools and proactive technologies, stronger safeguards to ensure fundamental rights, special attention to small companies, and closer cooperation with authorities. Member States were encouraged to establish the appropriate legal obligations.

The main tools used by online platforms to identify illegal content online are ‘notice-and-take-down’/flagging by users, keywords/filters and A.I. tools that are based on machine-learning models. Most platforms interviewed in for the 2020 European Parliament study noted that depending on the type of illegal content online, automated tools have their limits in terms of accuracy, and thus, frequently must be accompanied by pre-/post-human moderation to ensure accuracy. The majority of online platforms have argued that the policies put in place by them to moderate illegal content online contribute to reducing the aggressive nature and the quantity of illegal content online. All online platforms interviewed in the study have implemented transparency policies on how they operate and respect fundamental rights. Most NGOs and hotlines reporting illegal content online have argued that
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the effectiveness of the measures deployed by platforms to enable users to report illegal content fluctuates according to the online platform. Additionally, they noted that access to 'notice-and-takedown' procedures is not always user-friendly, whereas they should be easily accessible and not hidden in obscurity.

The main challenges in moderating illegal content online are linked to the large quantity of online content on platforms, which makes it difficult for users, regulators or moderators to assess all content as well as the fragmentation of laws regarding online content. The Member States are free to set their own rules regarding illegal content online, which limits the efficiency of platforms that have to create country-specific processes accordingly. The lack of a common definition of 'illegal content' also makes the moderation by platforms more complex as Member States may refer to different definitions. Therefore, some online platforms mentioned that this places the burden on them to identify the intent of the content uploader, which might incentivise online platforms to block lawful content in case of doubt on the illegality of the content. Moreover, all of them have complaint mechanisms in place for their users to report on illegal content online. However, some platforms have emphasised that many user complaints are off-topic or unsubstantiated and consequently unactionable. Almost all online platforms interviewed allow users to appeal against their decisions on the moderation of illegal content online through a 'counter-notice' procedure. However, most of the interviewed NGOs, trade/industry associations and hotlines reporting illegal content online stated that the measures used by online platforms are not sufficiently effective in moderating illegal content online and in striking an appropriate balance with fundamental human rights.

With regard to online disinformation, which is not always illegal but can be harmful to EU values, the main platforms have agreed to another European Commission-led voluntary code of conduct, the Code of Practice on Disinformation. It was signed on a voluntary basis in October 2018 by Facebook, Google, Twitter, Mozilla, and advertisers, with Microsoft joining in May 2019 and TikTok in June 2020. Signatories are asked to report on a monthly basis on their actions undertaken to improve the scrutiny of ad placements, ensure transparency of political and issue-based advertising and to tackle fake accounts and malicious use of bots. This Code is closely monitored by the European Commission. In addition to this multi-layered EU regulatory framework, several Member States have adopted national rules on online content moderation, in particular for hate speech and online disinformation. There are also proposals to hold platforms responsible not only for illegal content but also for harmful content, such as the UK White paper on ‘online harms’ that suggests to impose a statutory ‘duty of care’ for managing content in the public’s interest.

Several regulatory challenges remain. The legal compatibility of those national initiatives with the EU legal framework is not always clear and the multiplication of national laws seriously risks undermining the Digital Single Market. Further, the social medial moderation practices of online content are still problematic. One issue is that online platforms rely on Terms of Service/Terms of Use or Community Standards/Guidelines to regulate and user behaviour and base their illegal content online moderation practices. These Terms and Standards/Guidelines do not necessarily reflect a specific legal system. However, as they are designed to prevent harm, online platforms' policies do overlap in several instances with local law. In addition, the implementation of these Codes by online platforms may vary from one country to another; they are often stricter in identifying illegal content online to be removed than national laws or jurisdictions within which they provide their services.

Self-regulation initially appeared to encourage the European Commission to back away from the plan to propose binding EU legislation that would force online platforms to remove posts containing hate
speech. According to Commission data from January 2018, Twitter, YouTube, Facebook and Microsoft reviewed about 82% of complaints about hate speech within 24 hours. This was a significant change from May 2017, when the firms reviewed only 39%. By January 2018, Facebook removed 79% of posts containing hate speech across the EU. YouTube took down 75%, and Twitter removed 45.7%. In June 2020 the European Commission's latest assessment of the non-legally binding agreement lauded 'overall positive' results — with 90% of flagged content assessed within 24 hours and 71% of the content deemed to be illegal hate speech removed. The latter was up from just 28% in 2016. However, the European Commission also found in its 5th biannual monitoring exercise published in June 2020 its assessment of this Code of Conduct that platforms were still lacking in transparency. Nor were they providing users with adequate feedback on the issue of hate speech removals, in the Commission's view. While platforms gave feedback to 67.1% of the notifications received, only Facebook was found to inform users systematically, with the Commission noting that 'all the other platforms have to make improvements.' Another criticism by the European Commission relates the inconsistencies in the platforms' evaluation processes, with assessments of flagged content that were showing 'divergences' in how they were handled.

In most recent months, EU lawmakers have signalled a possible turn toward moving away from relying on self-regulation on hate speech. The Digital Service Act consultation indicates as one of its options that the EU will update its rules around online liability and seek to define platform responsibilities with regard to online content. The Digital Services Act (DSA) represents the EU's ambitious plan to regulate online services and will cover areas of the platform economy ranging from liability for content, market dominance, and advertising, to safety, smart contracts, online self-employment, and future governance frameworks.

The nearing advent of the new European Digital Service Act seems to have propelled industry actors to make concrete propositions to regulators. For example, EDIMA, the Brussels-based European Digital Media Association (renamed Dot Europe in November 2020), a digital industry lobby group counting Google, Facebook, Airbnb, Amazon, Apple, eBay, Microsoft, TikTok, Spotify, and Twitter among others as members, published in 2020 an 'Online Responsibility Framework' where they take a position that online service providers should have a ‘responsibility to take reasonable, proportionate and feasible actions to mitigate the presence of illegal content or activity on their services’. They have advocated for the focus to be first on illegal content, rather than on 'harmful' activity/content, because of that kind of content 'often falls into a grey zone when considered at EU level, where it may be illegal in some Member States, and 'not-illegal-but-harmful' in others. In their view, 'harmful' content poses serious problems online, but due to the fact that it is not always illegal, it cannot be acted upon in the same fashion as illegal content.' They add: 'With content/activity that is 'harmful' but not illegal, often a service provider will have to make determinations as to where to draw the line between free speech and the right to information versus the possible harm caused to users.' They provide the example of public insult of religion or blasphemy, which is not illegal in Denmark or France, but is illegal in Germany, Poland, Spain, or Italy. EDIMA’s position is that 'in a broader sense, mandating that content deemed 'not-illegal-but-harmful' be removed - particularly in a pan-European law covering many different legal systems and cultural contexts - may adversely impact on users' freedom of speech and expression.' In an interview, EDIMA's director-general indicated that: 'It shouldn't be up to our
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industry to define the legal context for every EU member state, because every context is wildly different.396

While some digital platform firms have agreed to sign on these self-regulatory but Commission-driven Code of Conduct or Code of Practice, the outcome of platform firms' actions had not been perceived as satisfactory enough to fend off the increasing dissatisfaction with big tech and the political will for regulation. The digital platforms' latest proposals indicate that now that regulation is obviously becoming a real possibility, they are more seriously beginning to attempt to credibly self-regulate and propose innovative solutions that straddle the line between free speech and slowing down the propagation of disinformation.

For example, in recent months, social media platforms' most decisive moves occurred in their attempt not to take down content per se, but to slow down the viral relaying of false information. In particular, Twitter's decision to label some posts as misleading – despite the persistent criticism from US President Trump and other conservatives – appears to have significantly reduced the spread of misinformation across the platform. Twitter said that those who viewed labelled tweets to which Twitter applied a label or warning message shared them less (Twitter noted a 29% decrease).397

Such actions may begin to indicate a promising path of convergence with regulators. For example, in September 2020, the European Commission Vice-President for Values and Transparency Věra Jourová indicated in a video call with Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey that the Commission's intention is not to introduce future rules that would force platforms to remove harmful content or disinformation, focusing instead on how such content spreads online, and noting the Commission's dedication to preserving free speech online. She indicated that 'in order to address disinformation and harmful content we should focus on how this content is distributed and shown to people rather than push for removal.'398

6.2. EU Regulations on Platforms' Effects on Employment and the Social Fabric, and Main Regulatory Challenges

6.2.1. EU Policies and Legislation

For the most part, the regulation of employment is carried out by national and subnational governments. However, there are a series of efforts and directives at the EU level, which aim to set minimum standards.399 While there are a variety of such directives on issues around non-standard employment, until recently there was little in the way of regulation directly oriented towards platform work.400 This section will briefly cover the relevant directives and communications.

A European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy (2016)

This communication, which aims to directly set out principles for the digital economy and platform work, is significant for a number of reasons. First, it sets out an EU definition of a 'worker'. While Member States determine their own categories, when applying EU law, an EU definition is used. Here, the definition of worker is based upon Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) statements: 'the essential feature of an employment relationship is that for a certain period of time a person performs services for and under the direction of another person in return for which he receives remuneration.'401 The agenda
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states that whether an employment relationship exists or not must be settled on a case-by-case basis and be judged by three core criteria. First, the existence of subordination whereby the service provider must act under the direction of the collaborative platform, the latter determining the choice of the activity, remuneration and working conditions.402 Second, there is the nature of the work whereby the provider of the underlying service must pursue an activity of economic value that is effective and genuine, excluding services on such a small scale as to be regarded as purely marginal and accessory.403 Lastly, there must be the presence of remuneration, which distinguishes volunteer work from employment. Significantly, this agenda sets out a broad definition of ‘employee’ which incorporates most platform work and which implicitly disagrees with many of the arguments put forth by platforms for their use of the self-employed category. For instance, the lack of constant supervision by a manager is not sufficient to avoid the existence of subordination criterion.404 By putting forth this broad definition of employment, the agenda actively seeks to include platform work into the scope of EU labour law.

The second key contribution of this communication is its argument that sectoral regulations should apply to platforms that are service providers and not mere intermediaries.405 While many platforms have tried to evade regulations – such as those regulating hotels or taxi services – by arguing that they are simply intermediaries, this communication implies that they may not be simple intermediaries and should therefore be subject to sectoral regulation. Significantly, one of the ways to determine whether a platform is a service provider is the level of control they have over their workers. If they have employees, by the CJEU definition, then it is highly likely that they will be determined to not simply be intermediaries.406 These formulations became particularly important in December 2017 when the CJEU determined that Uber was a service provider and therefore subject to sectoral regulations.407 This ruling opened the door for countries to impose sectoral regulations, while also shutting the door on a number of complaints that Uber had filed against various EU Member States.408

Directive on Transparent and Predictable Working Conditions (June 2019)

The Directive on Transparent and Predictable Working Conditions is an updating of the 1991 Written Statement Directive, with the aim of increasing the transparency around working conditions for those in non-standard contracts.409 As one analysis notes, the directive is ‘the first piece of EU legislation explicitly to address the risks of variable work schedules, such as on-demand work, platform work or zero-hours contracts.’410 It does so by mandating a number of new provisions for non-standard work. First, workers must be given quick and accessible information about the nature of their work contract. Second, it sets minimum constraints around the unpredictability of work in things like zero hours and on-call contracts. It also supports workers transitioning to more permanent contracts after a specified period of time.

There remains ambiguity about who the directive applies to though. While the provisions have been widely publicised as being applicable to platform workers, in fact, this is less clear than presented. The directive continues to exclude self-employed workers from its remit, and at best suggests that national courts refer to the CJEU definition of a worker when applying the directive.411 In fact, while the initial
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proposal around the directive included an expanded concept of 'worker', this, in the end, was watered down by Member States to a recommendation that Member States consider the CJEU definition and case law. As a result, even the relatively minimal protections offered by the directive are uncertain in their application to platform work.

The directive also says nothing about employment classification and access to social protection.


More recently, there is the Council Recommendation on Access to Social Protection for Workers and the Self-Employed. This proposal stems from the principles of the European Pillar of Social Rights and explicitly aims to tackle the issue of non-standard workers having difficulties accessing social protection. There is a significant disparity in access between full-time employees and non-standard workers. While not offering much in the way of specific solutions, the recommendation does argue against applying the same rules to all groups and instead argues for tailored approaches with the goal of ensuring access for everyone. It also recommends that Member States ensure access to social protection for all workers regardless of employment status. The impact of this recommendation is too early to determine.

6.2.2. Regulatory Challenges on Employment and the Social Fabric

This section describes the three main regulatory challenges regarding platforms' effects on employment and the social fabric.

Regulatory Challenge 5: The Miscategorisation of Platform Employment

As discussed earlier, the categorisation of platform workers as 'self-employed' has been the hallmark of much of the new platform economy and has also been the source of numerous problems stemming from these companies. This particular employment model has been most closely associated with Uber, but its reach extends far beyond that company. The 'innovation' here has been to use platforms as both a technological and legal reason to avoid traditional employment contracts.

On the one hand, technology enables the coordination of numerous workers without a centralised workplace. It also allows for the erasure of a traditional manager overseeing the production process, instead of being replaced by a series of algorithms that determine workflows and targets. These changes have enabled companies to argue that they are not subject to traditional legal understandings of the category of 'employee', often based on conceptions of a direct supervisor overseeing the work.

Platforms have also routinely argued in court cases that they are merely intermediaries and technology companies, not employers of the services they may intermediate. To date, legal systems have found it difficult to catch up to the reality of the facts on the ground that these platforms are employers of their 'self-employed' workers, that they do exert significant control over the work and its performance, and that they do entail workers become dependent on them for their work. The key regulatory challenge here is that existing labour law is often unclear or enables loopholes for these companies to argue otherwise. Some revision of the current ways of categorising workers will have to take place.

Regulatory Challenge 6: Disproportionate Power of Platforms over Workers

Another prominent feature of much platform work is the significant disparity of power between workers and platforms. While there has been a generally growing imbalance of power towards
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companies over workers in recent decades, platform workers also pose novel regulatory challenges for any attempt to address these problems.

The digitally mediated nature of platform work means that workplace surveillance has taken on a variety of new and increasingly ubiquitous forms: expansive, intensive, and all the more invisible compared to traditional means of management. This has meant that workers struggle to maintain autonomy in the face of these platforms. And in some cases, union activities have been closely monitored and even repressed by these firms. All of this has added to the imbalance between workers and firms.

There is also a growing information asymmetry between workers and platforms. While the latter are immense centralisers of data across their expansive infrastructures, the former often have little insight into the operations of the platform. Algorithms which determine who gets work, when, and how are opaque – and pay determinations are often equally as obscure. Likewise, vast amounts of information are often collected about individual platform workers, but the workers themselves lack similar insight into the platform. This information asymmetry also exacerbates the power differentials in these companies.

The 'self-employed' nature of much platform work has also put significant limits on the ability of workers to address these problems themselves. Since unionisation is deemed to be akin to creating a price cartel, one of the traditional means of giving workers' power has been unavailable to those who work on platforms. Moreover, as discussed earlier, the self-employed nature of the work also tends to exacerbate the competitiveness between workers, each being understood as their own individual entrepreneur.

The regulatory challenge is all of this is immense: not only having to go against the grain of decades of rollbacks against unions and the impacts of globalisation and technology on worker power but also have to address the unique challenges of platform work. Any answer to these issues must be equally as wide-ranging as the problem.

**Regulatory Challenge 7: Low Wages for Platform Workers**

One consequence of the above power imbalance is the low hourly wages (or their equivalent in piece rates) that are common to much of platform work. There are a variety of reasons for this – many of which can pose challenges for regulatory fixes. The use of piece-rate wages is one such example. Workers being paid by the task completed may seem reasonable on the face of it, but it neglects the numerous ways in which the time to complete a task may take much longer through no fault of the worker (e.g. having to wait at a restaurant for a delivery order). Piece rates also ignore the unpaid work time where workers may be active on the platform but not immediately performing a task. Drivers and delivery rides may have to wait long periods of time before picking up a new fare or order, and crowdworkers often have to spend hours of time searching for new jobs and completing tests to be hired. These sorts of aspects mean that payment per task completed can often end up paying much less than the local minimum hourly wage.

Similar challenges emerge with the fact that the 'self-employed' status of many platform workers means they must pay for much of the tools and support they need: ranging from accident insurance to bikes to vehicle leases. The result is that the headline figure of pay for these positions often ends up with much smaller take home pay – again, in some cases, ending up below the local minimum hourly wage.

The regulatory challenge is how to ensure that, at the very least, no one ends up below the minimum wage – and that ideally, everyone ends up earning at least the local living wage. This may be difficult for some types of platform work, but it is not insurmountable. Many countries have, for example, procedures for ensuring that piece rates meet minimum wage requirements. And allowances can be one way to ensure that the expenses of some platform work do not cut into the pay of workers.
7. Policy Options

As this study’s scope encompasses both economic and social impacts of online platforms, it has allowed us to draw insights from a broader knowledge base than other more focused reports, leading us to uncover patterns and some degree of similarities across these areas. The observable impacts of the online platforms presented in the report provide evidence of a set of important problems that are not fully covered by existing regulation. The question then becomes, what policy options can be drawn? This chapter lays out our policy options on competition and innovation (Options 1 to 6); on working conditions and labour market dynamics (Options 7 to 10); and on societal risks and environmental sustainability (Options 11 and 12).

As this report was being finalised, the European Commission published in December 2020 its proposal for a Digital Markets Act (DMA) and a Digital Services Act (DSA). While a detailed point-by-point analysis of the DMA and DSA was out of scope, Policy Options 1-6 were drafted to inform Members of the European Parliament’s consideration of the DMA and DSA.

The report welcomes the proposals in the European Commission’s DMA and the DSA, which take policy and regulation in the right direction in Europe. The report differs from the DMA and the DSA proposals in calling for (1) a stronger merger control regime for gatekeeper platforms; (2) that each gatekeeper platform should have its own tailored enforceable Code of Conduct; (3) greater scope for national authorities to intervene where there are country-specific issues; (4) a new users’ right to reasonable inferences to curtail the generation of ‘high-risk inferences’, i.e., those that are privacy-invasive, reputation-damaging, and have low verifiability. In addition, one of the central issues raised in the DSA is the treatment of illegal content discussed in Section 6.1. The report does not offer alternative policy options on this topic, as the Commission’s DSA proposals in this area appear broadly appropriate.

Establish a Coherent Principle-Based Platform Regulatory Framework

The consensus of the reports and studies conducted in recent years is that there is a need to strengthen the current law enforcement and regulation of the platform economy. Digital platforms need a consistent legal framework and provide reasonable rules that enable them to work effectively. This legal framework needs to guarantee that consumers benefit from reducing costs and innovation and that workers have access to dignified work and fair social protection. This report concurs with the Marsden and Podszun report’s approach on the importance to recall the substantive principles that should govern the new rules.415 This report adopts their formulation for the first three principles for competition rules and added three more that are related to work and labour market dynamics. These principles should have a constitutional character, as befits a new EU platform framework.

- Freedom of competition
- Fairness of intermediation
- Sovereignty of decision-making
- Access to fair social protection for all workers
- Access to dignified work and minimum living standards
- Support of workers’ voices in the organisation of their work

7.1. Policy Options on Competition and Innovation

The digital competition regulatory landscape of online platforms and their ecosystem members are reaching an inflexion point, which is the culmination of the past four years of intense scholarly and regulatory activity. During that time, regulators and conduct authorities in many regions of the world have initiated a number of antitrust actions and launched various consultations. These activities have

415 Marsden and Podszun, ibid., 36.
led to many expert reports evaluating competition in digital markets and the impact of online platforms on competition and innovation. Two recent events are noteworthy and possibly 'game-changers'. In October 2020, the United States Department of Justice sued monopolist Google for violating antitrust laws. And in Europe, in December 2020, the European Commission's unveiling of the proposed digital services act presented an ambitious regulatory package that aims to update the legal framework for digital services in the EU, a framework that had been largely unchanged since the adoption of the e-Commerce Directive in 2000.

**Short-Term and Long-Term Regulatory Change**

Pierre Régibeau, Chief Competition Economist at the European Commission, suggested in a recent conference that regulation needs to consider two time-horizons: the short run, and the long run. In the long run, new economic theory will have to be developed, as the consensus grows on the fact that fundamental assumptions of economic-based regulation are not met in the digital economy. Régibeau indicated for example, that 'the assumption that markets work and are efficient does not hold'. Traditional competition policy and regulation recognise that markets do not operate fully as the models predict, but it has aimed at maintaining every industry functioning as close as possible to the competitive ideal of how markets theoretically operate (as described by theories ranging from Adam Smith to Walras to Arrow-Debreu’s theory of general equilibrium). But in the digital economy, as explained earlier, increasing returns to scale, the role of data, network effects, and the two-sidedness of platform business models create fundamental challenges.

As developing new theory is likely to take a long time, and will require interpreting evidence from behaviours and consequences that are only beginning to unfold, it follows that competition policy challenges have to be dealt with both an eye on both the short run and the long run. In the short run, the challenge is, 'how can we adapt the tools we have while waiting for a resolution of the long-run issues'? Régibeau explains that 'the huge social implications of the behaviour of some of the new online platforms make these issues even more important and politically fraught.' Doing nothing in the meanwhile is not an option, and there is a need 'to adapt the tools we have while waiting for a resolution of the long-run issues.' He also suggests that there is a need to 'invent a new form of regulation, where flexibility and experimentation are paramount.'

While this report agrees with Régibeau’s distinction between actions that need taking in the short run and those required in the long run, the principles upon which regulation will be drawn ought to be of a constitutional nature. The stability provided by the principles can underpin continuity of objectives even as regulation may need to adapt to changing circumstances.

**7.1.1. Key Option 1: Establish a New Ex-Ante Pro-Competitive Regulatory Framework with an Enforceable Code of Conduct for Gatekeeper Platforms**

Platform firms with a high degree of market power should not abuse the power they derive from their monopolistic or dominant position to compete and should be prevented from using exclusionary practices, foreclosing markets or exploiting customers to a degree that they would not achieve under competitive positions. The report agrees with the concerns expressed in the majority of reports that competitive issues associated with digital platform firms’ behaviours are so wide-ranging and self-reinforcing that existing legislative powers are not sufficient to address them.
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The report broadly supports the proposal of the European Commission’s Digital Services Act, a new ex-ante regulatory framework that aims to ensure that online platform ecosystems controlled by large online platforms that benefit from significant network effects remain fair and contestable, in particular in situations where such platforms may act as gatekeepers. It is recommended that the European Parliament legislates to introduce a new regulatory ex-ante regime for platforms comprising both pro-competitive interventions and an enforceable code of conduct for gatekeeper platforms.

In agreement with the UK Furman Review and the UK Competition and Market Authority, the report recommends the development of an enforceable code of competitive conduct, to be applied to platforms with gatekeeper power (otherwise referred to as with ‘strategic market status’ in the UK reports) and to be developed with their cooperation. This would lead to the agreement of ex-ante rules of behaviour towards smaller companies, aimed at avoiding lengthy and uncertain antitrust procedures. In agreement with the Digital Services Act, this new framework would complement the horizontally applicable provisions of the Platform-to-Business Regulation (EU) 2019/1150, which would continue to apply to all online intermediation services. The more limited subset of large online platforms subject to the additional ex-ante framework would be identified on the basis of a set of clear criteria, such as significant network effects, the size of the user base and/or an ability to leverage data across markets.

This regime will address a range of concerns simultaneously, with powers to act swiftly to address both the sources of market power and its effects. As institutional redesign of enforcement mechanisms, detailed in Option 6, is recommended, with dedicated units within DG-COMP and DG-CONNECT with increased power to monitor and adjust interventions in the light of evidence and changing market conditions. Rather than rely exclusively on the current enforcement approach that focuses only on punishing harms after they have happened, this legislation will include a list of normative obligations (‘Dos and Don'ts’) that will be useful for preventing harm. It would aim to establish clear obligations and prohibited practices for large online platforms with economic power, leading to provide European consumers and business users more choice and access to innovative solutions.

Dominant platforms should be responsible for setting their rules and design their technological interfaces in a way that they do not impede competition without objective justification. The Furman Review suggests stronger use of interim measures to prevent damage to competition while a case is being investigated. The report agrees that in general, the aim should also be to speed up procedures and focus on remedies to anticompetitive behaviour, rather than relying on fines and ‘cease and desist’ decisions.

In addition, in agreement with the Digital Services Act Option 3b of the Digital Services Act consultation, this option includes an ability to impose, where considered necessary and justified following a prior assessment, tailor-made remedies envisaged by such framework covering the specific issue(s) and individual large online platform companies at stake, and applied on a flexible, case-by-case basis. This would address the diversity and fast evolution of specific phenomena in the online platform economy.

The DMA proposal published in December 2020 differs from the proposed UK regime, which would allow for a code of conduct to be tailored to the potential competition harms arising from a particular
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business. In contrast, the European Commission’s list of ‘dos and don’ts’ is intended to apply across the board to all gatekeepers, with only limited flexibility for dialogue with the European Commission in order for it to ‘specify’ whether a business’s proposed compliance arrangements are consistent with its DMA obligations. The report suggests that in the Parliament’s evaluation of the DMA proposal, the proposed act be amended so that each ‘gatekeeper’ platform should have its own tailored enforceable code of conduct.423

7.1.2. Key Option 2: Ensure Freedom of Competition

The rules presented in this option support the principle of freedom of competition. The report has explained how companies that have privileged access to data gain and sustain a significant competitive advantage over others. This grants them better insights through big data analytics and allows them to provide better services, but it also raises risks. When platform markets tip, only one platform survives and occupies and controls the interface with users. As Marsden and Podzun describe, this gateway becomes a bottleneck, which leads to economic dependency and limited choice for users. Consumers find their choice limited or controlled, which leads to exclusion and exploitation through changing or unfair terms of trade. This imbalance of power raises risks of reduced choice and innovation.

In broad agreement with the DMA and the DSA, and in line with Marsden and Podszun (2020), this report, therefore, recommends rules for ensuring openness and on-platform competition, neutrality, interoperability, and adopts these authors’ formulation.

Openness and On-Platform Competition: In terms of openness, platforms should not impose undue restrictions on the ability of users of the platform (be they individual consumers or businesses) to use other platforms or service providers that compete with the platform. Platforms should also not use undue restrictions to prevent these users from competing with the platform itself. As for on-platform competition, platforms that have created online marketplaces must ensure that there is free on-platform competition. The platform that makes the rules of the marketplace needs to ensure openness and freedom of competition.

Neutrality and Self-Preferencing: For neutrality, platforms should not mislead users or unduly influence competitive processes or outcomes by employing means to self-preference their own services or products over services or products of competitors. The rules suggested by the Vestager report and the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy report include prohibitions on self-preferencing, the application of mechanisms to port data and the promotion of interoperability.424 This report agrees with the Vestager report and the German Federal Ministry report’s recommendation that, in the case of self-preferencing by a dominant vertically integrated platform or other conduct in markets characterised by strong network effects and high barriers to entry, the incumbent should bear the burden of proof to demonstrate that its actions are pro-competitive.425 It may be necessary, for example, to prevent a platform like Amazon from actively engaging in competition on their own platform.426 For the Vestager report and the German Federal Ministry report, no new rules are deemed necessary for non-dominant platforms.

Interoperability: Platforms must make it possible for others to build products or services that are interoperable. Since the Microsoft antitrust case, interoperability is an established feature of competition law. This report recommends, in agreement with Marsden and Podszun, the Vestager

425 Crémer et al., ibid., 51.
426 Khan, ‘Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox,’ 793–94.
report, the Furman report, and the Stigler report, to regulate to impose interoperability of systems and greater personal data mobility in order to increase competition and consumer choice, for example by a common API. This report also agrees with the Vestager report suggestion that stringent data portability rules should apply to dominant platforms to facilitate consumer switching. GDPR has already taken a step in that direction, giving consumers greater control over their personal data. The Vestager report states that complementing this control with sector-specific regulation or the application of Article 102 TFEU could have a positive effect. Under Article 102, competition courts or authorities would need to specify the cases in which firms can access dominant firms' data (and specify the data they can access).

For example, this report agrees with the UK CMA report’s analysis that there is a strong case for interventions to tackle the source of Google’s market power in search. The new regulatory units (described in Option 6) should have powers to introduce search choice screens and restrict Google’s ability to secure default positions on devices and browsers where these are key entry points to the market. It should also have powers to require that Google provide rival search engines with access to its click-and-query data to overcome its scale advantages in data.

This report agrees with the UK CMA report in that interventions in social media to tackle the source of Facebook’s market power should focus on increasing its interoperability with rival platforms to overcome the network effects that currently act as a significant barrier to entry and expansion. There is a strong case for mandating greater interoperability in relation to finding contacts and cross-posting functionalities, while the code would help to ensure that future decisions by Facebook to shut off or deprecate APIs do not have harmful effects on competition and consumers.

Our option strikes a middle ground among various reports’ proposals. It does not go as far as the German Federal Ministry report that proposes that dominant platforms should be obliged to allow users to port their user and usage data in real-time and in an interoperable data format and to ensure interoperability with complementary services. In terms of competition enforcement, the Stigler report goes even further. It suggests allowing the US Federal Trade Commission to access dominant platforms’ internal databases and studies; perform its own research on the impact of platforms using this data; and moderate independent researchers’ access to the data. This report does not advocate for these exact instantiations of how to achieve interoperability be followed, as they seem over-specified to us.

This report recommends, in contrast to the Vestager report, and in agreement with the Marsden-Podszun report, that even non-dominant platforms should be subject to some pro-competitive rules such as interoperability. But the degree of enforcement should be commensurate with the degree of market power that the platform has.

7.1.3. Key Option 3: Strengthen Competition Rules for Merger Control

Regarding merger control, this report finds that the DMA proposal does not go far enough to address merger control for gatekeeper platforms, given that it only asks for merger notification. This report recommends strengthening the current competition framework that assesses mergers. It proposes that the competition authorities should assess whether, on balance, a merger is expected to be beneficial or harmful, accounting for the scale of the impacts and their likelihood. The criteria to assess impact
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should go far beyond just impacts on prices and instead include aspects such as data monopolies, privacy risks, and impacts on innovation.

In agreement with the French Economy and Finance Ministry report, this report suggests that specific guidelines be developed and that a second-opinion procedure be introduced to assess efficiencies. This report also agrees with the German Federal Ministry report proposition to introduce a voluntary notification procedure at the EU level for new forms of business cooperation in the digital age. This would give firms the right to receive a decision in a shorter period of time than is currently the case. It also recommends developing specific guidelines for data-based, innovation-based and conglomerate theories of harm.

This report agrees with the Vestager report proposal of a new set of questions to assess acquisitions that involve a dominant platform or ecosystem. These questions are: (1) Does the acquirer benefit from barriers to entry linked to network effects or data use? (2) Is the target a potential or actual competitive constraint within the technological/user's space or ecosystem? (3) Does its elimination increase market power within this space, notably through increased barriers to entry? And (4) If so, is the merger justified by efficiencies? Given these criteria, especially the barriers to entry linked to data use, this report shares many experts' concerns over the European Commission's clearance of Google's acquisition of Fitbit.

The Stigler report made a useful recommendation to shift the burden of proof or relax the proof requirement when a dominant platform is involved in a merger or acquisition. This report recommends it for gatekeeper platforms.

7.1.4. Key Option 4: Ensure Fairness of Intermediation

Platforms that act as a central and unavoidable intermediary between multiple sides can have the incentive and the ability to abuse this position. Platform firms often claim they have the incentives to maintain trust on their platform, but evidence shows that they can easily make decisions that can have negative effects on platform users. The effects of these unilateral decisions are made worse in the case of bargaining power imbalance and the lack of viable substitutes to some platforms. In order to foster or restore trust on platforms, and in broad agreement with the DMA and the DSA, this report agrees with Marsden and Podszun's option to strengthen the rules of fairness vis-à-vis consumers, which are currently only imperfectly covered by the Directive on Unfair Commercial Practices (Directive 2005/29/EC) despite the 2019 amendments. The report suggests the following rules, as described in Marsden and Podszun:

Non-Discrimination: Platforms must not discriminate against individual suppliers or users seeking access to the platform. Every user must have similar access and not be unduly prevented from using the platform. The platform companies may only exclude on the basis of substantive, transparent, and objective grounds. Discrimination amounts to foreclosure to the market.

Fair Terms: Platforms must trade on fair and reasonable contractual terms, without exploitative pricing or behaviour. When the bargaining position is completely out of balance, such as for gatekeeper platforms, the law must intervene and find remedies.

Controllability of Algorithmic Decisions, AI, and Reviews: Platforms must be transparent and fair about the working of their algorithms, and this needs to be controllable. Ranking parameters should be disclosed to users, as per the Platform-to-Business regulation. Reviews must be fair. Further, platforms need to allow audit and scrutiny of their operations by the regulators so that they can be
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controllable and if necessary, be held accountable. This does not imply that companies have to disclose the algorithm to the regulator, but that liability in case of infringement must still be ascribed directly to the company.

Access to Justice: Platforms must submit to an independent arbitration mechanism. The right to seek redress is essential. Platforms should bind themselves to an arbitration system for disputes between the platform and users; be they individual consumers or business users. This should also be put in place for disputes amongst users of the platform. The arbitration system should work quickly. Companies or users seeking redress should not be punished by the platform. The arbitration system should operate independently from the platform. And the report suggests that the platforms cover the costs of running the arbitration system through a special levy, which would be proportional to the platform's revenues.

### 7.1.5. Key Option 5: Ensure Sovereignty of Decision-Making

The report has shown how some platforms’ overarching objective and logic of ‘datafication’ of human beings’ activities and characteristics can lead to abusive behaviours. As Marsden and Podszun put it, ‘users merit a particular respect as human beings.’ As such, users should not be reduced to being sources of data and deliberately manipulated by platform firms to prevent them from making legitimate decisions or from making decisions that are contrary to their interests. The constitutional principle to uphold is that of the sovereignty of human decision-making. This report agrees with Marsden and Podszun that in the digital world, users’ sovereignty to make their own decisions needs some special attention and should therefore be included in a platform regulation. Platforms, for instance, sometimes design technologies and user interfaces that leave users with no choice, restrict their choice, or provide them with insufficient or deliberately biased information to make informed choices. The user interface technologies services that platforms design should not aim to manipulate users into restricting their choices, to mislead them, or to elicit addictive behaviour.\(^\text{435}\)

Users’ privacy should also be respected. In agreement with the DSA, this report recommends that platforms must offer users a real choice on the use of data, including which data, for which application; from which sources, and related to the combination of data. Privacy is a competition issue. The principle of data minimisation (that is, only asking for the data that is essential for the service) should be respected.

Beyond privacy, platforms can use big data, algorithms, predictive analytics, models, and machine learning to create more and more inferences about individuals. These inferences are in turn used to manipulate, assess, predict, and nudge individuals – often without their awareness and nearly always without any oversight or accountability. Moreover, research has repeatedly shown these sorts of systems to be plagued by biases and inaccuracies. Platforms should offer users the right to reasonable inferences, and to curtail eliminate the generation of ‘high-risk inferences’, meaning inferences that are privacy-invasive and damaging to reputation, and have low verifiability in the sense of being predictive or opinion-based.\(^\text{436}\)

Platforms must allow customers to make important decisions. In that regard, this report also highlighted the power of defaults default options – such as whether particular services are opt-in or opt-out. Platforms should not drive users out their decision-making capacity inasmuch as they relate to most important economic decisions, such as which service to choose, or what to buy. Platforms should also not impose mandatory extensions of service, which are akin to illegal tying. These are problematic because they allow platforms to leverage their market power in one market to enter another market.
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The Platform Compliance Unit described in Option 6 should have powers to give consumers greater control over the data they provide to platforms, including by requiring platforms to give consumers a choice over whether to receive personalised advertising.

A ‘fairness-by-design’ duty under the code of conduct would ensure that digital platforms design choice architecture in a way that encourages free and informed decision making by consumers, with a requirement to trial and test alternative approaches. The fairness-by-design approach, as described in the UK CMA report, requires platforms to be (1) accessible, by ensuring that information and options are clear and easy to find and processes are smooth; (2) balanced, in that platforms should ensure that information and options are presented in a fair way, enabling users to form their own opinions, and (3) consistent and enabling, in that platforms should enable users to make choices that want to make now and respect their choices including their ability to change their decisions.\(^\text{437}\)

### 7.1.6. Key Option 6: Institutionalise a Robust and Adaptive Set of Enforcement Mechanisms

The earlier section on regulatory challenges pertained not only to the questions of what platform behaviours to regulate but also on how to regulate online platforms. The examples of purely voluntary codes of conduct or practice in the case of online content have shown the limits of relying purely on a self-regulation approach. There have been calls for the creation of enforceable codes of conduct that follow the concept of ‘participative antitrust’. The term, attributed to Professor Jean Tirole, refers to the active engagement of firms in the design of their own regulation.\(^\text{438}\) In digital markets, such a code of conduct would incentivise firms to participate, as they would benefit from clear rules that allowed them to innovate without the uncertainty that broader antitrust prohibitions might entail. However, critics of participative antitrust pointed out that participants could use this process to serve their own interests. The Furman Review recognises that restricting one’s own behaviour might not be in line with firms’ natural incentives; therefore, there also needs to be scope for regulatory enforcement when ‘a participative approach is not effective’.

To be flexible and robust, appropriate enforcement will therefore require an institutional redesign. It should aim to combine the advantages of regulation with its power to hold accountable and to enforce, and of some degree of self-regulation. It should also combine the regulatory initiatives and the competition initiatives.

Whereas in the UK proposals revolve around one Digital Market Unit that would be given powers to formulate ex-ante rules and enforce the rules, as well as the power to conduct market investigations, the institutional organisation at the European Commission has to be taken into account. In particular, both the Directorate-General for Competition (DG-COMP) and the Directorate-General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology (DG-CONNECT) have an important role to play.

This report approves Marsden and Podszun’s suggestion for the European Commission to set up a new Platform Compliance Unit in DG-CONNECT for new and platform-specific regulatory obligations, and to establish an Early Alert Unit within DG-COMP, whose mission would be to investigate cases where the tipping of markets is suspected of developing.\(^\text{439}\) This report also agrees with Marsden and Podszun’s suggestion to establish a Platform Complaint Panel as an arbitration mechanism. Upon direction from the Platform Compliance Unit, certain platforms of a particular status would be subject to submitting to such a panel. The success of this enforcement approach would depend on the strong interplay and effective collaboration between DG-COMP and DG-CONNECT.
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The role of the Early Alert Unit (EAU) at DG-COMP is that of investigating arm for both DG-COMP and DG-COMP. It should regularly monitor market developments where it is likely that a platform may change the market structure in the near future through what the German Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy’s legislative proposal calls ‘unnatural tipping.’ It would have the ability to identify the cause of tipping markets and would engage with platforms and other market participants to assess whether a market investigation would be necessary. It would also at the same time engage with the Platform Compliance Unit, to ensure that the market tipping is not happening because of violations of the rules, for example, because of self-preferencing, exclusivity arrangements, or denial of interoperability. If those rules have been complied with during the platform’s growth, then the tipping could not constitute an ‘unnatural tipping.’ Based on an early investigation, this unit could recommend a full investigation of the market. But the advantage of this enforcement approach is that Early Alert Unit could communicate swiftly with the Platform Compliance Unit as soon as it would detect non-compliance with the rules, leading therefore to the enforcement of compliance without having to incur lengthy delays associated with full market investigations.

The Platform Compliance Unit (PCU) would be formed at DG-COMP to be competent for the ex-ante regulation of platforms, monitoring platforms and issuing compliance orders as well as forward-looking guidance. It would undertake the designation of platforms with gatekeeper platforms and introduce and maintain the code based on objectives set out in the legislation, and produce detailed supporting guidance. Borrowing the CMA recommendations for the UK Digital Market Unit, the European Platform Compliance Unit the necessary powers to enforce the principles of the code on a timely basis, and amend its principles in line with evolving market conditions. Compliance should be automatic and swift.

Among the range of pro-competitive interventions, the Platform Compliance Unit would be given powers to introduce, and following the CMA recommendation for the UK Digital Market Unit, this report includes (1) data-related interventions (including consumer control over data, interoperability, data access and data separation powers); (2) consumer choice and default interventions; and (3) separation interventions, should there be necessary. Structural separation interventions, including ownership separations or operational separations, should be extremely rare and would have to be justified further to in-depth market investigations.

Let us provide an example of enforcement in the digital advertising market. The UK CMA report explains how the enforceable code of conduct would be an effective tool to address a wide range of the identified concerns. The report suggests that similar to the CMA recommendations on the UK Digital Market Unit, the European Platform Compliance Unit would include restrictions on publishers' ability to monetise content, self-preferencing behaviour in the open display market and low transparency over fees and ad verification. The CMA report suggests that tackle conflicts of interest in the open display market, some form of separation of Google’s intermediation activities, notably its publisher ad server function, may be necessary. Inspired again by the UK approach described in the CMA report, the report suggests that in this case, the European Platform Compliance Unit should also have the power to introduce data-related interventions to increase transparency and address competition concerns, including data separation, data access and data mobility remedies.

440 As per the Legislative proposal of the German Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, digital platforms activities leading to ‘unnatural tipping’ refer to ‘an unfair impediment [...] where an undertaking with superior market power on a market [...] impedes competitors’ independent attainment of network effects and thereby creates a serious risk of a considerable restriction of competition on the merits.’ The rule lowers the threshold to ‘superior market power’ and shall provide a legal basis for tackling an undefined number of practices that could lead to an unnatural tipping of markets. German Government Draft Bill, 9 Sept. 2020.
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The PCU would also be in a position to exempt certain platforms from some or all the obligations, for example in the case of market entrants or less-resourced platforms that could add needed competition in markets where there is already a dominant platform.

In addition, a good institutional design should facilitate the interplay between public and private enforcement. Marsden and Podszun suggest a model of public enforcement where each Member State assigns a national authority for the enforcement of the rules from the platform regulation. Enforcement measures for national authorities would include requests for information, inspections, and fines. This would be combined with private enforcement, in the form of a Platform Complaint Unit, as also suggested by the Stigler report. This would constitute a fast arbitration mechanism, akin to an ombudsman, where complainants would have a safe space to make complaints, including allowing their anonymity to be possibly protected, with experienced independent adjudicators. The example of the UK Groceries Code Adjudicator demonstrates the usefulness of this approach.

There would appear to be an inconsistent approach between the DMA and the DSA in the role afforded to national regulatory bodies. Member States’ involvement in the DMA regime looks set to be significantly less than the one proposed under the DSA, which provides for direct enforcement at the national level. This could become a significant issue over time, as some Member States, including Germany, have more advanced national regulatory frameworks. These Member States must not be disadvantaged or undermined by these potential discrepancies. Greater scope for national authorities should be granted to intervene in a timely and effective manner where there are country-specific issues, while ensuring complementarity between the supranational and national levels.

7.2. Policy Options on Working Conditions and Labour Market Dynamics

This section examined some of the policy options for addressing the issues of digital work discussed earlier. It does not intend to offer an exhaustive account of either the possible or even necessary policies needed to fix the platform economy for workers, but will instead focus on a few of the major issues.

7.2.1. Key Option 7: Redefine the Category of 'Employee'

At the heart of many discussions around the negative impacts of platform work on working conditions is the way in which the use of non-standard employment relationships (typically, self-employed status) blocks access to many or all of the social protections that come with full-time indefinite employment. A number of proposals have suggested ways to enable access of workers to social protections.

The Problems with Creating a Third Category

One approach advocated by proponents of the gig economy, including Uber’s CEO Dara Khosrowshahi, is to create an intermediate category between employment and self-employment – one that would incorporate some social protections while ostensibly protecting the flexibility of platform work. Examples of this already exist in a number of countries including Germany, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom. Proponents argue that the nature of platform work is too temporary for platforms to be asked to take on the full responsibilities of employees. Having to support workers is deemed a

potentially 'existential threat' to platform companies as they survive on the basis of low labour costs.\(^{446}\) (This report leaves aside the political question of whether businesses that are only sustainable by virtue of ignoring labour law should be supported.)

As with the extension of the employment category, the creation of a new intermediate category can take a variety of forms. In Germany, 'employee-like persons' are those who are economically dependent on but not subordinated to an employer.\(^{447}\) A variety of protections (e.g., paid holidays) are subsequently provided. In Spain, the new category of 'economically dependent self-employed workers' takes a similar tack – with these workers primarily working for one client, but not limited to one employer.\(^{448}\) And in the UK, the category of 'worker' provides some rights (e.g., the national living wage and collective bargaining rights).\(^{449}\) Notably, however, these categories are not usually applied to platform workers.

In recent months, the most notable event in the regulation of digital labour has been the adoption of Proposition 22 in the US state of California. As a response to Assembly Bill 5 (which will be discussed later), Proposition 22 effectively establishes a new category of worker for app-based drivers and delivery riders. This category recognises that platform workers do not have the same level of freedom and flexibility as the truly self-employed, but also rejects the idea that these workers deserve the full rights and protections associated with employment. While ostensibly offering pay above minimum wage, the lack of pay for most expenses as well as the lack of pay for waiting time means that average hourly pay is estimated to be well below minimum wage.\(^{450}\) Platform workers covered by the new law are also given some support for healthcare costs, occupational accident insurance, and reimbursement for some expenses. As a response to Assembly Bill 5, the new legislation has effectively stripped platform workers of many rights and protections – including unemployment insurance, paid leave, overtime pay, and the right to unionise and collectively bargain. Supported by over US$200 million of funding from gig companies – the most ever spent on a California ballot initiative – and a ubiquitous advertising campaign, Proposition 22 received voter approval in November 2020.\(^{451}\)

However, there are a number of issues with this broad approach. First, the creation of an intermediate category would very likely result in companies slightly altering their terms of services and the gap in protections being simply shifted around.\(^{452}\) The case of Italy is also enlightening, as the creation of an intermediate category had the effect of moving employees into the new category with fewer protections.\(^{453}\) Instead of upgrading the rights of the falsely self-employed, 'the quasi-subordinate category created a loophole that actually resulted in less protection for workers as an unintended consequence.'\(^{454}\) The existence of this hybrid category has also made it difficult for lawmakers to try and increase the rights of platform workers subsequently.\(^{455}\) A new category would also create much more bureaucracy, both for companies and for workers. For instance, if a crowdworker has ten clients in a month, the challenges of proving they meet the criteria for an intermediate category may easily be insurmountable. The lack of clarity extends to legal cases over where workers should be situated, with
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the existence of three employment categories providing that much more room for legal arbitrage. It is also unclear that an intermediate category is necessary even on the proponents’ own terms. The category is promoted as important for maintaining the flexibility of existing platform work. Still, this flexibility is often overstated, and it is unclear that regulations hinder things like innovation and flexibility. Rather than complicating things by inventing an intermediate category, many of the problems faced by workers in the platform economy can better be mitigated by the correct application of existing regulations.

**Extend the Existing Category of ‘Employee’**

This approach is perhaps the simplest one: to redefine the category of worker in such a way that it encompasses the new forms of platform work and non-standard work. At a stroke, those currently excluded from standard social protections would be brought back within their ambit. Within the Member States, this approach has already been taken up in different forms by Bulgaria, Denmark, and France, and as noted earlier, an expanded concept of ‘worker’ has been deployed within a number of CJEU rulings. The approach has garnered support from a wide variety of institutions including the International Labour Organization, the European Trade Union Confederation, and Fairwork. And a variety of court cases in countries around the world – including Australia, France, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and Uruguay – have all determined that platform workers should not be classified as self-employed.

The specifics of the definition vary from approach to approach, though. This report will refrain from selecting an optimal definition, but instead, look here at a few prominent positions. One approach, for example, has suggested resolving the definition through 'a process of consultation with trade unions, professional associations and other bodies that represent self-employed workers.' The goal here would be to separate out true freelancers from the falsely self-employed through a process that allowed the different stakeholders are an opportunity to shape the eventual definition.

Others have made more determinate suggestions, such as using the concept of a 'personal work relation' that would let workers' rights and protections apply to 'every worker who provides work or services in a predominantly personal capacity and is not genuinely operating a business undertaking on his or her own account.' Here the aim is to clearly separate out those who are in fact working on their own account and those who are working for another. It does so by replacing the definition of worker as dependent or subordinate to another with a definition based on personal work.

By contrast, in the United States, the state of California recently adopted Assembly Bill 5 which puts forth an 'ABC' test to determine whether a worker is an employee or self-employed. Companies that wish to hire an independent contractor must prove that the worker is: (a) free from the control and direction of the hiring entity, (b) performing work that is outside the usual aspects of the business, and (c) typically performs the work being contracted for.
The Californian experience also demonstrates some important considerations. As the bill did not require that existing contracts be rewritten, most platform companies have continued as before. In May 2020, the state has had to sue the companies in an attempt to get them to retroactively comply with the law.464 The definition used resulted in some over-reach with, for instance, musicians playing a gig at a venue being deemed employees – an issue which eventually led to the bill being amended.465 And as noted earlier, platform companies eventually spent hundreds of millions of dollars to overturn the legislation by adopting Proposition 22. Any European efforts to redefine the category of worker should take note of the Californian experience – not least because the platform companies have explicitly stated they want to spread this weakened model of employment around the world.466

Lastly, a new proposal emerged in November 2020 from the European United Left/Nordic Green Left (GUE/NGL) group in the European Parliament. Here the intent is to create a new category for platform-based workers, but with the provision that workers in this category would be given all the standard rights and protections afforded to employees. After consultation with workers, trade unions, and labour lawyers, the proposal suggests this definition: "worker" means any person who enters into a contract with a digital platform concerning the hiring of his or her labour, whether of an intellectual or manual nature, with a view to rendering a service offered and organised by the platform, in return for remuneration 467

Regardless of what definition is chosen, an important aspect is that workers should, by default, be categorised as employees. And the onus for changing a categorisation should be placed on employers rather than workers. In some Member States, such as Denmark, Italy, and Spain, there are already default legal assumptions about employment relations existing.468 Once platform workers are brought within the remit of the standard employment relation, a number of the issues surrounding their working conditions either disappear or are at least partly rectified. Issues around health and safety rights, protections against unfair dismissals and discrimination, paid periods of leave, and so on can all be relatively easily adapted to platform work. And redefining 'employment' in a way that includes platform workers, would make current legal barriers to collectively organising and bargaining irrelevant (though it must be emphasised that many legal barriers to organising exist even for employees).

7.2.2. Key Option 8: Set Minimum Wages

Bringing platform workers within the ambit of the full range of social protections and rights would be an important and significant step to improving the lives of these workers. However, there are a number of areas where this work means that some elements of traditional employment rights may need to be modified or extended. In this section, we shall briefly look at how this could be achieved.

As seen earlier, low pay is endemic to platform work. A minimum wage that comes with the redefinition of 'employee' would do much to help rectify this problem, but the nature of platform work – often infrequent, piecemeal, involving high overhead costs, and spread amongst multiple clients – can make setting a minimum wage more challenging.

On-demand Work

One significant step to fixing this is to prohibit the use of piece wages in on-demand work and replacing them with hourly wages. At the moment, piece wages mean that when work is at a lull, workers are paying the cost. A Deliveroo rider, for instance, may be available and waiting for work, but if no orders
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come in, they make no money. Piece wages also incentivise work intensification that leads to risky behaviour by workers – for instance, delivery riders darting in and out of traffic to meet tight schedules.469

In lieu of piece wages, many have supported the creation of a minimum wage for platform work.470 Setting the minimum wage could be done in a number of ways. The simplest way would be to set it, if applicable, at the national minimum wage level. Yet this would miss some of the unique characteristics of platform work. As a result, others have suggested setting a minimum wage in collective consultation with workers in such a way that it reflects the expenses of the job and the local living costs.471 Others have likewise noted that the national living wage does not take into account the costs of platform work that are one of the key reasons why the work ends up low paid. As a result, an extra allowance should be given above the living wage in order to recognise these costs.472 And in any case, as with standard employment, overtime pay should be recognised along with a maximum number of hours that can be worked in a day.473 These efforts at establishing a minimum wage would have the immediate benefit of increasing the contributions that workers and employers make to social insurance schemes, as well as lowering the need for them.474

Yet, as the platforms point out, an hourly wage would entail paying workers for passive work time when they may be doing nothing but waiting for a new gig to arrive. The Charter of Good Work, signed by many of the largest platforms, explicitly recognises this saying that ‘workers classified as employees should earn at least the minimum wage of their jurisdiction, proportional to the time spent actively working’ (emphasis added).475 Leaving aside the Charter’s restriction of minimum wages to employees (which makes the statement redundant as employees already have a right to a minimum wage), the issue of passive and active time in platform work is one that is often raised against the prospect of hourly wages. Yet, first of all, all jobs have periods of passivity where workers may be doing nothing productive. There is a long and admirable history of shirking at work and of pretending that platform work is the only time workers have been idle is short-sighted.476 Second, insofar as platform workers have an app open and are available to work, they should be counted as working. The alternative is leaving platform workers as a vast and unpaid source of immediate labour that can be tapped into for the benefit of the platform and to the detriment of the worker.

To respond to this issue, some have suggested implementing a principle that goes beyond just platform work: the introduction of a tiered system of minimum wages whereby those without guaranteed working hours are given a higher minimum wage to reflect the risks they face as well as incentivising firms to avoid the use and reliance on such contracts.477 A simpler and more effective solution though is to simply pay workers for the time during which they are available to take up work for the platform immediately. This is the approach taken by California, but also by New York City (NYC) with respect to ride-sharing platforms. As the latter has been in operation since February 2019, it is a useful model to examine.
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It is worth noting that this rule was put in place even without turning drivers into employees – they remain classified as independent contractors to the present moment. The aim of the rule is not to set a minimum wage directly, but instead to set a minimum payment per trip. However, the calculations that go into establishing the minimum amount per trip take into account active working time, passive working time, and the expenses incurred by drivers. This formula means that if drivers spend more time inactive (e.g. because of a glut of supply), then their pay per trip would rise correspondingly to ensure they received a decent hourly wage. The formula also implicitly incentivised companies to make more efficient use of drivers. In order to meet the minimum pay requirements, ride-sharing companies are responsible for the pay regardless of how many trips are made. So if there are too many drivers on the roads at any given time, many will spend significant time waiting for a fare and not making money, yet companies will still be required to pay them. As a result, platform companies are incentivised to control the number of drivers and ensure there is not an oversupply.

The impacts of these changes have been significant and contradictory. On the one hand, NYC drivers are now paid the most in the country – a nearly 20 percent bump in pay since before the minimum pay rate was set. There is also a more efficient use of drivers with fewer taxis clogging up streets and less downtime for drivers. To meet pay requirements, fares for customers have also increased, and there has been a subsequent reduction in the number of rides. Given the congestion, pollution, and other negative impacts caused by the glut of vehicles on city streets, this is not necessarily a worrying development. Moreover, the unit economics of ride-sharing means that customer fares have been artificially lower than they should be.

More worryingly, companies have responded to the pay requirements by imposing a tiered system whereby those with the most rides are given preferential access to the app in busy times. Those on lower tiers are locked out during busy times – leaving them with few opportunities to make money, near impossible hurdles to moving up the tiered system, and with dwindling control over when they can work. To move up the tiered system, some drivers have even taken to sleeping in their cars so that they can immediately be available when a spot opens up. However, there would appear to be a relatively simple solution to this problem: make access to logging-in based on a first-come, first-served basis – with a queue system for those who want to log-in but cannot, and a notification system on the app to alert workers when their turn has opened up.

Crowdwork

Crowdwork offers its own unique challenges insofar as the work is task-based and increasingly broken up into micro-components. Payment by piece-rates are standard here, and the challenges of ensuring decent pay have less to do with covering expenses and more to do with the labour arbitrage of a planetary labour market. Yet none of these differences means that minimum pay cannot be set for this platform work as well. Perhaps the most comprehensive solution to endemic low pay in crowdwork has been offered by Janine Berg.

She advocates, first, for turning crowdworkers into a stable workforce employed either by the clients who routinely use them or by the platforms who intermediate them. This stabilisation of the employment relation would do much to combat the low pay, unreliability, and low productivity of the work. Workers would receive the local minimum wage and would have a set number of hours they could expect to work. At the same time, crowdwork as currently organised involves very low
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productivity. Workers spend immense amounts of time simply looking for work, and clients have to spend long periods looking for appropriate crowdworkers and checking over work to ensure it meets quality standards. Bringing workers in-house would enable the work to be better organised and for workers to be given training to meet company standards. Piece-rate pay could be continued but set up in such a way that it ensured workers received at least the minimum wage for their work. (And some platforms already pay their crowdworkers minimum wage.) In consultation with workers, expectations around the time to complete projects could be established and pay rates set accordingly. In some countries, legislation already exists to set minimum pay for piece rates and could be applied easily.

Lastly, crowdwork carries significant risks of non-payment and is one of the most routine problems raised by workers. Non-payment should only be allowed in highly exceptional circumstances, and its application should be strictly governed and transparent to workers. In advance, workers should be given knowledge of the rates of non-payment by a client, the terms of payment, and the time it will take the client to review the work. Any non-payments should not count against workers since clients are imperfect judges of quality and can use non-payment as a way to save money. Non-payments should also have a legally binding explanation of why payment was refused as well as guarantees against the use of the work. And finally, workers should always have the right and capacity to contest non-payments.

7.2.3. Key Option 9: Extend Workers' Rights over Data

Given the pervasive nature of workplace surveillance in the platform economy, it is necessary to establish a series of data rights for (all) workers. Groups like UNI Global Union, for example, have explicitly sought to place data issues on the forefront of the labour movement.

A first important component of data rights is efforts to make data collection and algorithmic systems accountable – and to ban them where appropriate. As widely recognised, many algorithmic systems perpetuate biases, and their potential impacts need to be recognised and understood prior to being put into production. There are already provisions for this sort of policy. Under Article 35 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), companies are supposed to carry out assessments of the impacts of processing data that involves a high-risk to data subjects (e.g. employees). Moreover, these assessments are supposed to involve the views of the subjects and/or their representatives (e.g. unions). Properly implemented, these could ensure that biased systems are prevented from going into operation. Yet at the moment, neither of these requirements are widely realised when it comes to workplace surveillance.

In those cases where data on workers is collected, a second step is to make that data transparent and accessible to those workers. At present, while the platforms collect enormous amounts of data about workers, they typically have little access to it. European law already provides for ‘data subjects’ to access
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data about themselves, but workers have to take platform companies to court to access this data. Yet this data could be useful for ensuring the platforms are meeting labour laws, calculating pay rates, and using trade unions to help formulate approaches to bargaining with platforms. Mandating worker access to data about themselves should be a priority. Transparency should also be applied to the algorithms and systems that are making use of that data. As one recent proposal puts it,

‘Platforms shall indicate the main parameters which, either individually or collectively, are the most important for determining the allocation of teams, the distribution of job offers and places of work, the assessment of work carried out, the arrangements for waiting time and for determining remuneration, as well as the relative importance of these main parameters, by providing a description which is easily and publicly accessible and set out in clear and comprehensible language.’

Lastly, there is the issue of ratings of workers and their widespread use amongst platforms. At a minimum, such ratings should be portable across platforms. As it presently stands, these ratings function to keep workers tied to a single platform as they have often spent long periods of time and immense resources in building up their current rating. Moving to another platform currently means that reputation is lost. Creating standardised ratings that could be exported and moved to other platforms would be one way to give some power to workers. It would also align with the portability right in the GDPR. Yet research shows that ratings systems often perpetuate biases whether from customers or clients. They can also function as surveillance mechanisms that may under some circumstances encroach on worker privacy – in which case, making ratings portable without attempting to diminish the surveillance risks simply consolidating surveillance rather than combatting it. This report recommends that platform firms design better rating systems that protect users’ privacy and data rights. There is no easy solution to this issue, and any adoption or change to these systems should also be subject to agreement between the company and the workers’ representatives.

7.2.4. Key Option 10: Support Platform Cooperatives

While the extension of employment rights and protections to platform workers would mean they can at last freely take part in unions, there is more to collective organisation that just the formal right to collective representation, negotiation, and action. Platforms should enshrine workers’ say in every aspect of their business. At the moment, workers are too often simply the passive recipients of changes to apps and platforms – they are given little to no voice over how the technology and structure of work develops. Ratings change, pay changes, schedule changes, interface changes, and so on are all just imposed on workers. There are a variety of governance structures that could be implemented to give workers a meaningful and substantial say in the organisation of their work. Works councils, or board representation, or the capacity to vote on important decisions are all ways to make sure the platform economy works for workers, and that helps to fix the currently gross power imbalances between platforms and their workers.
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A more full-fledged version of giving workers a voice in their work is to support the creation and expansion of platform cooperatives. These are owned and democratically operated platforms by the workers (and often users and communities) themselves. Their existence shows that platforms can be recontextualised and reoriented by different governance systems. The major problems created by the Silicon Valley model are not a necessary outcome. Instead, platform cooperatives seek to build upon the well-established principles of cooperatives and adapt them to the digital technologies of today. Whereas the existing platforms too often lead – as has been shown – to low pay, little autonomy, extensive surveillance, individualised risks, and generally precarious low-quality work, platform cooperatives help build a far more fulfilling and equitable digital world. Emerging research, for instance, repeatedly shows that they provide their workers with more security, autonomy, satisfaction, and typically better wages.

There are already a number of existing successful models to learn from. For example, Stocksy United is a Canadian platform cooperative of artists that sell stock photos. The platform aims to provide its artists with high commissions, and research shows it has led to better working conditions and satisfaction for its workers. In Germany, Fairmondo was created in 2012 as a platform cooperative marketplace that aims to sell ethically-sourced goods. Since then, the platform has operated a federated model that allows versions of itself to be opened in new countries, with the aim of building a global network. And in Belgium, SMart is a cooperative for freelancers that began in 1998. It has since adapted to changing circumstances and incorporated elements of platform cooperativism as well.

However, platform cooperatives face a number of unique challenges relative to more traditional corporate structures. In the first place, platform cooperatives often struggle – relative to other start-ups – to access funding to build and run the business. The fact that platform cooperatives aim for goals other than high profitability means that investors are more reluctant to provide funding, as is the fact that investors cannot gain rights of control if the cooperative goes under. Platform cooperatives also face significant hurdles when it comes to competing with existing platform giants. These latter firms typically have significant network effects that tie users to their platforms, seemingly endless cash piles that can be used to undercut competitors, teams of accountants that find and deploy every possible tax loophole, and masses of proprietary data that give them the edge in building more efficient products. So skewed is the playing field that nearly all traditional start-ups find it incredibly difficult to compete – and the challenges are even more difficult for cooperatives. Lastly, cooperatives also face unique hurdles when it comes to scaling up their businesses. As the model is premised upon each member having a significant say in the operations of the business, as the business gets larger, this principle gets more difficult to maintain. This is all the more important for platform cooperatives as the platform business model is often dependent on generating network effects that both require and drive scaling up.

Governments – whether local, regional, national, or supranational – have an important role to play in supporting these platform cooperatives that promise better working conditions, more secure employment, and local economic growth. Governments can do this by helping in three areas: the starting phases of cooperatives, the growing phases, and the consolidation phases.
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In the first place, governments can take important steps in helping cooperatives overcome the challenges of starting up. Some of the options here include offering low-cost access to physical spaces (e.g., offices or warehouses) for cooperative businesses, tax breaks and subsidies (often already given to entrepreneurs, but these could be applied in a more targeted manner), and using regional and national investment banks to offer low-cost financing, for example, to finance platform cooperatives. Governments can also set up incubators and offer advice to help share best practices, knowledge, and skills in the platform cooperative ecosystem. Cooperatives UK has already successfully done some of this, though without the resources of a government behind it.

As a second step, governments can help platform cooperatives to grow and compete. Most importantly, governments should take regulatory actions to level the playing field between upstart platform cooperatives and cash-flush global competitors. At the moment, it is far too easy for the latter to simply artificially undercut their cooperative alternatives. For instance, in Austin, Texas, in the United States, a brief ban on the major ride-sharing platforms led to a flourishing of local non-profit alternatives. However, the ban was eventually overturned, and the large platforms returned using their financial and political power to drive the non-profits out of business. Governments that want to support platform cooperatives need to find ways to prevent this sort of undermining from occurring. The adoption of an extended definition of employment is a good start, as this negates much of the labour and regulatory arbitrage that major platforms currently use to undercut competitors (particularly ethically-minded competitors). Likewise, efforts at enforcing fair taxation on the major platforms will bolster national finances and level the playing field to some degree. Governments can also learn from the Preston Model in the UK, whereby government procurement has been an essential tool in channelling funding to local businesses (often cooperatives) and reviving the local economy – Preston was recently named ‘the most improved city’ in the UK as a result. Government procurement could, therefore, be a significant way to boost the growth of new platform cooperatives. A final option is to perhaps simply ban particular platforms from operating in an area. Uber has already been effectively banned from some European countries, and the case of Austin shows how quickly community-oriented alternatives can rise up and thrive once the large platforms have disappeared. London’s use of the licensing system as a tool of negotiation with Uber – threatening to withdraw Uber’s license to operate unless the company adopted London’s demands – also shows another pathway to levelling the playing field between the platform giants and the upstart cooperatives.

Lastly, governments can assist platform cooperatives in consolidating their place in the economy. This can mean assistance in connecting various cooperatives together – both across regions and across industries. Governments could provide their own publicly owned and democratically accountable versions of platforms. Many of the gig economy platforms – ride-sharing or care work platforms, for example – are best understood as essential public infrastructure that should be owned and democratically controlled by the public. It is not difficult to imagine, for instance, municipal replacements for Uber that mandate decent working conditions and wages, ensure regulations around congestion and discrimination are upheld, and do so in a way that is seamlessly connected with and
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supplemented existing public transportation options. Governments should not be hesitant to recognise such opportunities for significant beneficial transformation of the platform economy. 521

7.3. Policy Options on Consumer and Societal Risks and Environmental Sustainability

With respect to consumer risks, efforts to mitigate safety problems are relatively simple to make. Improvements could be made in background checks on service providers – such as fingerprint checks. 522 Indeed, one of the reasons cited by Transport for London in its rejection of Uber’s license renewal was that it was carrying out insufficient checks on its drivers. However, platforms are in general resistant to training and further background checks because of the potential implications around employment status. Yet pushing for better checks could be one way to provide more safety for users of these platforms.

The platforms themselves have also begun to make changes. Uber, for example, has made the important step of becoming more transparent about sexual assaults and violence that occurs within its service. They are now releasing periodic Safety reports that disclose the levels of assault, which is a useful first step to reducing these harms. 523 Uber has also made changes to its app to try and give customers quicker access to emergency services and to prevent customers from getting into the wrong vehicle. 524 Likewise, in response to a number of lawsuits, Lyft has started to add similar new features to provide more safety, such as alerts for when a trip takes unexpected turns or delays, and emergency call buttons. 525 While most of these features were launched in the USA initially, they are starting to see roll-outs to other countries such as France as well. 526

7.3.1. Key Option 11: Support Transitions to Greener Mobility Platforms

In responding to the problems of congestion, air pollution, and carbon emissions, a few key policies present themselves. In the first place, governments should support the uptake and transformation of existing vehicle stock into electric vehicles. Efforts can be made to incentivise this transformation, whether through subsidies for drivers or regulations on platforms. California, for example, is introducing a zero-emissions standard for these companies. 527 Investment in the necessary infrastructure for electrical charging is also a key component in the expansion of electric vehicles.

However, more importantly, there needs to be an ongoing shift away from wasteful vehicles that not only pollute the air but also occupy so much urban space. In fact, surveys have found that the key reasons why people use ride-hailing have to do with the poor quality of public transit. 528 At a most basic level, rectifying this involves support and investment in infrastructure for biking and walking. New bike and bus lanes, including dedicated spaces, along with redesigned streets, can all make these forms of transportation cheaper, faster, and safer. 529 More ambitiously, significant investment in the expansion of buses, trains, and subways can do much to improve the frequency of these services. Efforts can also be made to ensure these mass transit forms are accessible to all – from parents with a stroller, to the
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disabled with wheelchairs, to the elderly. All of these efforts can, in turn, be combined with limits on the number of ride-hailing vehicles on the road. A cap on vehicle numbers would effectively be a return to the traditional regulation of the taxi industry, which often used licensing as a way to manage supply. Efforts can also be made to place limits on how often ride-hailing vehicles spend driving without any passengers. New York City, for example, attempted to set a ‘cruising cap’ to precisely limit these dead times. Yet one important lesson to learn from their experience is that ride-hailing companies will fight any regulation. Uber and Lyft managed to convince a judge at the Supreme Court of the State of New York to strike down the law.

7.3.2. Key Option 12: Keep Covid-19 Support Measures for Platform Workers

In response to the coronavirus global pandemic, platforms have introduced a number of minimal responses. Many platforms have introduced ‘contact-free’ options in an attempt to keep workers and consumers safer. Companies like Uber have also begun to mandate the use of masks for both workers and riders. More significantly, a number of these companies have also begun to offer sick pay to their workers – though typically at very low replacement levels and often with a number of bureaucratic hurdles in place. This is important because it is an implicit recognition that these are in fact employees and not just independent contractors – sick pay being the responsibility of a company to its employees and not of an intermediary towards the self-employed. However, in an attempt to avoid this conclusion, platforms are also making their workers sign contracts that state that the provision of sick pay is not a recognition of their employee status. Platforms are also calling the sick pay by euphemisms such as ‘support payment’ or ‘onetime pay adjustment’. These linguistic hurdles should not, however, obscure the facts on the ground.

At the government level, two emergency measures have been put in place in various countries. First, some countries have introduced a one-off ad hoc payment to self-employed workers. Germany, for example, has offered €15 000 over three months, while Greece has provided €800. Likewise, the United States has offered gig workers a one-off payment of US$1 200. Critics, however, have noted that the system is set up in such a way as to incentivise the continued misclassification of platform workers as self-employed. Since the federal government will pay unemployment insurance if states determine a worker is not an employee and therefore unqualified for state unemployment insurance, states can avoid paying for unemployment insurance by leaving gig workers as ‘self-employed’. Second, other countries are providing ongoing payments as a proportion of the self-employed workers' average income over a period of time. Denmark, for example, is providing 75 percent of the average income, while Norway is providing 80 percent. And while not enacted, there have been prominent calls for countries to introduce at least a temporary universal basic income to support all workers regardless of employment status.

---
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One of the big questions at the moment is what happens as the crisis recedes. At the moment, two broad paths present themselves. On the one hand, the emergency efforts put in place to support workers – particularly platform workers – could continue, or at the very least be a challenge for governments to roll back. Workers who have got used to the security provided by the new measures will be unlikely to want a reversion to the previous system, and platforms by their actions have already demonstrated they know they have responsibility for the workers. If this path of continuity is chosen, more efforts could also be put into to support the health and safety of these workers. Personal protective equipment, for example, should be provided by the platforms – ranging from equipment used every day, such as high-visibility jackets to the masks presently used under exceptional circumstances. Training and compensation for occupational accidents must also be provided by the platforms.

On the other hand, platform companies are likely to – and indeed, some already are – fight for a return to the pre-coronavirus normal. Efforts are particularly being made to deregulate the labour market, with the ostensible aim of making hiring and firing easier in order to reduce coronavirus-incited unemployment. Yet, as others have pointed out, countries with relatively strong social protections, such as Germany, have done better than others in their response to the pandemic and its economic impacts. Deregulating would continue to leave countries more at risk. And as seen with the risks to public health caused by platform work, deregulation also entails shifting risk elsewhere in society. Platform workers need support, not more deregulation.
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8. Conclusions

This study has examined the impact of digital platforms on the economy and society. The emergence of online platforms, acting as intermediaries on the basis of data, is the result of a global process of transformation driven by digitalisation, pervasive connectivity, and big data analytics. Online platforms have brought appreciable benefits to many and generated immense wealth for a few. They have also disrupted the economy and society.

A small number of platform firms such as Alphabet-Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple have become the ‘poster children’ of the digital economy. They have provided valuable services to billions of users across the globe and, in lockstep, also reached unprecedented levels of economic power as whole ecosystems of firms have come to rely on them. A small number of online platforms have reached positions of absolute centrality in the digital economy. The question of their dominance has become salient enough not only for regulation authorities to attempt enforcement of existing laws, but also to trigger a serious consideration of a regulatory change in Europe and elsewhere.

Digital platforms have accrued economic power by riding economic forces and seizing technological opportunities. Some of them have also abused positions of power and acted in anti-competitive ways. Beyond their economic power, a few online platforms have also gained significant influence over society and achieved a kind of political power. The most important platform firms are not only large firms with large market shares in selected industries. They are the ‘new governors’ of increasingly vast ecosystems that span sectors, markets, and countries.546 Digital platforms grow on data-driven business models and tend to adopt a profit-driven business logic. If insufficiently regulated and accountable, they can lead to pervasive surveillance, human disempowerment and manipulation, lack of human agency, and societal polarisation.

The issues observed and presented in this report cut across a variety of areas such as on competition and innovation, work and the labour market, and the social fabric. Digital platforms’ behaviours have raised concerns and risks in several areas that were previously considered and regulated separately but are now increasingly interconnected (such as privacy, consumer protection, and competition). This report has presented an evaluation of the current regulatory challenges. The report has presented a number of policy options, including new regulation and options on new institutional arrangements for regulation enforcement.

A new mode of regulation is needed, one that will combine ex-ante robust yet flexible regulation and stronger ex-post enforcement, and enrols the active participation of online platform firms and their ecosystem members. Government regulation is no panacea and can, of course, be subject to some amount of regulatory capture. But self-regulation alone by platform firms is unlikely to solve all the issues. This is because, absent credible threat of regulation, platform firms that have asymmetric power over customers or business partners and have reached uncontested positions of gatekeeper power may simply lack the will to self-regulate.

The report welcomes the proposals in the European Commission’s DMA and the DSA, which take policy and regulation in the right direction in Europe. Where this report differs from the DMA and the DSA proposals is in calling for (1) a stronger merger control regime for gatekeeper platforms; (2) that each gatekeeper platform should have its own tailored enforceable Code of Conduct; (3) greater scope for national authorities to intervene where there are country-specific issues; (4) a new users’ right to reasonable inferences and to curtail eliminate the generation of ‘high-risk inferences’, i.e., those that are privacy-invasive, reputation-damaging, and have low verifiability. In addition, one of the central issues raised in the DSA is the treatment of illegal content discussed in Section 6.1. This report does not

offer alternative policy options on this topic, as the Commission’s DSA proposals in this area appear broadly appropriate.

The report suggests that future regulation should ensure that it is based on fundamental principles to ensure freedom of competition, fairness in intermediation, and the sovereignty of decision-making. Such future regulation should also ensure access to fair social protection for all workers, access to dignified work and minimum living standards, and support of workers’ voices in the organisation of their work. This report calls to consider and reaffirm these fundamental principles that reflect common ground in the values of the European Union. The reaffirmation of fundamental principles is the remit of democratically elected representatives such as the Members of the European Parliament.

The report demonstrates that there is a need for short term regulatory change as well as monitoring of digital markets and long-term re-evaluation of regulatory options. The short-term options are laid out in the policy options section of the report. But this should not distract from also doing more work that will imply the long-term. Further adaptation and possible redesign of modalities of regulation will take a long time. It will also need to develop analytical frameworks that reflect the reality of the digital economy as it continues to evolve. For this long-run work, academic experts will be required to develop better theories to explain and predict the behaviour and impact of platforms and ecosystems in the digital economy. Researchers will create new and better analysis frameworks as more time will allow them to observe the evidence needed to formulate updates on theories and concepts. While this scholarly activity might appear abstract to some readers, such research effort will be important and needs to be supported to help provide the right analytical lenses to interpret a rapidly changing economic and social reality. Further development and cross-fertilisation of economic theory, management theory, and social science theories will be needed, including refining the theory of the firm and developing a theory of ecosystems and a theory of data. Better frameworks and theories will be helpful for regulators too.

Better analytical frameworks are needed because the current technological and economic forces are profoundly challenging the very categories that regulators and market participants have historically relied on to interpret firms’ activities to act upon through regulation. For example, and this may be a provocative hypothesis, but the foundational notion of ‘market’, which has been the usual fundamental unit of analysis for the development and application of the economic theory of industrial organisation (itself leading to economic regulation), might not be the best or even the appropriate unit of analysis to interpret the behaviour of online platforms correctly. Whereas the distinction between market sectors, or between industries, used to be stable and meaningful, online platform firms appear to be able to ‘glide’ from market to market, as if the boundaries between markets were somehow porous or permeable to them. As digitalisation enables the generation of data-driven complementarities across markets and across products and services, a better unit of analysis might be that of an ecosystem that can cut across markets or sectors. More research is needed on platforms’ behaviour in ecosystems over time and how ecosystems develop, coalesce, compete, and evolve.

Digitalisation and pervasive connectivity, combined with big data analytics, also profoundly transform the very nature of what firms are and do. Pervasive surveillance allows remote monitoring of workers and enables control of individuals’ work without resorting to usual contractual mechanisms such as labour contracts or usual managerial techniques based on proximal oversight. It allows the identification, monitoring, and exploitation of resources that reside outside the firm’s usual scope, giving platforms the opportunity to make new kinds of strategic decisions to design their boundaries in line with their business models. Digital platform boundary design consists of the structural decisions that platform firms make to strategically demarcate their resources and assets, which they govern in

different modes. As the nature of the firm changes, how to determine its role and responsibilities becomes a salient question that requires more in-depth research.

Beyond advancing expert knowledge, it will be necessary to support the diffusion of the knowledge, ideas, and further questions presented in this report to the public and their elected representatives. This goes beyond what is traditionally referred to as ‘digital literacy’. It is about supporting citizens' education to help them understand the forces that made digital platforms emerge and how they operate, as they have such a great influence on their lives. Digital technologies are complex, and, for many, their workings are obscure. The economics and business models of digital platforms are also still not well understood beyond a relatively small circle of experts, whose theories are still evolving. The way digital platforms operate has only recently begun to be well-understood by regulators and the public. This report has aimed to clarify not only how digital platforms operate but also what their impact is on the economy and society. Special effort has been made to make the text easy to understand for a wide audience. This is because as digitalisation, connectivity, and big data analytics transform the world, regulators and the public must understand the fundamentals of digital platforms' economic and social effects. Democratic participation requires citizens' understanding. The democratic process supported by the European Parliament is fundamental to allow the people and businesses of Europe to preserve, sustain, and sometimes create the right legal, social, and economic environment to enable them to benefit from these new technologies while preserving fundamental rights and interests. Europe can lead the way in a balanced and principled approach to regulating digital platforms, and it is hoped that this report will prove helpful toward this important objective.

---

548 See Gaver, ‘Digital Platforms’ Boundaries: The Interplay of Firm Scope, Platform Sides, and Digital Interfaces’: ‘Digital platform firms make choices on three interrelated but distinct types of boundaries, including not only on the traditional question of (1) the scope of the firm (what assets are owned, what labour is employed, and what activities are performed by the firm), but also: (2) on the configuration and composition of the platform’s sides (which distinct groups of customers have access to the platform), and (3) on its digital interfaces (that specify the 2-way exchange of data between the platform firm and each of its sides).’
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Online platforms: Economic and societal effects


Online platforms such as Google, Amazon, and Facebook play an increasingly central role in the economy and society. They operate as digital intermediaries across interconnected sectors and markets subject to network effects. These firms have grown to an unprecedented scale, propelled by data-driven business models. Online platforms have a massive impact on individual users and businesses, and are recasting the relationships between customers, advertisers, workers and employers. This has triggered a public debate on online platforms’ economic dominance and patterns of pervasive data collection. This study presents an analytical synthesis of the literature, to assess the effects of online platforms on the economy and society. It provides evidence of positive impact, and documents a set of important issues not fully addressed by existing European regulation and enforcement. The consensus is that there is a need to strengthen the current law enforcement and regulation of the platform economy. This report welcomes the proposed digital markets and digital services acts, and offers a series of policy options for competition and innovation, working conditions and labour markets, consumer and societal risks, and environmental sustainability.